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Priority claimed from 08/09/2015; Application No. : 14550453 ;European Union 

3351747    04/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298294]
BASF SE
Carl-Bosch-Str. 38 67056 Ludwigshafen am Rhein Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in the manufacture of agricultural chemical products, especially plant fortifying preparations, 
plant growth regulating preparations, pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, insecticides, nematicides, larvicides and 
chemicals for interrupting the pupal development cycle, agricultural adjuvants, chemical preparations for the treatment of 
seeds, turf treatment, surfactants, natural or artificial chemicals to be used as sexual baits or agents to confuse insects; 
agricultural adjuvants.

Cl.5;Preparations for destroying and combatting vermin, fungicides, herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, nematicides, 
larvicide and chemicals for interrupting the pupal development cycle.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products.
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Priority claimed from 20/11/2015; Application No. : 4520150010649 ;Republic of Korea 

3351794    15/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297901]
Giosis LLC
117, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul 06134 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cases for use with mobile telecommunication devices; dustproof plugs for smartphones; cell phone straps; 
computer software applications, downloadable; application software for smart phone; computer game software; computer 
software; integrated circuit cards (smart cards); USB flash drives; mouse pads; protective case for tablet PC; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable digital video recordings; downloadable image files; 
downloadable graphics for mobile phones; downloadable coupon; electronic publications, downloadable; CDs; DVDs; 
smartphone mounts.

Cl.16;Advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; packing paper; paper tissues; note books; note papers; page 
holders; writing implements (writing instruments); passport cases; boxes of paper or cardboard; bags and sacks of 
paper; bags of plastic for packaging; graphic prints; diary; calendars; printed matter (except books and periodicals); 
catalogues; pamphlets; books; periodicals; stickers.

Cl.18;Toilet bags (sold empty); clothing for pets; bags; articles of leather for bags; change purses; backpacks; belt 
bags and hip bags; felt pouches; shopping bags; luggage and trunks; purses; textile shopping bags; card wallets; travel 
bags made of plastic materials; boxes of leather or leatherboard; leather pouches; coverings of leather; parasols (sun 
umbrellas); umbrellas.

Cl.25;Money belts (clothing); footwear; sports wear; outerclothing; skirts and dresses; pants; bottoms (clothing); 
underclothing; shirts and short-sleeved shirts; sweaters; nightwear; mufflers; ear muffs (clothing); scarfs; socks and 
stockings; gloves for apparel; caps (headwear); belts (clothing); rain wear; clothing.

Cl.28;Ornaments for Christmas trees (except illumination articles and confectionery); mascot doll for cellphones with 
straps; stuffed dolls; soap bubbles (toys); puppets; toys (playthings); playing balls; toy dolls; dolls; dolls and dolls' 
clothing; masks (playthings); toy balloons; toy action figures; action figure dolls; apparatus for games; games; sticks for 
fans and for entertainment being novelty items; paper party hats; puzzles; play balloons.

Cl.35;Online comprehensive shopping mall services; business intermediary services relating to mail order selling by 
electric communication; advertising and marketing consultancy; advertising and marketing; distribution of 
advertisements and commercial announcements; organisation of exhibitions and events for commercial or advertising 
purposes; price comparison services; provision of product sales information and commercial information; business 
intermediary services for the sale and purchase of goods and services; data retrieval services; compilation and 
systematization of information in databanks; import-export agency services; administrative processing of purchase 
orders; auctioneering provided on the internet; retail store services featuring bags and wallets; retail store services 
featuring toys (playthings); retail store services featuring stickers; retail store services featuring printed matter; retail 
store services featuring drinking vessels; retail store services featuring clothing.
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Priority claimed from 12/08/2015; Application No. : 014462964 ;European Union 

3351805    09/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298315]
Chuckling Goat Limited
Glynmelyn, Brynhoffnant, Llandysul Ceredigion [Sir Ceredigion] SA44 6DS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Probiotic bacterial formulations for non-medical use.

Cl.3;Cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; 
soaps and gels; soaps for body care; bath soap; medicated soaps; anti-bacterial soap; perfumed soaps; toilet soaps; skin 
care preparations; skincare cosmetics; facial cleansers; skin cleansers; hand cleansers; wipes impregnated with a skin 
cleanser; skin toners; skin lotions; skin cream; skin moisturisers; skin cleansing cream; skin cleansing lotion; non-
medicated skin lotions; skin care oils [cosmetic]; exfoliants for the care of the skin; cosmetics for the treatment of dry 
skin; exfoliants for the cleansing of the skin; essential oils for the care of the skin; cleaning preparations; floor cleaning 
preparations; glass cleaning preparations; oven cleaning preparations; carpet cleaning preparations; pet shampoos.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
germicidal preparations [other than soap]; antiseptic cleansers; medicated skin creams; medicated skin lotions; 
pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; medicated ointments for application to the skin; probiotic bacterial 
formulations for medical use; probiotic bacterial formulations for veterinary use.
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3351813    30/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298332]
Detection Technology Oyj
Elektroniikkatie 10 FI-90590 Oulu Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;X-ray scanners for quality supervision in industry and for security applications and components for such scanners, 
e.g. image processing components, photodiodes and X-ray detectors; imaging software for X-ray apparatus.

Cl.10;X-ray scanners for medical, dental and veterinary applications.

Cl.42;Research related to X-ray apparatus and design of mechanics, electronics and software for X-ray apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 06/05/2015; Application No. : 15 4 178 973 ;France 

3351830    05/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297998]
EUROMETROPOLE DE STRASBOURG
1 parc de l'Etoile F-67000 STRASBOURG France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Real estate agencies; real estate affairs, namely purchase, sale, rental and sub-rental of real estate; financial 
affairs, namely, buying and selling of securities; management of real estate and securities; real estate appraisal, financial 
estimates and appraisals in the field of real estate, fiscal valuations and assessments, financial analysis, information and 
consulting relating to finance, insurance and real estate; fiduciary services, financing services, capital constitution and 
investment, securities (guarantees); real estate brokerage and leasing; apartment house management; real property 
management services; management agent services, namely property administration; trusteeship of real estate; promoting 
(financing) of real estate projects; evaluation of repair and restoration costs of architectural estate, appraisal of antiques, 
art appraisal, housing agencies (real estate).

Cl.37;Construction of real estate projects; construction of building projects, in particular of office buildings and 
business neighborhoods and communities; construction, repair, restoration, demolition, processing of real estate, 
construction of permanent structures, buildings, building estates; information on construction; building construction 
supervision; planning (construction), equipment (construction), maintenance and repair of buildings; information relating 
to restoration and safeguarding of the architectural heritage, restoration of works of art, cleaning of buildings (exterior 
surfaces); road paving; construction of wooden chalets and fair stalls; construction consultation.

Cl.42;Architecture; design of interior decor; technical project study; design and drawing up of construction plans; 
urban planning; surveying (engineering work); land survey; testing of materials; design and development of software, 
rental of computer software; authentication of works of art; geological prospecting; geological expertise; geological 
research; technical project studies; research in the field of environmental protection; conversion of data or documents 
from physical to electronic media; recovery of computer data; providing of search engines for the Internet, hosting of 
computer sites (Web sites), rental of Web servers, maintenance and installation of computer software, computer 
programming; surveying, interior design, calibration (measuring); advice relating to energy-saving, quality control; 
scientific research services for medical purposes; analysis, research and design in the field of education, teaching, 
training and instruction for the following disciplines: art, plastic arts, foreign language, literature and foreign civilizations, 
letters, music, art and cultural activities, performing arts, visual arts, science of language, linguistics, philosophy, law, 
science and techniques of communication and information, marketing techniques, management of companies and 
administrations, social and economic administration, public administration, economy, management, economic sciences, 
accounting, monitoring and auditing, finance, journalism, management, political science, social sciences, sports and 
physical education, geography, history, archaeology, psychology, sociology, science and technology of physical 
activities and sports, theology, human resources management, anthropology, ethnology, demography, urban planning 
and development, science and labor training, chemistry, biology, physics, industrial and civil engineering, computer 
science, mathematics, life sciences, sciences of the earth, universe and environment, agronomy, engineering, 
astrophysics, biophysics, bioinformatics, biochemistry, geophysics, medical sciences, odontological sciences, health, 
medicine, dental surgery, pharmacy, speech therapy, orthoptics, acupuncture, midwifery; evaluations, estimates, 
research and reports in the fields of science and technology, namely, appraisals (engineering), scientific analysis 
services, research and design in the field of education, teaching, training and instruction for the following disciplines: art, 
plastic arts, foreign language, literature and foreign civilizations, letters, music, art and cultural activities, performing arts, 
visual arts, science of language, linguistics, philosophy, law, science and techniques of communication and information, 
marketing techniques, management of companies and administrations, social and economic administration, public 
administration, economy, management, economic sciences, accounting, monitoring and auditing, finance, journalism, 
management, political science, social sciences, sports and physical education, geography, history, archaeology, 
psychology, sociology, science and technology of physical activities and sports, theology, human resources 
management, anthropology, ethnology, demography, urban planning and development, science and labor training, 
chemistry, biology, physics, industrial and civil engineering, computer science, mathematics, life sciences, sciences of 
the earth, universe and environment, agronomy, engineering, astrophysics, biophysics, bioinformatics, biochemistry, 
geophysics, medical sciences, odontological sciences, health, medicine, dental surgery, pharmacy, speech therapy, 
orthoptics, acupuncture, midwifery.
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Priority claimed from 20/07/2015; Application No. : 302015000035775 ;Italy 

3351834    28/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297932]
REGGIO CHILDREN - CENTRO INTERNAZIONALE PER LA DIFESA E LA PROMOZIONE DEI DIRITTI E DELLE 
POTENZIALITA' DEI BAMBINI E DELLE BAMBINE S.R.L.
Via Bligny, 1/A I-42124 REGGIO EMILIA (RE) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Teaching apparatus and instruments; audio-visual teaching apparatus and instruments; training manuals in 
electronic format; publications in electronic format (downloadable); electronic publications (downloadable); electronic 
publications stored on electronic media; publications in electronic form downloadable from the internet; compacts discs, 
DVDs, usb flash drives (not-registered), usb flash drives, usb hardware, blank usb cards, usb cables, and other digital 
recording or storage media; software; music records and media in general; apparatus for recording, transmission and 
reproduction of sound and images.

Cl.16;Books; manuals; instructional and teaching materials, except apparatus; teaching manuals; text books; 
publications; educational publications; periodical publications; magazines (periodicals); children's books; photographs; 
stationery; stationery stickers; artists' material; paint brushes; writing or drawing books; pencils; pens; sketchbook; 
crayons; postcards; greeting cards; bookmarkers; playbills; posters.

Cl.41;Instruction and training; training courses; education; preparatory schools (education); infants schools; pre-
school services (education); school services (education); providing information regarding education; organization and 
arrangement of didactic workshops (workshops); teaching services; teaching at senior high-school; teaching at lower 
high-school; teaching at elementary school; summer camps (entertainment and teaching); organization of teaching 
programs; teaching for nursery schools; teaching of diet education; organization of training symposiums, training 
seminars and training conferences; consultancy regarding training and instruction; consultancy for conception, 
organization, administration, management of infants schools, nursery schools, atelier, exhibitions; book lending; book 
rental; book publishing services; nursery school services (instruction and entertainment); organization of exhibitions for 
cultural purposes; organization of exhibitions for didactic purposes; organization of exhibitions for entertainment 
purposes; organization of exhibitions for training purposes; publications by means of computer; publication and editing 
of books; publishing of electronic publications; electronic publications (not downloadable); publication of printed matters 
and printed publications; publication of texts (except advertising); online electronic publications (not downloadable); 
providing publications in electronic format, non-downloadable; providing online non-downloadable electronic 
publications; providing publications available on a global computer network or on the internet, non-downloadable; 
publication of electronic magazines; publication of magazines on the web; publication of texts, books, magazines and 
other printouts; providing online electronic publication of books and magazines, non-downloadable ; publication of 
training manuals; production of training videos; design, management and installation of atelier; editorial consultancy; 
organization of cultural and training exchanges; training internships; university teaching; post-graduate master courses; 
research projects in the education field; providing multimedia publications, non-downloadable; arranging of recreational 
and entertainment activities provided by institutes for young children, teenagers amd adults.
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2015; Application No. : 86685861 ;United States of America 

3351835    06/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298020]
Microsoft Corporation
One Microsoft Way Redmond, WA 98052-6399 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for streaming, broadcasting, transmitting and reproducing text, data, images, 
music and video; electronic databases in the field of entertainment featuring music and videos recorded on computer 
media.

Cl.38;Electronic transmission of software, messages, data, text, sound, graphics and video via computer networks, 
wireless networks and the Internet.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line music, videos, and entertainment-related programs through a 
computer database.
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Priority claimed from 17/03/2015; Application No. : 013845235 ;European Union 

3351837    16/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298030]
Didier MARTZEL
50 rue des alliés F-57410 ROHRBACH LES BITCHE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Inhalation devices, electronic devices for inhalation, all for medical use; boxes, cases and holders specially 
adapted for inhalation devices, electronic inhalation devices, all for medical use; inhalers for medical use for use as 
substitutes for cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, pipes and hookahs; vaporizer tubes for medical use, for smokeless 
cigarettes.

Cl.34;Flavorings or additives for cartridges of electronic cigarettes, electronic cigars, electronic cigarillos, electronic 
pipes; tobacco; smokers' articles; cigars and cigarettes; boxes and cases for cigars and cigarettes; aromatic cartridges 
for an electronic device used as a substitute for cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos or pipes containing tobacco substitutes not 
for medical use; electronic devices for smokers used as substitutes of cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos or pipes containing 
tobacco substitutes not for medical use; electronic cigarettes, electronic cigars, electronic cigarillos or electronic pipes 
containing tobacco substitutes not for medical use; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical use; 
tobacco products; tobacco substitutes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; inhalation devices, electronic 
inhalation devices, electronic cigarettes, electronic cigars, electronic cigarillos, electronic pipes, electronic hookahs; 
boxes, cases and holders for inhalation devices, electronic inhalation devices, electronic cigarettes, electronic cigars, 
electronic cigarillos, electronic pipes, electronic hookahs; inhalation devices, cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, pipes, hookahs 
containing tobacco substitutes; tobacco-free inhalation devices, cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, pipes, hookahs; liquids and 
e-liquids for electronic inhalation devices, electronic cigarettes, electronic cigars, electronic cigarillos, electronic pipes, 
electronic hookahs; flavorings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic inhalation devices, electronic cigarettes, 
electronic cigars, electronic cigarillos, electronic pipes, electronic hookahs; electronic inhalation devices, electronic 
cigarettes, personal electronic vaporizers, electronic cigars, electronic cigarillos, electronic pipes, electronic hookahs, 
and flavorings and solutions for use therewith; inhalers for use as substitutes for cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, pipes and 
hookahs; vaporizer tubes for smokeless cigarettes; aromatic cartridges, refills and bulbs for electronic devices as a 
substitute for cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, pipes and hookahs; electronic devices for smokers acting as a substitute for 
cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, pipes and hookahs; additives or flavorings for cartridges, refills and bulbs for electronic 
inhalation devices, electronic cigarettes, electronic cigars, electronic cigarillos, electronic pipes or electronic hookahs; 
clearomizers, atomizers and cartomizers for electronic inhalation devices, electronic cigarettes, electronic cigars, 
electronic cigarillos, electronic pipes, electronic hookahs; electronic cigarettes, electronic cigars, electronic cigarillos, 
electronic pipes, electronic hookahs, all for medical use; boxes, cases and holders for electronic cigarettes, electronic 
cigars, electronic cigarillos, electronic pipes, electronic hookahs, all for medical use; inhalation devices, cigarettes, 
cigars, cigarillos, pipes, hookahs containing tobacco substitutes, all for medical use; tobacco-free inhalation devices, 
cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, pipes, hookahs, all for medical use; electronic inhalation devices, electronic cigarettes, 
personal electronic vaporizers, electronic cigars, electronic cigarillos, electronic pipes, electronic hookahs, all for medical 
use; aromatic cartridges, refills and bulbs, for medical use, for use with electronic devices as a substitute for cigarettes, 
cigars, cigarillos, pipes and hookahs; electronic devices, for medical use for smokers, acting as a substitute for 
cigarettes, cigars, cigarillos, pipes and hookahs; clearomizers, atomizers and cartomizers for medical use for use with 
electronic inhalation devices, electronic cigarettes, electronic cigars, electronic cigarillos, electronic pipes, electronic 
hookahs.
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Priority claimed from 07/08/2015; Application No. : 2015-076237 ;Japan 

3351858    04/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298079]
Software Cradle Co., Ltd.
3-4-5, Umeda, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-0001 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs; computer software; computers; displays and display units for computers; electronic 
publications (downloadable).

Cl.16;Manuals and answer books about computer software; printed matter.

Cl.35;Calculating services [office functions]; clerical services relating to data entry, data management and data 
generation; providing business assistance to others in the operation of data processing apparatus, namely, computers, 
typewriters, telex machines and other similar office machines; office functions, clerical services; compilation of 
information into computer databases.

Cl.41;Education and training relating to computer software; educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, 
sports and general knowledge; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars, conference, workshops and training 
sessions relating to computers, computer peripherals and computer software; arranging, conducting and organization of 
seminars; providing electronic publications.

Cl.42;Computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of computer software; providing 
information and consultancy services relating to computer software design, computer programming, and maintenance of 
computer software; rental of computers; providing non-downloadable computer programs; technical advice relating to 
performance, operation and function of computers and computer software; rental of computer software; computer 
processing for thermo-fluid analysis; providing information and consultancy services relating to computer processing for 
thermo-fluid analysis; computer processing for computational fluid dynamics analysis; providing information and 
consultancy services relating to computer processing for computational fluid dynamics analysis; computer aided thermo-
fluid analysis; providing information and consultancy services relating to computer aided thermo-fluid analysis; 
computational fluid dynamics analysis; providing information and consultancy services relating to computational fluid 
dynamics analysis.
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Priority claimed from 01/07/2015; Application No. : 4193659 ;France 

3352232    30/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297907]
DATA ACCESS
57 rue d'Amsterdam F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Foodstuffs, beverages and dietetic substances for medical use, milk-based preparations, food and food substances
for babies; foods and food substances for children and the disabled, for medical use; food and food substances for 
pregnant women and nursing mothers, for medical use; nutritional and dietetic supplements for medical use; vitamin 
preparations, mineral food products; medicated candy; sanitary products for medical use and for intimate hygiene; 
pharmaceutical and veterinary products; compresses, cotton for medical use; almond milk for pharmaceutical purposes, 
antiseptic cotton, sunburn ointments, bandages for dressings, confectionery for pharmaceutical purposes, nutritional 
additives for medical use, breast-nursing pads, hemostatic pencils, insect repellents, parasiticides, pharmaceutical 
preparations for skin care, filled first aid boxes, sticking plasters, cold sterilization tablets for feeding bottles; 
pharmaceutical products as well as sanitary care products.

Cl.29;Preserved, dried and cooked fruit and vegetables; jellies, jams, compotes; eggs, milk and dairy products; candied 
fruits; canned fruit and vegetables; fruit salads; fruit-based snack food; milkshakes; yogurt; soy milk (milk substitute), 
soy-based preparations; edible oils and fats; milk substitutes not based on dairy products; prepared or cooked dishes 
based on vegetables, fish, meat, poultry, game; frozen, dried, cooked fruits; canned foods; meat extracts; compotes; 
charcuterie; salted meats; edible oils and fats; fats for food.

Cl.30;Coffee, coffee extracts, coffee-based beverages and preparations; iced coffee; artificial coffee, artificial coffee 
extracts, preparations and beverages based on artificial coffee; chicory; tea, tea extracts, tea-based beverages and 
preparations; iced tea; malt-based preparations; cocoa-flavored and cocoa-based preparations and beverages; 
chocolates, chocolate products, chocolate-based preparations and beverages; confectionery, sugar confectionery, candy;
confectionery; sugar; chewing gum; natural sweeteners; bakery products, bread, rusks, yeast, pastry articles; biscuits, 
cakes, cookies, wafers, caramels, puddings; rice, pasta, noodles; pizzas, sandwiches, edible dough mixtures and ready-
to-bake mixtures; breakfast cereals, muesli, corn flakes, cereal bars, ready-to-eat cereals; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 
fruit-based food flavorings.
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3352609    07/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297865]
KANGAROO CAPITAL, S.L.
C/ Antonio Maura, 18 - 2º C E-28014 Madrid Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Administration and management of commercial companies; fiscal consultancy (accounting); employment 
counseling services; preparation of economic reports; advertising services.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting services; financial services; real estate services.

Cl.45;Legal consultancy services; legal services; security services for the protection of property or individuals; 
personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
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3354078    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298803]
GYO Solutions Pty Ltd
31 Linden Gardens Floreat WA 6014 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Indoor garden container, plant cultivation containers and hydroponic garden containers; terrariums; indoor 
container gardens, plant cultivation containers or terrariums, sold as a kit with one or more of a plant growing media, 
drainage substrate, seeds, plants (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common 
Regulations).

Cl.44;Provision of information and advice relating to indoor gardens, terrariums, how to use indoor gardens, growing of
plants, horticulture, plant health, plant cultivation; providing information online relating to indoor gardens, growing of 
plants, horticulture, plant health, plant cultivation.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2015; Application No. : 83707 ;Cyprus 

3354132    26/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298831]
NIPD Genetics Limited
Neas Engomis 31, Engomi CY-2409 NICOSIA Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Medical laboratory services (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2)(b) of the 
Common Regulations); medical research; design and development of medical diagnostic tests and products.

Cl.44;Medical testing services; medical services for the testing of blood; medical testing for the diagnosis of genetic 
disorders, diseases and syndromes.
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2015; Application No. : 014333843 ;European Union 

3354426    07/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298495]
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH
Vahrenwalder Str. 9 30165 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing services; business 
management and organization consultancy; assistance with regard to commercial and business activities required for 
vehicle fleet management; providing of business information and assistance relating to vehicle fleet management.

Cl.37;Building construction; vehicle repair services (repair); assembly and disassembly of vehicle parts, in particular of 
tyres (installation services); vehicle service stations (repair, maintenance, servicing); vehicle maintenance and repair; tyre 
repair; tyre repair; vulcanization of tires [repair]; vehicle wash; arranging and providing of maintenance services and 
repair services; arranging and providing of breakdown assistance for vehicle [repair service].

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; vehicle towing; arranging and providing of 
breakdown assistance for vehicles [towing].
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2015; Application No. : 014333884 ;European Union 

3354444    07/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298492]
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH
Vahrenwalder Str. 9 30165 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing services; business 
management and organization consultancy; assistance with regard to commercial and business activities required for 
vehicle fleet management; providing of business information and assistance relating to vehicle fleet management.

Cl.37;Building construction; vehicle repair services (repair); assembly and disassembly of vehicle parts, in particular of 
tyres (installation services); vehicle service stations (repair, maintenance, servicing); vehicle maintenance and repair; tyre 
repair; vulcanization of tires [repair]; vehicle wash; arranging and providing of maintenance services and repair services; 
arranging and providing of breakdown assistance for vehicle [repair service].

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; vehicle towing; arranging and providing of 
breakdown assistance for vehicle [towing].
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Priority claimed from 07/07/2015; Application No. : 14333851 ;European Union 

3354451    07/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298494]
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH
Vahrenwalder Str. 9 30165 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; marketing services; business 
management and organization consultancy; assistance with regard to commercial and business activities required for 
vehicle fleet management; providing of business information and assistance relating to vehicle fleet management.

Cl.37;Building construction; vehicle repair services (repair); assembly and disassembly of vehicle parts, in particular of 
tyres (installation services); vehicle service stations (repair, maintenance, servicing); vehicle maintenance and repair; tyre 
repair; tyre repair; vulcanization of tires [repair]; vehicle wash; arranging and providing of maintenance services and 
repair services; arranging and providing of breakdown assistance for vehicle [repair service].

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; vehicle towing; arranging and providing of 
breakdown assistance for vehicle [towing].
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Priority claimed from 13/08/2015; Application No. : 86724578 ;United States of America 

3354956    25/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298713]
RAPIDMINER, INC. 
10 Milk Street, 11th Floor Boston MA 02108 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for data analysis, recommendation and decision support based on data analysis 
and compilation, data mining, knowledge management and research, business process and data optimization, automation 
of predictive analytic processes, optimization of predictive analytic business decisions, advertising optimization and 
personalization, document management, business intelligence information gathering and analysis, forecasting and 
reporting of possible predictive outcomes, application of company and market data and data analytics, accounting and 
financial reporting and analysis, budgeting, enterprise management, data extraction, data monitoring, statistical 
compilation of market data, economic forecasting, and market analysis.

Cl.42;Consulting services in the field of software implementation; scientific and/or technological consulting services in 
the field of development in relation to design of predictive analytic processes; scientific and/or technological consulting 
services in the field of design of predictive analytic processes; custom computer software design; application service 
provider featuring application programming interface (API) software for business optimization; software as a service 
(SAAS) services, featuring software for data analysis, recommendation and decision support based on data analysis and 
compilation, data mining, knowledge management and research, business process and data optimization, automation of 
predictive analytic processes, optimization of predictive analytic business decisions, advertising optimization and 
personalization, document management, business intelligence information gathering and analysis, forecasting and 
reporting of possible predictive outcomes, application of company and market data and data analytics, accounting and 
financial reporting and analysis, budgeting, enterprise management, data extraction, data monitoring, statistical 
compilation of market data, economic forecasting, and market analysis; providing temporary use of on-line, non-
downloadable software for data analysis, recommendation and decision support based on data analysis and compilation, 
data mining, knowledge management and research, business process and data optimization, automation of predictive 
analytic processes, optimization of predictive analytic business decisions, advertising optimization and personalization, 
document management, business intelligence information gathering and analysis, forecasting and reporting of possible 
predictive outcomes, application of company and market data and data analytics, accounting and financial reporting and 
analysis, budgeting, enterprise management, data extraction, data monitoring, statistical compilation of market data, 
economic forecasting, and market analysis.
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Priority claimed from 30/10/2015; Application No. : 014747026 ;European Union 

3354970    16/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298761]
DAVIDE CAMPARI - MILANO S.P.A.
Via Franco Sacchetti, 20 I-20099 SESTO SAN GIOVANNI (MILANO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beer and brewery products; preparations for making beverages; beer-based beverages; non-alcoholic beer 
flavored beverages; low alcohol beer; non-alcoholic beer; coffee-flavored beer; lagers; wheat beer; malt beer; black beer 
[toasted-malt beer]; beers; flavored beers; beers enriched with minerals; beer-based cocktails; kvass [non-alcoholic 
beverage]; processed hops for use in making beer; pale ale; shandy; porter; stout; concentrates for making fruit drinks; 
concentrates for use in the preparation of soft drinks; essences for making flavoured mineral water [not in the nature of 
essential oils]; essences for making beverages; essences for making non-alcoholic drinks, not in the nature of essential 
oils; non-alcoholic fruit extracts used in the preparation of beverages; hops (extracts of -) for making beer; hop extracts 
for use in the preparation of beverages; extracts of unfermented must; extracts for making beverages; unfermented 
preserved must; beer wort; malt wort; orgeat; grape must, unfermented; pastilles for effervescing beverages; powders for 
effervescing beverages; powders used in the preparation of fruit-based beverages; powders used in the preparation of 
soft drinks; liqueurs (preparations for making -); syrups for beverages; syrups for making soft drinks; syrups for making 
fruit-flavored drinks; syrups for making flavoured mineral waters; syrups for making beverages; syrups for making non-
alcoholic beverages; syrups for lemonade; syrups for making whey-based beverages; malt syrup for beverages; cordials; 
squashes [non-alcoholic beverages]; lime juice cordial.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beer); preparations for making alcoholic beverages; cider; spirits and liquors; wine; 
bitters; aperitifs; low alcoholic drinks; edible alcoholic beverages; alcoholic carbonated beverages, except beer; liquor-
based aperitifs; wine-based aperitifs; alcoholic aperitif bitters; alcoholic coffee-based beverage; alcoholic tea-based 
beverage; rum-based beverages; alcoholic fruit beverages; fruit (alcoholic beverages containing -); pre-mixed alcoholic 
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beverages, other than beer-based; alcoholic energy drinks; alcopops; prepared wine cocktails; alcoholic fruit cocktail 
drinks; alcoholic cocktails containing milk; prepared alcoholic cocktails; alcoholic cocktails in the form of chilled 
gelatins; cocktails; alcoholic fruit extracts; alcoholic cocktail mixes; rum punch; wine punch; alcoholic punches; 
schnapps; brandy; peppermint liqueurs; spirits [beverages]; anisette [liqueur]; distilled beverages; bourbon whiskey; 
cooking brandy; cachaca; calvados; curacao; digesters [liqueurs and spirits]; alcoholic egg nog; extracts of spirituous 
liquors; gin; grappa; kirsch; ginseng liquor; blackcurrant liqueur; liqueurs; coffee-based liqueurs; scotch whisky based 
liqueurs; cream liqueurs; herb liqueurs; fermented spirit; flavored tonic liquors; rum; rum infused with vitamins; sugar 
cane juice rum; vodka; whisky; malt whisky; blended whisky; scotch whisky; aperitifs with a distilled alcoholic liquor 
base; wine-based drinks; beverages containing wine [spritzers]; piquette; amontillado; sherry; vermouth; bitter.

Cl.43;Rental of furniture, linens and table settings; temporary accommodation; providing food and drink; rental of 
chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; catering for the provision of food and beverages; rental of water dispensers; bistro 
services; catering in fast-food cafeterias; cookery advice; wine tasting services (provision of beverages); providing of 
food and drink via a mobile truck; providing food and drink; delicatessens [restaurants]; rental of bar equipment; rental of 
drink dispensing machines; arranging of meals in hotels; arranging of wedding receptions [food and drink]; outside 
catering services; hotel catering services; catering services for the provision of food; hotel services; hotels, hostels and 
boarding houses, holiday and tourist accommodation; cafeterias; mobile catering services; wine bar services; restaurant 
services provided by hotels; mobile restaurant services; self-service restaurants; services for the preparation of food and 
drink; provision of information relating to the preparation of food and drink; snack-bars; serving food and drinks; hotel 
restaurant services; restaurant services; making reservations and bookings for restaurants and meals; reservation 
services for booking meals.
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Priority claimed from 03/02/2015; Application No. : MO2015C000067 ;Italy 

3355040    20/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298734]
FERRARI S.P.A.
Via Emilia Est, 1163 MODENA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Eyeglasses; sunglasses; anti-glare glasses; goggles for sports; swimming goggles; eyeglass and sunglass cases; 
eyeglass and sunglass lenses; eyeglass and sunglass frames; eyeglass and sunglass chains; eyeglass and sunglass 
cords; contact lenses; magnifying glasses [optics]; cases adapted for contact lenses; 3D spectacles; binocular cases; 
recorded programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; electronic game software for handheld electronic 
devices; electronic game software for cellular phones; computer game software; recorded programs for electronic games;
games cartridges for use with electronic games apparatus; computer game cartridges; video game cartridges; disks for 
electronic games; video game discs; computer game cassettes; video game cassettes; joysticks for use with computers, 
other than for video games; joystick chargers; memory cards for video game machines; mouse for video game machines; 
simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; sports training simulators; steering wheels for computers; earphones 
used for connecting to hand-held games; bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain computers; bags adapted for 
laptops; sleeves for laptops; protective covers and cases for tablet computers; mouse pads; mobile phones; mobile 
phone covers; mobile phone holders; bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain mobile phones; cell phone straps; 
cell phone battery chargers for use in vehicles; mouse [computer peripheral]; wrist rests for use with computers; 
personal computers; laptop computers; computer programs, being downloadable software; cases for laptops; laptop 
carrying cases; ear plug holders; protective helmets; fireproof automobile racing suits for safety purposes; face-shields 
for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; gloves for protection against accidents; balaclavas for protection 
against accidents, irradiation and fire; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; boots for protection 
against accidents, irradiation and fire; protection devices for personal use against accidents; garments for protection 
against accidents, irradiation and fire; garments for protection against fire; CD-ROMs featuring car races and the history 
of automobile manufacturers; DVDs featuring car races and the history of automobile manufacturers; CD-ROMs featuring 
high-performance cars and automobiles; DVDs featuring high-performance cars and automobiles; downloadable image 
files; downloadable video files; electronic publications, downloadable; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; steering 
apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; automatic indicators of low pressure in vehicle tyres; voltage regulators for vehicles; 
milage recorders for vehicles; hands free kits for cellular phones; electric locks for vehicles; electronic keys for 
automobiles; control units of central locking systems for vehicles; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board 
computers]; electronic accumulators for vehicles; accumulators, electric, for vehicles; kilometer recorders for vehicles; 
vehicle radios; car televisions; remote control apparatus; starter cables for motors; thermostats for vehicles; vehicle 
breakdown warning triangles; air bag deactivation switches for automobiles; magnets; decorative magnets; lanyards 
especially adapted for holding cellular phones, MP3 players, cameras, video cameras, eyeglasses, sunglasses, magnetic 
encoded cards; cases especially made for photographic apparatus and instruments; cases adapted for CD players; cases 
adapted for DVD players; cases adapted for MP3 players.

Cl.12;Automobiles; cars; racing cars; sports cars; motors, electric, for land vehicles; engines for land vehicles; vehicle 
seats; seat covers for vehicles; vehicle covers [shaped]; covers for vehicle steering wheels; covers for baggage 
compartments [parts of automobiles]; upholstery for vehicles; sun-blinds adapted for automobiles; head-rests for vehicle 
seats; arm rests for vehicle seats; ski carriers for cars; cigar lighters for automobiles; adhesive rubber patches for 
repairing inner tubes; repair outfits for inner tubes; luggage carriers for vehicles; direction signals for vehicles; 
automobile seat cushions; pneumatic tires [tyres]; casings for pneumatic tires [tyres]; trailers [vehicles]; motor cars; 
bodies for vehicles; vehicle chassis; hoods for vehicles; vehicle bumpers; motors for land vehicles; driving motors for 
land vehicles; mudguards; rearview mirrors; steering wheels for vehicles; windows for vehicles; windscreens; brakes for 
vehicles; caps for vehicle petrol [gas] tanks; horns for vehicles; crankcases for land vehicle components, other than for 
engines; automobile wheels; rims for vehicle wheels; vehicle wheel tires; automobile tires [tyres]; racing seats for 
automobiles; automobile sunroofs; tops for land vehicles; sun visors [parts of automobiles]; ashtrays [parts of 
automobiles]; glass-holders [parts of automobiles]; dashboard drawers [parts of automobiles]; dashboard hatches [parts 
of automobiles]; glove compartments [parts of automobiles]; glove boxes [parts of automobiles]; freewheels for land 
vehicles; windscreen wipers; bicycles; tricycles; scooters [vehicles]; kick sledges; sleighs [vehicles]; safety belts for 
vehicle seats; security harness for vehicle seats; air bags [safety devices for automobiles]; non-skid devices for vehicle 
tires; safety seats for children, for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; prams [baby carriages]; covers for baby 
carriages; pushchairs; pushchair hoods; parachutes; two-wheeled trolleys; ski lifts; golf buggies.

Cl.16;Bibs of paper; boxes of cardboard or paper; containers made of paper; cardboard containers; coasters of paper; 
paper towels; table linen of paper; table napkins of paper; table mats of paper; place mats of paper; table cloths of paper; 
handkerchiefs of paper; printed paper signs; wrapping paper; writing paper; brochures; posters; calendars; catalogues; 
magazines [periodicals]; yearbooks; books; booklets; periodicals; manuals; directories [printed matter]; newsletters; 
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printed guides; graphic representations; graphic reproductions; souvenir cards; visiting cards; postcards; paper badges; 
holders of paper or cardboard for badges; pamphlets; leaflets; photographs [printed]; photographic albums; photograph 
stands; photo holders made of paper; covers for photographic albums; albums; stickers [stationery]; albums for stickers; 
colouring cards for children; painting sets for children; bookmarkers; pens; felt-tip pens; pencils; pastels [crayons]; 
pencil and pen ornaments; boxes for pens; boxes for pencils; pen cases; pencil cases; stands for pens; stands for 
pencils; covers [stationery]; document files [stationery]; desk pads; desktop organizers; exercise books; notebooks; note 
pads; paper sheets for note taking; diaries; agendas; desk diaries; covers for agendas; cases of leather for agendas; 
covers for address booklets; covers for albums; covers for books; folders [stationery]; labels, not of textile; adhesive 
labels; paperweights; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-electric; paper cutters [office requisites]; correspondence 
holders; adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; pictures; 
portraits; scrapbooks; fountain pens; ballpoint pens; roller-tip pens; writing pens; penholders; pencil holders; cube-
shaped notebooks; weekly planners [stationery]; drawing books; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; 
adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; rubber erasers; 
erasers; cases of leather for weekly planners; leather clipboards; plastic shopping bags; paper shopping bags; bags 
[envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; placards of paper or cardboard; paper banners; paper standards
[flags]; pennants made of paper; flags of paper; pennons made of paper; passes made of paper; tickets; paper ticket 
holders; non-magnetically encoded passes or identification cards made of paper for access to a restricted area; 
decalcomanias; transfers [decalcomanias]; commemorative stamps; stamps for collectors; lanyards for carrying paper 
cards and paper passes.

Cl.18;Boxes of leather or leatherboard; cases, of leather or leatherboard; key cases; leather key cases; leather address 
hang-tags; document cases; backpacks; knapsacks; haversacks; bags for sports; beach bags; attaché cases; card cases 
[notecases]; leather credit card cases; travelling sets [leatherware]; bags; handbags; shoulder bags; clutch bags; 
holdalls; pocket wallets; purses; school bags; school satchels; school backpacks; shopping bags of leather, textile or 
net; shopper bags; shopping bags; sling bags for carrying infants; slings for carrying infants; suitcase handles; 
suitcases; tote bags; travelling trunks; luggage; vanity cases, not fitted; duffel bags; travelling bags; trolley duffles; 
trolley-type suitcases; waist bags; Boston bags; kids' school lunch bags; briefcases; garment bags for travel; garment 
carriers; cases for carrying suits and dresses; rucksacks; satchels; clothing for pets; collars for pets; bags for carrying 
animals; leather leashes; animal skins and hides; moleskin [imitation of leather]; fur; skins of chamois, other than for 
cleaning purposes; mountaineering sticks; alpenstocks; umbrellas; golf umbrellas; umbrella covers; walking sticks.

Cl.25;Jackets [clothing]; ski jackets; wind-resistant jackets; overcoats; coats; dust coats; raincoats; cardigans; 
pullovers; shirts; tee-shirts; polo shirts; sport shirts; blouses; sweatshirts; sweaters; jerseys [clothing]; sports jerseys; 
trousers; shorts; bermuda shorts; jeans; skirts; overalls; jogging suits; training suits; track suits; automobile racing suits 
not in the nature of protective clothing; suits; dresses; singlets; braces [suspenders]; wristbands [clothing]; aprons 
[clothing]; combinations [clothing]; clothing for gymnastics; leggings [leg warmers]; leggings [trousers]; shawls; sashes 
for wear; money belts [clothing]; pockets for clothing; collars [clothing]; girdles; ready-made clothing; rainwear; 
waterproof clothing; golf clothing, other than gloves; motorists' clothing; ski clothing; ski suits; snowsuits; body 
warmers; knee warmers [clothing]; knitwear [clothing]; sweat bands; gaiters; gaiter straps; pocket squares; beach 
clothes; bathing suits; bathing caps; swimming costumes; bathing drawers; bathing trunks; bikinis; bath robes; 
underwear; slips [undergarments]; pyjamas; dressing gowns; nightgowns; clothing for children; babies' clothing; babies' 
overalls; baby bibs, not of paper; children's and infants' cloth bibs; bibs, not of paper; romper suits for children; romper 
suits for babies; rompers; layettes [clothing]; baby sleeping bags [bag-like clothing worn by infants for sleeping in]; 
socks; stockings; tights; hosiery; shoes; sports shoes; gymnastic shoes; sneakers; slippers; mules; sandals; boots; 
footwear for sports; ski boots; after ski boots; ski boot bags; flip-flops; clogs; bath sandals; bath slippers; soles for 
footwear; footwear uppers; fittings of metal for footwear; inner soles; tips for footwear; heelpieces for footwear; heels; 
non-slipping devices for footwear; welts for footwear; shoe straps; shoe inserts for non-orthopedic purposes; toe caps 
[parts of footwear]; tongues or pullstraps for shoes and boots; overshoes; footmuffs, not electrically heated; galoshes; 
neckwear; scarves; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; foulards [clothing]; neckties; gloves [clothing]; driving gloves; ski gloves; 
belts [clothing]; muffs [clothing]; mittens; fur stoles; caps [headwear]; hats; cap peaks; visors [headwear]; berets; 
headbands [clothing]; hoods [clothing]; shower caps; sleep masks; balaclavas; helmet liners [headwear]; sun visors 
[headwear]; ear muffs [clothing]; masks for protection against the cold.

Cl.28;Amusement apparatus adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; apparatus for games adapted 
for use with an external display screen or monitor; video game machines for use with televisions; video game machines; 
television game sets; apparatus for games; amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; amusement machines, 
other than those adapted for use with television sets and with an external display screen or monitor; pocket-sized 
apparatus for playing video games; pocket-sized video games; pocket-sized electronic games; hand-held video games; 
portable electronic games; portable electronic toys; hand-held units for playing video games; stand alone video game 
machines; computer game equipment; electronic games consoles adapted for use with an external display screen or 
monitor; controllers for game consoles; bags specially adapted for hand-held video game apparatus; bags specially 
adapted for video game consoles; amusement apparatus adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor to be 
used in amusement parks; apparatus for playing video games; scale model vehicles; scale model cars; scale model 
racing cars; scale model racing vehicles; racing car model silhouettes; toy full-size car replicas; toy full-size vehicle 
replicas; toy full-size steering wheel replicas; resin models featuring racing scenes; scale model drivers; scale model pit 
crews; toy models; vehicle construction toys; toy vehicle trucks; toy vehicles; toy racing cars tracks; toy steering wheels; 
pull-along toy vehicles; toy trucks with cars; toy pedal karts for kids; ride-on toys; ride-on toy cars for children in pedal 
version or working with batteries; toy cars for children in pedal version or working with batteries; toy go-karts for children 
in pedal version or working with batteries; race pit-stops [toys]; race tracks [toys]; toy trucks; toy trailers for transporting 
cars; radio-controlled toy vehicles; radio-controlled toy cars; toy gasoline service stations; toy car garages; toy car 
showrooms; toy telephones; plush toys; toy plush steering wheels; teddy bears; playing cards; toys designed to be 
attached to car seats; padded toys for seatbelts; toy back-seat organizers; streetboards; ankle guards [sports articles]; 
ankle pads for sports use; ankle guards for skating; ankle pads for skating; push scooters [toys]; sticks for fans and for 
entertainment [novelty items]; toy sticks for fans and for entertainment shaped as flags [novelty items]; toy lanyards; 
computer game joysticks.

Cl.35;Retail sale and wholesale services, also on-line of entertainment equipment, apparatus for games, electronic 
games, video games and their accessories, software, computer programs, recorded programs for electronic games, 
computers, mouse, mouse pads, spectacles and parts and accessories thereof, optical apparatus and instruments, mobile
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phones, mobile phone covers, mobile phone holders, bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain computers and 
mobile phones, lanyards; retail sale and wholesale services, also on-line of protective helmets, protective clothing and 
relative accessories, protective gloves, protective footwear, protective headwear, protection apparatus and devices for 
personal use against accidents, CDs, DVDs, multimedia library and content, downloadable and non downloadable, 
telephones and their accessories; retail sale and wholesale services, also on-line of scientific, photographic, optical, 
measuring, signalling, checking [supervision] and life-saving apparatus and instruments, electric and electronic 
apparatus and instruments, electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for vehicles, electric and electronic 
apparatus and instruments for personal use, apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound or images and 
accessories and cases thereof, data processing equipment; retail sale and wholesale services, also on-line of vehicles 
and their parts and accessories, pushchairs, baby carriages and their accessories; retail sale and wholesale services, 
also on-line of brochures, posters, calendars, catalogues, magazines [periodicals], newspapers, yearbooks, books, 
booklets, manuals, directories, newsletters, printed guides, graphic representations and reproductions, photographs, 
albums, printed matter, printed publications, paper, cardboard and goods made from paper and cardboard, pictures, 
diaries, stationery articles, cases for stationery articles, writing materials, writing instruments, labels, artists' materials 
and paint brushes, office requisites, instructional and teaching material; retail sale and wholesale services, also on-line of 
plastic materials for packaging, sacks and bags of any material for packaging, lanyards for carrying paper items, banners, 
standards [flags], pennants, flags, passes, tickets, ticket holders, identification cards, decalcomanias, commemorative 
stamps, stamps for collectors; retail sale and wholesale services, also on-line of bags of all kinds, goods made of leather 
and imitations of leather, key cases, trunks, suitcases, vanity cases, rucksacks, travelling bags, umbrellas, parasols, 
walking sticks, cases and holders for agendas and weekly planners, for business cards, for booklets, for credit cards, for 
MP3 players, for CDs, for CD players, for DVDs, for DVD players, hang-tags, notepads of leather, statues and statuettes in 
any material, lanyards for carrying plastic items; retail sale and wholesale services, also on-line of clothing, waterproof 
clothing, sports clothing, footwear, sports footwear, headgear, beachwear, underwear, socks, neckwear; retail sale and 
wholesale services, also on-line of scale model cars and scale model vehicles in general, games, playthings, gymnastic 
and sporting articles, articles for fans and for entertainment; assistance in the development and management of a 
commercial enterprise and of a chain of retail shops; business management consultancy; providing an on-line 
commercial information directory service on the Internet with the purpose of giving users a list of car dealers, retail stores 
and assistance centres; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; presentation of 
goods on communication media, for retail purposes; promotion of goods and services by placing advertisements and 
advertising displays on an on-line electronic site accessible via a global computer network and/or by means of mobile 
telephony services; sales promotion for others; outsourcing services [business assistance]; procurement services for 
others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; advertising, market research and promotional services; 
public relations services; product demonstration and product display services; conducting, arranging and organizing 
trade shows and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; loyalty, incentive and bonus program services; 
rental of advertising space and rental of advertising time in communication media; distribution of advertising, marketing 
and promotional material; advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy and assistance services; commercial 
trading and consumer information services; auctioneering services; business assistance, management and 
administrative services; accountancy, bookkeeping and auditing; administrative data processing; human resources 
management and recruitment services; business consultancy and advisory services; rental of office machines; business 
analysis, research and information services; market research; collection and systematization of business data; 
advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1794 ,   24/04/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 21/09/2015; Application No. : 2015/06379 ;Sweden 

3355047    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298582]
Alfa Laval Corporate AB
Box 73 SE-221 00 Lund Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motors (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); 
separators; heat exchangers (parts of machines); coolers and condensers for motors (except for land vehicles); casting 
moulds [parts of machines]; machines for production of concrete sleepers.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating, boiling, refrigerating, drying and ventilating; heat exchangers, not being 
parts of machines; filters for exhaust gas system; heating boilers; boilers; apparatus for filtering and refining of gases; 
shell- and tube heat exchangers; air conditioning apparatus; air cooling apparatus for industrial use; air cooling 
apparatus for cooling and refrigerating of goods; air cooling apparatus for use in cold storage room for fresh and frozen 
goods; air cooling apparatus for storage of meat; air cooling apparatus for agriculture products and working rooms; air 
cooling apparatus for cooling of machine rooms and surveillance rooms; industrial air cooling apparatus for cooling- and 
freezing applications.
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Priority claimed from 20/05/2015; Application No. : 318454 ;Egypt 
3355072    09/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298738]
Mohamed Amr Moufid Eldib
32 Lumumba St. Alexandria Egypt

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs and software regardless of recording media or means of dissemination, that is, software 
recorded on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote computer network.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.41;Provision of information in the field of entertainment, recreation and leisure activities.

Cl.42;Hosting a web site that gives users the ability to upload images, videos and audio-visual content; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable computer software for modifying the appearance and enabling transmission of 
images and audiovisual and video content; file sharing services, namely, hosting a website featuring technology enabling 
users to upload and download electronic files; hosting on-line web facilities as websites and mobile sites for others for 
managing and sharing on-line content; providing information from searchable indexes and databases of information 
(terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); providing search 
engines for obtaining data via communications networks; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for 
registered users to participate in discussions and engage in social, business and community networking, computer 
services, namely, hosting electronic facilities for others for organizing and conducting meetings, events and interactive 
discussions via communication networks; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer 
software applications of others; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the uploading, 
downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or 
information over communication networks; providing an online network service that enables users to transfer personal 
identity data to and share personal identity data with and among multiple websites; hosting a web site featuring 
technology that enables online users to create personal profiles featuring social networking information and to transfer 
and share such information among multiple websites; providing information from searchable indexes and databases of 
information, including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics and audio visual information, on computer and 
communication networks (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – rule 13.2.b) of the Common 
Regulations), providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications for social networking, creating a virtual 
community, and transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; computer services in the 
nature of customized web pages featuring user-defined or specified information in the nature of personal profiles, audio, 
video, photographic images, text, graphics communication networks providing temporary use of non-downloadable 
software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio, video, photographic 
images, text, graphics and data; computer services in the nature of customized web pages featuring user-defined or 
specified information in the nature of personal profiles, audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics.

Cl.45;Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, services provided to 
individuals in relation with social events, such as social escort services, matrimonial agencies, funeral services.
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Priority claimed from 20/07/2015; Application No. : 014391131 ;European Union 

3355075    18/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298375]
HORNBACH Baumarkt AG
Hornbachstr. 11 76879 Bornheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Goods of common metal, in particular locks and keys, bolts, door, gate and window fittings; goods of common 
metal, in particular metal rollers for garage doors, runners of metal for sliding doors, furniture fittings, knobs, drawer 
handles, connectors and connections, handles and rails, joints, hooks and brackets, screws, nails, expansion sleeves for 
fastening screws, nuts, dowels, spools, rings, poles, furniture casters, floor gliders for furniture legs, spacer rings, 
staircase fittings, spiral springs, overhead rail systems, tension rollers, transport rollers of metal; doors, gates, windows 
and window trim of metal.

Cl.7;Ball-bearings, ball rings for bearings.

Cl.12;Wheelbarrows; vehicle wheels; hubs, wheel nuts, tires for vehicle wheels; axles for vehicles; wheel suspensions; 
hub caps; wheel bearings for land vehicles; vehicle wheel spokes; inner tubes for pneumatic tires; castors for shopping 
trolleys.

Cl.20;Furniture and furnishings, in particular table tops of wood, stainless steel, iron and plastic, worktops, trestles and 
feet for table tops, furniture shelves, chair legs, drawers and doors for furniture; ladders and movable steps, non-metallic; 
goods, not of metal, namely locks and keys, door, gate and window fittings; goods, not of metal, namely furniture fittings, 
knobs, drawer handles, connectors and connections, handles and rails, joints, hooks and brackets, screws, expansion 
sleeves for fastening screws, nuts, dowels, spools, rings, poles, rollers, not of metal, furniture casters, floor gliders for 
furniture legs, furniture coasters, spacer rings, staircase fittings, spiral springs, overhead rail systems, tension rollers; 
table legs of metal.
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3355130    26/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298830]
JIAJIA FOODS GROUP, CO. LTD.
Station Road, Economic Development Zone, Ningxiang County 410600 Hunan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Preserved fish; foods made from fish; tinned vegetables; tinned fish; tahini [sesame seed paste]; preserved 
pickles; dehydrated vegetables; preserved beancurd; dried turnip; preserved vegetables; pickles; soya beans, preserved, 
for food; pickles, preserved in soya sauce; rape oil for food; edible oils; sunflower seed oil for food; corn oil; olive oil for 
food; sesame oil; beancurd products.

Cl.30;Soya sauce; vinegar; chicken sauce (seasonings); condiments; chili powder; relish [condiment]; oyster sauce; 
flavoring sauce; monosodium glutamate used as a flavor enhancer for food; seasonings.

Cl.33;Cooking wine.
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Priority claimed from 13/04/2015; Application No. : 1687067 ;Australia 

3355173    12/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298825]
HJ5 (Licensing) Pty Ltd (ACN 605 140 190)
1A Moody Street Balwyn North VIC 3104 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Eyewear; eyeglasses; sunglasses; audio CD players; audio mini sound system; audio speakers; e-books and audio 
books; downloadable publications including electronics magazines; CDs/DVDs; pre-recorded audio discs; electronic 
books; walkie-talkies; cameras; accessories for cameras; cases, covers and protective sleeves for cameras, computers 
(including notebooks, notepads, tablets and organisers), mobile phones and other portable and handheld electronic 
devices; headphones; USB flash drives; computer games; interactive computer games; teaching apparatus and 
instruments; application software; screensavers; radios incorporating clocks; magnets; wind socks; electronic 
thermometers; safety helmets; electronic memo boards.

Cl.16;Stationery; paintbrushes; paint sets; water colour sets; pens, pencils, crayons and other writing implements in 
this class; pencil toppers; erasers; pads, note pads and sketch books; writing holders; pen and pencil cases and holders; 
party decorations of paper, including banners, flags and paper bags; party stationery; invitations; drawing stencils; desk 
accessories, namely, desk sets and desk organizers; rubber stamps and stampers; calendars; cards, including greeting 
cards and postcards; bookmarks; decorative figures attachable to writing instruments; book binding materials; adhesives 
for stationery or household purposes; gift wrap paper and gift wrapping ribbons made of paper; gift bags; gift boxes; 
wrapping paper; organizers; diaries; address books; journals; cheque books; exercise books; stationery sets, including 
writing paper and envelopes; stickers; figurines made of paper; colouring books; activity books; comic books; cloth 
books; picture books; pop-up books; magazines; reading books; educational books and materials (including for teaching 
languages); photograph albums; posters; appliques in the form of decalcomanias; craft paper [arts and crafts]; arts crafts 
and modelling equipment; colored art and craft sand; artists' materials for arts and crafts; binders; book ends; protractors 
as drawing instruments; compasses, compasses for drawing; chalk; chalk erasers; chalk boards; whiteboards; 
paperweights; painting palettes; tissues; prints; scrap-booking supplies; plastic bags; files and binders.

Cl.25;Beachwear; swimwear; swimming caps; sportswear; jeans; leggings; slacks; pants; shorts; skirts; dresses; tops; 
bottoms; blouses; shirts; T-shirts; jumpsuits, sunsuits and bodysuits; polo tops; polo shirts; sweaters; vests; footwear 
including beach footwear, boots, hiking boots, rubber boots, classic shoes, athletics shoes; sandals, slippers, sneakers, 
flip-flops and clogs; socks, jackets; overcoats; rainwear; sleepwear including night shirts, nightgowns, pyjamas and 
robes; hosiery; underwear; sports uniforms; gloves; scarves; headwear; caps; hats; headbands; visors; bandanas; 
sweatbands; bathrobes; dress-up costumes; costumes for use in children's dress-up play; dress-up masks; ties; cravats; 
belts.

Cl.28;Toys, games and playthings; toy dolls, doll clothing and doll accessories; toy cosmetics; toy vanity cases, 
gloves, hats and jewellery; toy houses, furniture and kitchenware; toy musical instruments, microphones, microphone 
stands and speakers; balloons included in this class; party decorations and novelty party items, including streamers, 
poppers, favours, hats and party games; party novelties in the form of dress-up costumes, make-up and accessories; 
dress-up accessories for toys; dress-up masks being playthings; role-play toys; toy cameras; toy walkie-talkies; 
collectible dolls; action figures; toy figurines; activity sets; craft toys sold in kit form; model craft kits of toy figures; 
models sold in kit form; die-cast toy vehicles and models; card games; playing cards and trading cards; board games; 
non-board games; games for children; dominoes; puppets and finger toys; handheld electronic and computer games; 
musical toys; educational toys; marbles; yo-yos; radio-controlled toys; toy science kits; toys and toy accessories for 
outdoor sports and games included in this class; balls; flying discs; inflatable pool toys, including inflatable armbands for 
swimming, baby floats, beach balls and swim rings; kites; beach toys; plush toys; puzzles; toy bicycles and bicycle 
accessories; skateboards; snowboards; ice skates; in-line skates; roller skates; toy camping equipment; golf equipment 
and accessories; bags specially adapted for sports equipment; water slides; inflatable swimming pools; kites; ride-on 
toys; toy scooters; pinball game machines; toy karaoke machines; toy diaries; toy password journals; electronic toys and 
games; tabletop games; collectable card games; computer games apparatus and fittings therefor; video games; video 
games apparatus and fittings therefor; mobile gaming devices; gaming devices for use with consoles; electronic arcade 
games; toy walkie-talkies (functioning); toy cameras (capable of taking a photo).

Cl.41;Entertainment services; production, presentation, distribution and rental of television and radio programs; 
production, presentation, distribution and rental of animated television and film programs; production, presentation, 
distribution and rental of motion picture films; production, presentation, distribution and rental of sound and video 
recordings; provision of entertainment information; production of entertainment shows and interactive programs for 
distribution via television, cable, satellite, audio and video media, cartridges, laser discs, computer discs and electronic 
means; production and provision of entertainment, news and information via communication and computer networks; 
amusement park and theme park services; educational and entertainment services rendered in or relating to theme parks; 
live stage shows; presentation of live performances; theatre productions; entertainer services; pleasure-ground services;
education services; providing information about educational, cultural and entertainment activities; provision of training, 
sporting and cultural activities; dissemination and publication of information for education or entertainment purposes
(including online). 
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2015; Application No. : 4200971 ;France 

3355179    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298411]
BRICE, SAS
152 avenue Alfred Motte F-59100 Roubaix France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewelry; jewelry products, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; precious metals and their 
alloys; works of art of precious metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; watch cases, straps, chains, 
springs or glasses; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; statues or figurines (statuettes) of precious metals; cases or presentation 
cases for timepieces; medals.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; 
whips, harness and saddlery; wallets; purses (coin purses); credit card cases (wallets); bags; vanity cases (empty); 
collars or clothing for animals; net bags for shopping.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; shirts; clothing of leather or imitation of leather; belts (clothing); furs (clothing); 
gloves (clothing); scarves; neckties; hosiery; socks; bedroom slippers; beach, ski or sports footwear; underwear.
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Priority claimed from 10/08/2015; Application No. : T201551624 ;Finland 

3355181    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298681]
Pesmel Oy
Päntäneentie 3 FI-61800 Kauhajoki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components 
(except for land vehicles); moving and handling equipment; belt conveyors; belts for conveyors; capstans; conveyors 
[machines]; cranes [lifting and hoisting apparatus]; derricks; elevating apparatus; elevator belts; elevator chains [parts of 
machines]; elevator operating apparatus; elevators [lifts]; handling apparatus for loading and unloading; hoists; lifting 
apparatus; loading ramps; packaging machines; packing machines; pulleys; pulleys [parts of machines]; rack and pinion 
jacks; truck lifts; winches, wrapping machines; reeling apparatus, mechanical.

Cl.9;Computers; computer software; computer operating programs, recorded; computer software, recorded; computer 
software applications, downloadable; control panels [electricity]; electrical cabinets; weighing apparatus and instruments.

Cl.37;Building construction; construction consultation; elevator installation and repair; factory construction; machinery
installation, maintenance and repair; rental of cranes [construction equipment]; warehouse construction and repair.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; architectural consultation; computer 
programming; computer system design; construction drafting; engineering; packaging design; technological 
consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 23/07/2015; Application No. : 14407001 ;European Union 

3355189    14/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298747]
EJOT GmbH & Co. KG
Astenbergstraße 21 57319 Bad Berleburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building and construction materials and elements of metal; common metals and their alloys; transportable 
buildings of metal; materials for railway tracks; cable and wires (not for electrical purposes); ironmongery, small items of 
metal hardware; fastening and connection elements, in particular bolts, screws, nuts, and components and accessories 
therefor of metal; connectors, namely screws, including screws for thin sheet-metal joints and metallic mass-produced 
parts of all kinds (small items of metal hardware), including nuts, rivets, bolts, nails, counter supports, hinges, support 
sleeves, fittings, dowels, plates and load distribution discs; profile rails; fittings and hinges; fasteners of common metal; 
fixing anchors; cotter pins of metal; clips for cables and pipes; fixing materials; fixing nails; fastening plates; shims; hold 
down bolts; fastening parts for building; joining elements; connection elements for friction welding; fastening elements 
for friction welding; winged screws (fastenings); holding devices (fastenings); hinges of metal for the fixing of pipes; 
circlips (fastenings); dowels; joints for pipes and tubes; connectors for pipes and tubes; cable junction sleeves; junction 
sleeves for non-electric cables; connecting rods; connecting pieces for rods, pipes; all of the aforesaid goods of metal or 
a combination of metal and plastic, metal predominating, included in this class.

Cl.7;Machine tools; mechanically operated feeding and setting apparatus for fastening and connection elements of 
metal/plastic; electrically or pneumatically or electrically and pneumatically operated hand-held joining machines, 
including hand-held friction welding machines; linking mechanisms [parts of machines]; fastener machines for inserting 
fasteners into components; fastener insertion machines; sorting machines; separating machines; conveying machines 
for fastening elements, conveying machines for connection elements; setting apparatus for fastening elements (parts of 
machines); joining machines; mechanically operated joining apparatus, friction welding apparatus, screw apparatus; 
joining apparatus, friction welding apparatus, screw apparatus featuring electromotive drive; tools, spare parts and 
wearing parts for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.20;Clips made of plastics; threaded screws of plastic; threaded fasteners made of plastic; self-locking protective 
plastic caps for use with nuts and screws; fastening and connecting elements for industry and building construction and 
components and accessories therefor of plastic; connectors of plastic; plastic screws, including screws for thin sheet-
metal joints; mass-produced parts, of plastic, of all kinds, namely nuts, trellis, bolts, nails, counter supports, butts, 
support shells, fittings, plugs, plates and load distribution discs in the form of washers/shims; all the aforesaid goods 
being of plastic or a combination of metal and plastic, plastic predominating, included in this class; profile rails of plastic; 
hinges of plastic, included in this class.
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3355401    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298428]
INTORQ Beteiligungs- GmbH
Wülmser Weg 5 31855 Aerzen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Drives, especially electric, hydraulic and pneumatic drives for machines, motors and engines (except for land 
vehicles); motors and engines (except for land vehicles), in particular brake motors; electric generators, speed regulators 
for machines, motors and engines, transmission components for machines, motors and engines (except for land 
vehicles); housings for machines, motors and engines, gears for machines, motors and engines; couplings (except for 
land vehicles), in particular electromagnetic couplings and electromagnetic brakes, including spring-loaded brakes and 
permanent magnetic brakes; carriers, connecting rods and shafts being parts of machines, motors and engines; winches; 
drive belts and drive wheels for machines, motors and engines; control mechanisms for machines, for engines and 
motors; fans for machines, motors and engines; and components and parts for the aforesaid goods; except electric tools; 
machines and pumps, all for use in agriculture, horticulture, building, decorating, plumbing, electrical supply, 
woodworking, metalworking, pottery or vehicle maintenance; electrical cleaning machines; washing and abrading 
machines; drills; spray guns for paints; vehicle washing installations; lawnmowers; hedge trimmers; lawn edge trimmers; 
garden trimmers; socket sets (machines).

Cl.9;Junction boxes and branch boxes for electric systems, electric accumulators, alarms, electric indicators, computer 
chips, computers, computer software, data processing equipment, detectors, revolution counters, electromagnetic coils, 
electric voltage regulators, remote control apparatus, frequency meters, electric inductors, interfaces being interface 
apparatus and programs for computers and computer components, electric contacts, electric regulating apparatus, 
electric couplings, lasers (not for medical purposes), readers for data processing, magnetic data carriers, magnetic data 
media, magnets, electric measuring apparatus, optical apparatus and instruments, optical data media, optical fibres, 
electric relays, scanners (data processing equipment), switches, electric switching apparatus, transmitters of electronic 
signals, buzzers, keyboards for electronic apparatus, thermometers (not for medical purposes), electric transformers, 
power surge protection equipment, electric monitoring apparatus, meters, counters, electric measuring, switching, 
control and regulating apparatus for brakes and couplings; and components and parts for the aforesaid goods; sockets.

Cl.12;Brakes for vehicles; motors, electric, for land vehicles; housings for land vehicle components (except for motors 
and engines); gears and clutches for land vehicles; motors and engines for land vehicles; transmission components for 
land vehicles of all kinds, in particular brakes, brake motors, couplings and electromagnetic brakes, spring-loaded brakes 
and permanent magnetic brakes; and components and parts for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.42;Creating, maintenance, updating, rental and installation of computer software; engineering; research and 
development for others with regard to new products; surveying; technical project studies.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2015; Application No. : 014221998 ;European Union 

3355410    04/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298489]
Karhoo Technologies Ltd
42 Sydenham Road London SE26 5QF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and/or applications for use with satellite and/or GPS navigation systems; computer software 
and/or applications for use with route planners, electronic maps and digital dictionaries for navigation and translation 
purposes; electronic global positioning systems; computer software and/or applications for global positioning system 
[GPS] and/or satellite navigation; software for the location and reservation of taxis via mobile phone or mobile devices; 
digital display and information systems, digital screens, visual display screens; telecom communications equipment, 
apparatus and instruments; geographical positioning software to facilitate the dispatch of a taxi; taxi meters; cards 
(magnetic or encoded-); card readers for credit cards.

Cl.39;Taxi services; taxi transport; chauffeur services; taxi booking agency services; transport services including 
transport by car and taxi; planning, arranging and booking of transport services by electronic means; arranging the 
transportation of persons and goods by road; coordinating travel arrangements for individuals and for groups; providing 
information relating to traffic, traffic congestion and travel; travel arrangements and reservation services; providing 
information regarding transportation services and bookings for transportation via a website; information and advisory 
services, including such services provided online and on telephone, all related to the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2015; Application No. : 83709 ;Cyprus 

3355412    26/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1298465]
NIPD Genetics Limited
Neas Engomis 31, Engomi CY-2409 NICOSIA Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Medical laboratory services for testing of fetal genetic abnormalities during pregnancy (terms considered too 
vague by the International Bureau - rule 13(2)(b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.44;Medical testing of blood for diagnosis of fetal genetic abnormalities during pregnancy.
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Priority claimed from 10/12/2015; Application No. : 86845261 ;United States of America 

3355423    06/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1299187]
TrainingMask LLC
2141 Plett Road Cadillac MI 49601 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Clothing, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, socks, hats and caps, jackets, and sweatshirts, sweatpants; athletic 
apparel, namely, shirts, pants, shorts, socks, hats and caps, jackets, sweatshirts, and sweatpants; exercise vests, namely, 
weighted vests; fitness vests, namely, weighted vests.

Cl.28;Fitness equipment.
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Priority claimed from 08/10/2015; Application No. : 302015000059697 ;Italy 

3355438    02/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1299262]
MORANDO S.P.A. 
Via Chieri, 61 ANDEZENO (TORINO) IT

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.21;Litter boxes for pets.

Cl.31;Foodstuff and feeds for animals; biscuits, bones, bars, sticks, chips and edible articles for chewing by domestic 
animals; and products for animal litter; catnip.

Cl.35;Retail services relating to veterinary preparations and substances, dietary supplements for animals, additives and
supplements for animal feed, antiparasitic preparations for animals, detergents for animals, foodstuff and feeds for 
animals, biscuits, bones, bars, sticks, chips and edible articles for chewing by domestic animals, litter boxes for pets and 
products for animal litter, catnip; wholesaling services relating to veterinary preparations and substances, dietary 
supplements for animals, additives and supplements for animal feed, antiparasitic preparations for animals, detergents 
for animals, foodstuff and feeds for animals, biscuits, bones, bars, sticks, chips and edible articles for chewing by 
domestic animals, litter boxes for pets and products for animal litter, catnip; online store services relating to veterinary 
preparations and substances, dietary supplements for animals, additives and supplements for animal feed, antiparasitic 
preparations for animals, detergents for animals, foodstuff and feeds for animals, biscuits, bones, bars, sticks, chips and 
edible articles for chewing by domestic animals, litter boxes for pets and products for animal litter, catnip.
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Priority claimed from 01/10/2015; Application No. : 86775141 ;United States of America 

3355458    25/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293482]
Rapafusyn Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
Ugland House Grand Cayman KY1-1104

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals for treating cancer, cardiovascular 
diseases, cardiovascular injuries, ischemic tissue damage, and conditions for which immunosuppression is therapeutic.

Cl.5;Chemical preparations for pharmaceutical or medical purposes, namely, for treating cancer, cardiovascular 
diseases, cardiovascular injuries, ischemic tissue damage, and conditions for which immunosuppression is therapeutic.

Cl.42;Development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicines; laboratory research services relating to 
pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical drug development services; pharmaceutical research and development; pharmaceutical 
research services.
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3356027    15/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1299081]
Mamas & Papas (Holdings) Limited
Colne Bridge Road, Huddersfield West Yorkshire HD5 0RH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Prams, pushchairs, car safety seats for babies and children, rain covers for prams, footmuffs (for use as 
attachment to prams or pushchairs), bicycles, tricycles, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.20;Cots, beds, bunk beds, cot beds, carry cots, high chairs, nursery furniture, baby changing units, feeding chairs 
for babies, playpens, baby bouncers, baby rockers, cribs, moses baskets, mattresses, bedding, cushions, mirrors, 
fireguards, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; cot bumper pads, baby changing mats, storage boxes, chests, 
toy boxes, safety fittings and locks for windows and doors; baby walkers.

Cl.24;Sun canopies of textile material, quilts, blankets, sheets, bed linen, textile fabrics, textile wall hangings, 
tablecloths, curtains and pelmets.

Cl.25;Articles of clothing, footwear and headgear for babies and children, maternity wear.

Cl.28;Toys, games and playthings, toy vehicles, cars, bikes and tricycles.

Cl.35;The bringing together for the benefit of others of a variety of goods enabling customers to view and purchase 
those goods in a department store or a wholesale outlet; the bringing together for the benefit of others of a variety of 
nursery goods or other products for babies and children through a television shopping channel enabling customers to 
view and purchase those goods by means of telecommunications; the bringing together for the benefit of others of a 
variety of goods enabling customers to view and purchase those goods from a retail outlet selling nursery goods or other 
products for babies and children or from a catalogue offering nursery products or other products for babies and children 
for sale by mail order or by means of telecommunications, or from an internet website marketing nursery goods or other 
products for babies and children, or from a factory based retail outlet selling nursery goods or other products for babies 
and children.
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Priority claimed from 25/09/2015; Application No. : 15-228479 ;Columbia 

3356184    24/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1299429]
PneumRx, Inc.
530 Logue Avenue Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical and diagnostic materials, devices, apparatus and instruments; surgical, medical and diagnostic 
materials, devices, apparatus and instruments for use in interventional pulmonology; medical devices for use in 
pulmonary and thoracic surgery and procedures; lung volume reduction devices; artificial surgical implants for use in 
interventional pulmonology; surgical implants; artificial implants for use in restoring, maintaining and improving lung 
function; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education; provision of educational content; provision of educational content for apps (applications) for mobile 
devices and computers; provision of education and training in the field of interventional pulmonology; training and 
development in the field of interventional pulmonology; providing computer, electronic and online databases for 
education and medical purposes in the fields of pulmonary and thoracic surgery; arranging, and conducting educational 
conferences and programs and providing courses of instruction in the fields of pulmonary and thoracic surgery; 
provision and publication of educational material and content in the field of interventional pulmonology; conducting 
educational seminars in the field of interventional pulmonology; information and advice relating to education, training and 
development provided online from a computer database or the internet, all relating to the medical device industry; 
providing teaching guides, instructional materials, brochures including non-downloadable electronic publications; 
providing educational electronic online databases for medical purposes in the fields of pulmonary and thoracic surgery.
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Priority claimed from 06/10/2015; Application No. : 1029065 ;New Zealand 

3356482    05/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1299686]
NOTORNIS INVESTMENTS LIMITED
c/o BDO AUCKLAND, Level 8, 120 Albert Street, Auckland Central 1010 Auckland New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software including computer application software for transmitting and displaying audio, video and audio-
visual data and content between two or more users via computer, mobile, wireless or other communications networks; 
software for enabling simultaneous and multiple modes of communication via computer, mobile, wireless or other 
communications networks; video conferencing and communications software for connecting computer, mobile, wireless 
or other communications network users.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services including the transmission and receiving of audio, video and audio-video content 
and data via telecommunications networks; video conferencing and teleconferencing services.

Cl.42;Software support, consultation, installation, implementation, maintenance, design, helpdesk and development 
services; computer software support, consultation, installation, implementation, maintenance, design, helpdesk and 
development services including those in relation to software for transmitting and displaying audio, video and audio-visual 
data and content between two or more users via computer, mobile, wireless or other communications networks; computer
software support, consultation, installation, implementation, maintenance, design, helpdesk and development services 
including those in relation to software for enabling simultaneous and multiple modes of communication via computer, 
mobile, wireless or other communications networks; computer software support, consultation, installation, 
implementation, maintenance, design, helpdesk and development services including those in relation to software for 
video conferencing and communications software for connecting computer, mobile, wireless or other communications 
network users.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2015; Application No. : 1316997 ;Benelux 

3356483    02/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1299680]
Raffinerie Tirlemontoise S.A., en néerlandais Tiense Suikerraffinaderij N.V.
Avenue de Tervueren 182 B-1150 Bruxelles (Woluwe-Saint-Pierre)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Artificial sweeteners used as ingredients in the food, beverage, pharmaceutical and feed industry.

Cl.30;Sugars and sugar substitutes used as ingredients in the food, beverage, pharmaceutical and feed industries; 
natural sweeteners; refined pastries, especially cakes, biscuits; confectionery, in particular candy, soft candy, sweets 
with soft core, sugar coated candies, dragees, dragees with soft core, lollipops, marzipan.

Cl.35;Commercial intermediary services in the field of plant derivatives used as ingredients in the food, beverage, 
pharmaceutical and feed industry; development of business projects.
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Priority claimed from 06/03/2015; Application No. : 013804109 ;European Union 

3356496    07/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1299512]
Suder & Suder Sp. z o. o.
Czestochowska 6 PL-32-085 Modlnica Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Pneumatic pipes of metal and joints therefor, connectors of metal, quick release couplings of metal, metal hooks, 
numberplates of metal, registration-plate holders of metal, clamps, clamps of metal, locks of metal for vehicles, tanks of 
metal, metallic containers, canisters of metal; load securing elements of metal: beams, beading, handles, bars, 
transportation straps, strap hinges, stretchers for transportation straps, protectors for transportation straps, lashing 
chains and components thereof.

Cl.7;Parts and fittings for vehicles included in this class, namely silencers for land vehicle motors and engines, 
exhausts for land vehicles, exhaust pipes for land vehicle motors and engines, alternators for land vehicles, radiators for 
land vehicles, bearings, injection apparatus for use in land vehicles, injectors, unit injectors, holders for injectors, fuel 
pumps, pulverizers, overflow valves, pressure control valves for use in land vehicles, intake system components for use 
in land vehicles, filter casings, covers for filter housings, slide valves and vent inserts; flywheels for use in land vehicles, 
rims for use in land vehicles; air filters; oil filters; fuel filters; hydraulic filter; filters for exhaust-gas treatment systems; 
separators for use in land vehicles; hydraulic hoists, drywall screwdrivers; pneumatic wrenches; fuel economisers for 
motors and engines; repair kits for clutch master cylinders (spare parts); repair kits for pneumatic valves in vehicles 
(spare parts); exhaust system components for land vehicles; coolant pumps; clutch master cylinders; pumps [machines]; 
intercoolers [parts of engines]; expansion tanks; ducts used in cooling systems for land vehicles, namely, parts of 
radiators, thermostat, water pump, expansion tank, engine, oil cooler retarder [cooling] for motors; toothed belts; engine 
components for use in land vehicles, including: rams; bushings; piston rings; bearings; including: main connecting rod 
bearings and camshaft bearings; engine pads; head components for use in land vehicles; including: suction and exhaust 
valves; valve guides; tappets [parts of engines]; cylinder head bolts for engines; valves for pneumatic installations for 
vehicles, being parts of vehicle engines; actuators; starters for motors and connecting hoses for land vehicle radiators; 
engine seals.

Cl.8;Grippers [hand tools]; shovels; rachets [hand tools]; tubular wrenches; wheel master wrench/torque; oil filter 
wrenches; wrenches; ignition spanners; socket spanners; pliers; files; hammers [hand tools]; grease guns; clamps.

Cl.9;Accumulator; indicators for motor vehicles; coils, electric; electric wires and cables for use in vehicles; meters; 
rotary transducers; speed meters; indicators of pressure loss in tyres; hazard warning triangles; voltage regulators for 
vehicles; instrument dials; electric locks; manometers; tachometers and parts therefor; discs for tachometers; 
components of electrical installations for motor vehicles; gauges; change-over switches; transmitters; plugs for use in 
electrical installations in land vehicles; alcohol testers; rectifiers; CB antennae; CB radios; CB microphones; jump leads 
and parts therefor; limit switches; battery covers; voltage converters for vehicles.

Cl.11;Filters for air conditioning; automotive lamp bulbs; installations for conditioning air and for heating in vehicles; 
heating apparatus for defrosting windows of vehicles; lamp units; lamps with integrated direction signals; marker lamps 
and automobile headlamps; lamp and headlight fittings for land vehicles; lamp globes for land vehicles, torches and 
hand-held lamps; cabin filters; headlamp bodies; vehicle reflector brackets.

Cl.12;Vehicle parts and fittings included in this class, including repair kits for steering systems (spare parts); repair kits 
for suspension systems (spare parts); repair kits for braking systems for land vehicles (spare parts); small parts of the 
steering, suspension and braking systems for land vehicles; repair kits for compressors for vehicles (spare parts); brake 
drums and discs; wheel hubs for vehicles; brake shoes; brake blocks; brake calipers; vehicle brake parts included in this 
class; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; suspension springs and shock absorbing springs for the purpose of 
motor vehicles; pneumatic systems for vehicles, namely pneumatic membranes for suspension systems of land vehicles 
and cab suspension membranes in land vehicles; valves for pneumatic installations for vehicles, not being parts of 
engines, including main brake valves, ECAS valves, 3/2 way valves, 4/2 way valves, safety valves, EBS valves, ELC valves,
trailer brake valves, exhaust brake valves, unloader valves, stop valves, drainage valves, pressure limiting valves, park-
release valves, levelling valves, axle elevation valves, relay valves, throughflow valves, quick release valves, colas 
suspension control valves, trailer control valves, 4-way safety valves, check valves; radius rods; transverse and 
longitudinal steering rods; stabiliser hangers [vehicle parts]; spring components for vehicles; leaves for springs; spring 
shackles for vehicles; repair kits for clutches and components thereof (spare parts); gas springs; pneumatic membranes 
and springs for use in shock absorbers for vehicles; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles; bands and trailer hitches 
for vehicles; protective pipes for use in land vehicles; viscous coupling units; hydraulic components for use in land 
vehicles, including: plumbing conduits; flexible conduits for lifting cabs; coupling adapters and quick release couplings 
for hydraulic hoses [vehicle parts]; declutching devices; components for vehicle bodies, included in this class, including 
front grilles; mudguards (rear, for installation under the cab); steps and step casings for vehicle cabs; interior and 
exterior handles; vehicle cab step grids; vehicle bumper strips; inner wheel arches- bumpers; bumper spoilers; bumper 
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brackets; bumper corners; mudguard covers; cab fairings; cab steps; mudguard hooks; bumper stoppers; exterior 
mirrors and parts therefor; box-type wagons; door extensions; cab tilt actuators; parts of rubber and metal for assembling
vehicle cabs [vehicle parts]; castor wheels; tensioners; turbines; assembly kits for turbines (spare parts); couplings for 
land vehicles; clutch bearings; clutch disks; transmission components for use in land vehicles, including: gear racks; 
driving axle components for use in land vehicles, including pinion and crown wheels, hub reduction unit caps, solar 
wheels, pinion nuts, hub reduction unit rim hubs, pads for differential planet gears, hub reduction unit planet gears, 
reduction unit crown sleeves, differential planet gear sleeves, reduction unit shafts, hub reduction unit rims, clutches for 
differential locks, forks for differential locks, clutch shaft covers, clutch shafts, primary shafts, reduction unit shafts, gear 
wheels, synchroniser friction rings, synchroniser rings, sliding clutches, sliding pads, synchroniser bodies, 
synchronisers, reduction unit rim hubs, reduction unit solar wheels, reduction unit rims, reduction unit planet gears, 
synchroniser pins, control valves, steering cylinders, repair kits for steering cylinders (spare parts), control joints, forks, 
control rods, mounting pads, retarder wheels, retarder wires, rolls, springs, cover gaskets, sleeves, control cables, 
retaining rings, air vents, split gear valves, cut-off valves; transmission components for land vehicles, including crosses, 
drive shaft bearings; snow chains for motor vehicles; klaxons for vehicles; screw covers of plastic for vehicle wheels; 
vehicle wiper blades; hub caps; seat covers for vehicles; shelves for vehicle cabs; petrol caps and caps for emission-
reducing solutions; cigar lighters for automobiles; direction signals for vehicles; differential crowns, differential crosses, 
differential casings; differential crown pads, differential planet gears; differential inserts; engines for land vehicles.

Cl.17;Pneumatic pipes, not of metal, and joints, connectors and quick release couplings, not of metal, therefor; fuel oil 
hoses, not of metal; sleeves for use in gearbox (vehicle parts; gearbox gaskets for use in land vehicles; gear box seals for 
land vehicles; insulating tape and band; wheel wedges with grips.

Cl.20;Load securing components, not of metal, including cargo lock plank, not of metal, strips, not of metal, plastic 
handles, for securing transportation straps.

Cl.21;Brushes for cleaning cars and parts therefor; frost scrapers; window scrapers; brooms.

Cl.22;Load securing components, not of metal, including strap hinges, not of metal, transportation straps, not of metal.
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3356540    06/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1299388]
HH Associates Limited 
Grove House, Guildford Road Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9DF GB

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic publications and materials relating to marketing and brand management; electronic publications; 
electronic publications and materials downloadable from a computer database or the internet; downloadable webcasts; 
podcasts; electronic files; electronic display apparatus; electronic display boards and panels; electronic devices for 
displaying information.

Cl.16;Printed publications and printed matter relating to marketing and brand management; printed matter; printed 
publications; photographs; books; magazines; newsletters; brochures; booklets; pamphlets; manuals; leaflets; posters; 
stationery; printed advertising and promotional material.

Cl.20;Display stands; portable display stands; exhibition display stands; exhibition boards; display boards; multi 
purpose display stands; display units; parts for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.35;Business management and consultancy services relating to marketing and brand management; business 
services; provision of business and marketing information; marketing and promotional services; advertising services; 
market research; publicity services; sales promotions; product launch services; organisation of events and exhibitions 
for commercial and advertising purposes; consultancy, advisory and information services all relating to the 
aforementioned services.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services relating to marketing and brand management; electronic mail; electronic mail 
services; data transmission by electronic mail; telecommunication services; telecommunication services for the 
distribution of data; advisory and consultancy services relating to telecommunications; data broadcasting services; 
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information services relating to broadcasting.

Cl.40;Printing services; providing information relating to printing services; printing of marketing materials; 
photographic reproduction; advisory services relating to the production of printed materials; information, consultancy 
and advisory services, all relating to the aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Design services relating to marketing and brand management including post design services of versioning, 
remastering and translation; design services; design research; illustrating services; design of materials for publicity; 
industrial and commercial design services; design, creation, research and development of printed materials and 
packaging; research into and design of new products; advisory services relating to the design of printed materials; 
website design; design, production and maintenance of websites and internet pages; designing multimedia comprising of 
a combination of text, audio, still images, animation and video; information, consultancy and advisory services, all 
relating to the aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 29/07/2015; Application No. : 86708328 ;United States of America 

3356659    22/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1299350]
AdRoll, Inc.
3rd Floor, 972 Mission St. San Francisco CA 94103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising and advertisement services; internet advertising and internet marketing services; advertising and 
marketing services for mobile computing devices and mobile telephones; banner and display advertising; advertising 
retargeting services, namely, using data and analytic tools to deliver personalized advertisements to consumers based on 
internet browsing and consumption habits; media planning, namely, advising clients regarding advertising strategies on 
the internet, on mobile computing devices and on mobile telephones; design and implementation of advertising on the 
internet, mobile computing devices and mobile telephones; advertising and marketing services for social media, internet 
search engines, inquiry marketing, internet marketing, blogs and other forms of passive, sharable or viral 
communications channels; providing data and other analytic information relating to marketing, advertising, advertising 
retargeting and advertising campaigns; dissemination of advertising for others via an online communications network on 
the internet; providing advertising information about consumer internet usage and consumer web browsing for marketing 
and advertising purposes.

Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable computer software to enable the creation, tracking, and servicing of 
advertising and marketing materials and campaigns via the internet; providing online non-downloadable computer 
programs for helping advertisers understand the impact and effectiveness of various advertising strategies and for 
gathering data for use in developing meaningfully targeted advertising campaigns in the field of advertising and 
promotion; providing online non-downloadable computer programs for use in placing advertisements based on consumer 
habits, web browsing data, and economic trends; providing online non-downloadable software for use in generating 
online marketing programs; providing online non-downloadable computer programs for reporting the extent and success 
of online advertising campaigns; providing online non-downloadable software for supporting and managing the creation 
and sending of electronic mail for advertising and promotional campaigns, including tracking and analytics, and targeting 
specific customers with promotional electronic mail; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to 
store, manage, track, analyze, and report data in the field of marketing, promotion, sales, customer information, customer 
relationship management, sales support and employee efficiency; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable 
computer software application development tools and programming language for use in developing, analyzing, coding, 
checking, and controlling other computer software; providing online non-downloadable software for managing and 
optimizing website content and performance via a website; providing online non-downloadable software for tracking, 
analyzing and evaluating data for the purpose of optimizing website content and performance via a website; providing 
online, non-downloadable software for managing, collecting, integrating, reporting, analyzing, visualizing, indexing, 
filtering and sharing a wide variety of data and information from various sources; providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable marketing automation software and lead generation software.
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Priority claimed from 12/08/2015; Application No. : 14463401 ;European Union 

3356684    08/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1299418]
NOVAMONT S.P.A.
Via G. Fauser, 8 I-28100 NOVARA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry and/or in agriculture; unprocessed synthetic resins and artificial resins; unprocessed 
plastics of synthetic and/or agricultural origin; blends comprising two or more types of plastics of synthetic and/or 
agricultural origin; starch for use in industry; blends comprising plastics and starch for use in the manufacture of 
biodegradable and/or compostable plastics; blends comprising plastics and cellulose for use in the manufacture of 
biodegradable and/or compostable plastics; blends comprising plastics and glycerin for use in the manufacture of 
biodegradable and/or compostable plastics; chemical additives and auxiliary agents used in the processing and 
manufacturing of biodegradable and/or compostable plastic materials.

Cl.16;Biodegradable and/or compostable plastic materials for packaging, in particular plastic films, plastic bags, plastic 
sacks, plastic envelopes, plastic film for wrapping, plastic bubble packs for wrapping or packaging; biodegradable and/or 
compostable garbage bags.

Cl.17;Semi-processed plastic materials for use in further manufacturing processes or for the manufacture of finished 
goods; semi-processed artificial resins and synthetic resins; films made of plastics, not for wrapping; plastic films for 
mulching.
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Priority claimed from 12/11/2015; Application No. : 014785281 ;European Union 

3357265    04/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1299673]
Procedos AB
Bredastensvägen 168 SE-271 72 Köpingebro Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Training shoes; sweatpants; sweat shirts; clothing for gymnastics; sweat shorts; sweat jackets; baseball caps; 
caps [headwear].

Cl.28;Gym balls; exercise bars; body-building apparatus; body-building apparatus [exercise]; machines for physical 
exercises; machines incorporating weights for use in physical exercise; sports equipment; sporting articles and 
equipment; children's playthings; toys adapted for educational purposes; toys, games, playthings and novelties.

Cl.41;Exercise classes; physical training services; coaching [training]; health club services [health and fitness 
training]; vocational training services; aerobics training services; exercise [fitness] advisory services; consultancy 
services relating to training; exercise [fitness] training services; providing fitness and exercise facilities; training services 
relating to occupational health; arrangement of conferences for educational purposes; provision of exercise facilities; 
physical education instruction; tuition in physical fitness; self-awareness courses [instruction]; educational services 
relating to physical fitness; conducting of instructional, educational and training courses for young people and adults; 
sporting services; tuition in sports; sporting activities; organisation of sporting events; education, entertainment and 
sports; sporting and cultural activities; education services relating to health; physical education; gambling; arranging of 
games; on-line gaming services; electronic game services and competitions provided by means of the internet; personal 
development training.

Cl.44;Medical services; health screening; medical health assessment services; physical rehabilitation; development of 
individual physical rehabilitation programmes; massage; information relating to massage; health care relating to 
therapeutic massage; information services relating to health care.
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Priority claimed from 27/08/2015; Application No. : 1316096 ;Benelux 

3357567    26/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1299508]
OSERIX
Rue de l'Eglise 2 B-7134 Binche

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry; isotopes for industrial use; chemical materials which can be used in the 
nuclear cycle; nuclear materials; uranium, plutonium, selenium in any chemical form or isotopic composition.

Cl.9;Scientific, checking (supervision), measuring apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for 
radiography and gamma radiography, for non-medical use; software; data processing equipment and computers; gloves 
and suits for protection against radiation, for industrial use.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of scientific, checking (supervision), measuring apparatus and instruments, 
installation, maintenance and repair of apparatus and instruments for radiography and gamma radiography, for non-
medical use.
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Priority claimed from 15/06/2015; Application No. : 86662916 ;United States of America 

3357597    15/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1299373]
OPTUM, INC.
9900 Bren Road East Minnetonka MN 55343 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic newsletters and books in the fields of health care, health insurance, medical diagnosis 
coding, health care billing and reimbursement, health data and health management; computer software for analyzing, 
processing and auditing data in the fields of health care, medicine, health insurance, health information, health care 
provider information, patient information, revenue management for health care providers, and medical, pharmaceutical, 
and biotechnical research and analysis; computer software for health care data management; computer software for 
health data warehousing; computer software for managing electronic medical records; computer software for developing 
software; computer software for processing financial transactions; electronic databases in the field of health care 
insurance and health care recorded on computer media; customized downloadable computer databases featuring 
business data and information regarding drug prescriptions recorded on computer media; medical documentation system 
comprising computer software for recording clinical documentation in an electronic medical record and pattern encoded 
paper; computer software for managing the transmission of data between two different computer software systems; data 
input devices, namely electronic pens for use by health care providers to enter data into patient records electronically; 
software for providing, achieving, and maintaining HIPAA (health insurance portability and accountability act) compliance 
for businesses; computer software for collection, storage, analysis, scoring, evaluation and reporting of survey results 
concerning health and well-being information and data; downloadable mobile applications for administering health 
surveys.

Cl.35;Employee assistance services, namely, administration of referrals in the fields of health care, physical health, 
mental health, legal services, financial services, transportation, housing and home repair, substance abuse, insurance 
services, and personal safety services; providing administration of referrals to the elderly in the fields of health care, 
physical health, mental health, legal services, financial services, transportation, housing and home repair, substance 
abuse, insurance services, and personal safety services; providing on-line directory information services in the field of 
health care and health insurance; computerized database management in the fields of health care, health insurance, 
medical records and medical billing; online business and financial records management in the fields of medical records 
and medical billing; healthcare management service organization (mso) services, namely, providing practice organization, 
management and administrative support services to health care providers; managed health care services, namely, 
electronic processing of health care information; administration of pharmacy reimbursement programs and services; 
retail drugstore and retail pharmacy services; providing data management and bio statistics services for the 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries; organizing and administering networks of health care providers; providing 
computerized database and telephone communication management services, namely, aggregating and organizing 
electronic transmissions of voice mail, electronic mail and facsimile messages, namely, computerized database 
management services; telephone communication management services, namely, providing telephone answering services;
catalog, on-line and telephonic ordering service featuring medical equipment, medical supplies, health products, and 
home care products; administration services relating to arranging of managed care contractual services in the fields of 
health care; commercial call center services, namely, operation of commercial telephone call centers for others in the 
fields of health insurance and health care; organizing and administering networks of retail pharmacies; develop surveys 
for business purposes concerning health and well-being issues; promotional services, namely promoting awareness of 
health and wellness issues to members of health benefit plans; collection of responses to a health status survey; 
conducting health assessment market surveys in the field of health and wellness; verification of physician credentials to 
ensure public safety.

Cl.36;Underwriting, issuance, implementation, operation and management of health, dental health, vision care, 
prescription drugs, disability, life, accident and critical benefit insurance; electronic processing of insurance claims and 
payment data; providing on- line health insurance information; providing information in health, dental health, vision care, 
prescription drugs, disability, life, accident and critical benefit insurance matters; charitable services, namely providing 
financial support to patients for the purpose of covering medical expenses; insurance claims processing; on-line services 
for health care practitioners, namely, providing financial transaction services to health care practitioners via an on-line 
computer network, namely, processing insurance eligibility and verification, referral authorizations; insurance brokerage; 
financial management and maintenance of health savings accounts, medical savings accounts, health reimbursement 
arrangements and flexible spending accounts; online banking services; bill payment services; claim recovery services for 
medical insurance payors; insurance consultation services for the healthcare industry; implementation, operation and 
management of health care service insurance plans; implementation, operation and management of health care service 
insurance plans and health care financial benefit plans for medical care services provided to elderly and chronically ill 
populations; implementation, operation and management of financial benefits of pharmacy drug programs.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, providing analysis of computer databases in the field of health care; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for analyzing, processing and auditing data in the fields of health 
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care, medicine, health insurance, health information, health care provider information, and medical, pharmaceutical, and 
biotechnical research and analysis; providing temporary use of on- line non-downloadable software for health care data 
management; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for health data warehousing; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for managing electronic medical records; providing temporary use 
of on-line non-downloadable software for developing software; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable 
software for processing financial transactions; scientific research and consulting services related thereto in the fields of 
health care, medicine, health care database management, health insurance, health care data management, health data 
warehousing, electronic medical records management, health information, software development, financial transactions, 
health care facility utilization, medical devices, pharmaceuticals, and medical, pharmaceutical, and biotechnical research 
and analysis; database development and computer software design; computer and information technology consultation 
services for the healthcare industry; computer network configuration and analysis; technical support services, namely, 
troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems; computer programming; conducting clinical protocols and 
trials for others; technical writing for others of clinical trial reports; application service provider services, namely, 
designing, installing, integrating, networking, hosting, operating and maintaining computer software for others, namely, 
for use in enabling customers to integrate interaction and transaction handling technologies and services to execute a 
complete customer service and back- office strategy including prioritizing interactions across multimedia, multisite, and 
multiskill customer care environments; product research and development for others; computer telephony integration 
services, namely, email and computer disaster recovery planning services; computer consulting services in the field of 
computer software used in the field of health care; computer systems integration services; computer systems 
configuration and analysis; scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; application 
service provider featuring software for providing business decision information, clinical information, and analysis for 
health care payers, providers, employers, consultants and pharmaceutical companies; data warehousing, data migration 
and data mining services for the health care industry; computer services, namely, on-site and remote management of the 
information technology (IT) systems of others and business services, namely, business technology software consultation 
services to help an organization achieve and maintain HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act); data 
automation and collection service using proprietary software to evaluate, analyze and collect data in the health care 
industry; cloud hosting provider services; creating web pages for others; mobile and web app design and development; 
video game development services; electronic storage of responses to a health status survey; testing of electronic data 
interchange transactions of others for the purpose of certification and for compliance with healthcare industry and 
electronic data interchange laws, including the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

Cl.44;Health care counseling services; nurse information services, namely, nurse triage and nurse call centers 
information regarding specific health-related concerns and general health issues; medical screening; health consulting 
services in the field of medical triage protocols, policies, and practices; providing information in the fields of health, 
health care, and wellness; managed health care services; hospice and palliative care services; home health care services; 
hospital admission counseling services; rental of medical equipment; comprehensive health care management services; 
health care management services in the nature of long-term and senior care management services; skilled nursing 
facilities and hospitals; health care management services, namely, coordination of hospice and home healthcare services;
provision of enhanced health care management services for frail and disabled medicare beneficiaries, namely, providing 
medication management and wellness events in the nature of wellness programs; food nutrition consulting; physical 
therapy services; health care services, namely, wellness programs; provision of health information from surveys and 
analysis, evaluation, and report of responses to a health status survey, and health counseling with respect to those 
responses, all services rendered via global, local or wide area computer network.

Cl.45;Fraud detection, prevention, and recovery services in the field of health care insurance; financial identity 
monitoring services for fraud protection; bereavement consulting other than for psychological assistance; licensing of 
surveys concerning health and well- being issues.
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Priority claimed from 24/03/2015; Application No. : 2015-026832 ;Japan 

3357623    17/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1299381]
Panasonic Corporation
1006, Oaza Kadoma, Kadoma-shi Osaka 571-8501 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cameras; cases for cameras; electric flash lights for cameras; digital still cameras; mount adapter for digital 
cameras; MC (multi-coating) protector for digital cameras; filter for digital cameras; lens cap for digital cameras; body cap 
for digital cameras; viewfinder for digital cameras; microphones for use with digital cameras; shutter remote control for 
digital cameras; tripod adapter for digital cameras; zoom lever assist for digital cameras; camera bag for digital cameras; 
camera case for digital cameras; silicon jacket for digital cameras; body case for digital cameras; strap for digital camera; 
waterproof case for using digital cameras in water; coupler for digital cameras; AC adapter for digital camera; digital 
photo frame; batteries and cells; dry cells; rechargeable batteries; storage batteries; storage batteries for electric 
motorcycles; storage batteries for electric cars; cellular phone batteries; battery chargers; nickel cadmium batteries; 
nickel hydrogen batteries; lithium batteries; lithium ion batteries; fuel cells; solar batteries; solar power generating 
apparatus; solar cell modules for electricity generation; converter of solar electricity; solar panels for electricity 
generation; apparatus for charging electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles; carbon rods for dry batteries; 
electric wiring apparatus; electric wiring devices with sensors; electrical connectors; switches; electric sockets; dimmer 
switches; time switches; automatic electric switching apparatus with sensors; magnetic switches; photo-electric 
switches; electrical switches; detection switches; operating switches; dimmer control (dimmer function switches); card 
operated switches; parts for electrical switches; switchboards; switch boxes; electrical conduits of metal; electricity 
conduits; flexible electrical conduits; floor ducts for housing electric cables; cable racks (electrical wires and cable laying 
materials); factory automation ducts (factory use power distribution ducts); ballasts for lighting; circuit breakers; 
magnetic contactors and starters; circuit protectors; thermal protectors, being electric components for use in overheat 
protection of electric circuit; earth leakage circuit breakers; power distributing boxes [electricity]; electric outlets; fixing 
frames for electric outlets; taps [electricity]; popup type electric floor outlets; electric floor outlets; electric floor wiring 
devices; electric undercarpet wiring installations; plugs (electrical); current converters; socket plates for covering socket 
outlets; antennas; aerials; distribution board cabinets capable of storing IT equipment; power control panels; electronic 
panels indicating attendance/non-attendance of office workers; terminals for television; fixtures for telephone wires; plug-
in phone jacks; trolley ducts for electrical wires and cable; electrical adaptors; earth terminals; electric extension cords; 
modular jacks (connection for in-house LAN); protective covers for exposed wirings; monitoring televisions for use in 
video intercom systems; intercoms; gas leakage alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; glass break detectors (anti-theft 
warning apparatus); thermic ray detectors (human body warmth detectors alarms/burglar alarms); infrared detectors 
(infrared transparence block detectors/burglar alarms); electric radio door chimes; radio receiving/transmitting devices 
for fire alarms; fire alarms; fire control panels; fire detectors; fire alarm bells (sound equipment); electronic control units 
for fire and smoke prevention equipment; emergency fire alarm equipment; automated emergency notification equipment 
(notification equipment for fire alarms and intrusion); video monitoring systems (access control equipment/intrusion 
detection equipment); imaging sensors (person identification alarm equipment); face recognition equipment for access 
controls (access control equipment); iris recognition access control systems consisting of cameras and management 
servers; cameras with an iris recognition function; surveillance cameras; closed circuit video equipment systems 
comprised of security camera & lens, analog or digital recorders, monitors, video servers, matrix switches and control 
systems, housing and mount brackets, fiber optics; electric and electronic video surveillance installations; 
communication systems and surveillance systems using video cameras for apartments and condominium buildings; 
apparatus and instruments for remote monitoring, remote communication and/or remote controlling; communication and 
monitoring appliance for buildings; acoustic machines, apparatus and instruments; radios; cassette tape 
players/recorders; radio cassette recorders/players; portable cassette tape players/recorders; portable radio cassette 
players/recorders; IC (integrated circuit) memory and/or hard disc players/recorders; radio/compact disc players; portable 
audio players; MP3 (MPEG-1 Audio Layer-3) players; cases for portable audio players; speakers (audio equipment); stereo 
tuners; amplifiers; power amplifiers; power amplifiers for automotive audio system; microphones; slip mats for turntable 
for record players; IC (integrated circuit) recorders (voice recorders); digital sound processors; headphones; cordless 
headphones; earphones; stereo components; audio mixers; optical fiber cables; audio cables/video cables; wireless 
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microphone system consisting of wireless microphones, wireless transmitters, wireless powered speaker, wireless 
receivers, wireless amplifiers, diversity tuners; digital multi equalizers; digital multi processors; car audio apparatus; 
audio-visual equipment for automotive audio-visual systems including radios, DVD players, CD players, televisions, 
displays, monitors for rearview camera systems; speakers for automotive audio systems; subwoofers for automotive 
audio-visual systems; cassette adaptors for use with portable audio players; audio cables for use with DVD/CD changer; 
audio visual machines, apparatus and instruments; television receivers; plasma television receivers; plasma displays; 
plasma display panels; stands for plasma display panels or plasma television receivers; wall mount bracket for plasma 
display panels or plasma television receivers; LCD television receivers; liquid crystal displays; liquid crystal displays for 
use with beauty care apparatus; liquid crystal display panels; LCD video monitors; wireless displays; organic light 
emitting displays; 3D (three dimensional) television apparatus; combined television receivers incorporating video 
disc/video tape players/recorders; video tuners; LCD (liquid crystal display) projectors; lenses for LCD (liquid crystal 
display) projectors; ceiling mount brackets for LCD (liquid crystal display) projectors; lamps for LCD (liquid crystal 
display) projectors; digital light processing video projectors; lenses for video projectors; video cassette recorders; video 
cassette players; camcorders; cables for camcorders; cases for camcorders; electric viewfinders for camcorders; 
waterproof covers for camcorders; AC (alternating current) adapters for camcorders; batteries for camcorders; shoulder 
straps for camcorders; filter for video cameras; shoe adapter for video cameras; DC light for video cameras; shoulder belt 
for video cameras; soft bag for video cameras; microphones for use with video cameras; cassette adapter for video 
cameras; tripod for cameras; digital HD (high definition) video cassette tape recorders; digital HD (high definition) video 
cassette tape players; DVD video recorders; DVD video players; digital video cassette recorders; digital video cassette 
players; digital video cassette camera recorders; all-in one DVD video cassette recorders; all-in one DVD video cassette 
players; video display terminals; color image large-scale display apparatus; cable television systems comprising set-top 
boxes; CATV digital set top boxes; audiovisual teaching apparatus, namely, computer hardware and software for 
displaying educational materials; electric optical display boards; multi purpose electric information display systems 
comprised of displays, projectors, media players, site controllers; camcorders for professional use, video recorders for 
professional use; computer hardware and software for DVD authoring systems; light emitting diode displays; in-vehicle 
camera apparatus; wireless security cameras (electric); wireless video camera monitoring apparatus (electric); video 
signal converters for network cameras; network camera controllers; servers for network cameras; outdoor wireless video 
camera monitoring apparatus with motion sensors and lights; switching device for live image production for use in 
broadcasting; real time graphic processors; digital audiovisual mixers; carrying handles for projectors; electronic 
publication [downloadable]; table racks for televisions; digital photograph players to be connected with television 
apparatus; video monitors; video switcher; video mixer; home theater systems; antennas for television receivers; video 
splitter; computer hardware and software for use in image recognition; three-dimensional eyeglasses; satellite receivers; 
optical disc drives; optical disc recorders; optical disc players; optical disc changers; optical disc cartridges (blank); 
optical disc players/recorders/drives and parts thereof; lens cleaning discs for optical disc players; optical pickups; 
communication machines and apparatus; telecommunication machines and apparatus; facsimile transceivers; 
telephones; cellular phones; smart phones; accessories for cellular phones; hands free kits for mobile-phones; IP 
(Internet protocol) telephones; cordless telephones; conference speakerphones; wireless speakerphones; telephone 
answering machines; private automatic branch switching systems; global positioning system receivers; radio telephones; 
multi-channel access radio systems; electric traffic information displays; telecommunication apparatus for video 
teleconferencing; telecommunication apparatus for local area networks; encoding and decoding apparatus; car 
navigation equipment; hand held navigation apparatus for assistance of travels; protection films for use on screens of 
navigation apparatus; remote controllers for navigation apparatus; stands for navigation apparatus; cables for navigation 
apparatus; visual/information distribution systems comprising management servers, operating terminals, controllers; 
digital broadcasting systems which consists of video cameras for digital broadcast, switchers, outside broadcast vans; 
multimedia learning systems consisting personal computers, audio-video recorders, and computer software; emergency 
call remote controllers; ON/OFF remote controllers; remote controllers for audio/visual machines; remote controllers for 
air conditioners; remote lighting control systems; receivers for wireless shutter open/close remote controllers (electrical 
automatic door open/close systems); transmitters for wireless shutter open/close remote controllers (electrical automatic 
door/close systems); remote controller transmitters/receivers; power supply adapters for use with portable electronic 
devices; road and traffic information receivers; radio receivers for receiving alert from the governmental crisis 
management systems; radio transmitters and receivers for use in search of lost pets; power distribution or control 
machines and apparatus; remote controls for lighting appliances; liquid level controllers [electric or electronic]; circuit 
controllers; power controllers; frequency controllers; remote control panels for lighting appliances; operation control 
panels for lifting device; lighting control panels; emergency broadcasting apparatus; sequencers (programmable logic 
controllers); computers; computer peripheral devices; tablet computers; mobile computers; hard disc drives; USB cables; 
MPU (micro processor unit) cooling fans; gateway apparatus for computer broadband network; image scanners; printers 
for computers; toner cartridges [empty] for computer printers; toner cartridges [empty] for multi-function printers for use 
with computers; digital photo printers; video printers for computers; video printers for digital cameras; video printers for 
camcorders; plain paper copiers; automatic document feeders for multi-function printers for use with computers; multi-
function printers for use with computers, namely, those which can be used as a printer, a scanner and a facsimile 
machine in one unit having network connectability; multi-function printers for use with computers; finishers for multi-
function printers for use with computers; paper feeding stands for multi-function printers for use with computers; paper 
transporting units for multi-function printers for use with computers; hard disk drive units for multi-function printers for 
use with computers; memory boards for multi-function printers for use with computers; printed page counting software 
for multi-function printers for use with computers; digitized document distribution (to PC/mobiles) software for multi-
function printers for use with computers; waste containers for toners for multi-function printers for use with computers; 
hardware and software for verifying stamps for multi-function printers for use with computers; accessibility kit for multi-
function printers for use with computers; G3 communication units for multi-function printers for use with computers; 
Internet facsimile units for multi-function printers for use with computers; paper cassette units for multi-function printers 
for use with computers; catch trays for multi-function printers for use with computers; voice mail apparatus for multi-
function printers for use with computers; RFID (radio frequency identification) reader/writer for multifunction printers for 
use with computers; LAN (local area network) boards for multi-function printers for use with computers; extension 
cassette for multi-function printers for use with computers; handset units for multi-function printers for use with 
computers; electronic blackboards; electronic whiteboards; PC cards; computer keyboards; floppy disk drives; card 
readers; card readers/writers; bar code readers; bar code scanners; portable data processing computer terminals; 
terminal for POS (point of sales) systems; electronic calculators; network cameras; computer network routers; monitors 
[computer hardware]; wireless LAN (local area network) adaptors; power supply adaptors; SD (secure digital) memory 
data copy apparatus; network disk recorders; memory card camera recorders; memory card recorders; memory card 
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drives; video encoder cards; port replicators; optical disc cartridges; electronic map [downloadable]; downloadable 
electronic data files for computer programs; computer software; computer programs for electronic map; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; computer software for programmable controllers for use in production lines; 
computer software for processing images and graphics; OCR (optical character recognition) computer software; OCR 
development computer software; computer software for use with medical and/or beauty care apparatus; computer 
systems for accepting, guiding and paging outpatients in hospital facilities; electronic devices for assisting 
communication of persons with disabilities; apparatus for remote monitoring of patients; computers for use in hospitals 
and clinics for management of medical affairs; electronic health record systems; computer systems for management and 
review of a patient medicinal records; intelligent security and surveillance systems; factory surveillance systems; 
computer hardware and software for use in long storage and backup of surveillance images; computer hardware and 
software for use in enterprise contents management system; computer hardware and software for use in web contents 
management, system; computer hardware and software for use in documents management systems; computer hardware 
and software for use in office administration systems; computer hardware and software for use in security systems for 
management of identification data; computer hardware and software to accelerate data processing for databases; full-text 
search engine computer software; remote access controlling systems relating to corporate computer network; disaster 
prevention wireless communication systems; computer hardware and software for use in newspaper distribution 
systems; computer hardware and software for use in data broadcast and electric program guide systems; digital audio 
broadcast system for in-building; OFDM (orthogonal frequency division multiplexing) modulators for in-building; 
computer hardware and software for use in electronic toll collection systems; computer hardware and software for use in 
traffic control systems; computer hardware and software for use in dam management systems; multimedia tablet 
computers; computer hardware and software for electronic medical charts; computer hardware and software for use in 
health insurance pharmacy; computer networks; computer servers; blank external data storage media; blank video 
cassette tapes; head cleaning tapes for tape drives of audio and video tape recorders and players; blank D-VHS video 
cassette tapes; blank digital video cassette tapes; blank audio cassette tapes; blank floppy discs; blank optical discs; IC 
memory cards; SD (secure digital) memory cards; thermoluminescence dosimetry devices; dosimeters equipped with 
alarms; counters; thermometer, not for medical purposes; distortion meters; electric weighing scales that also measure 
body fat; weighing machines/scales; pedometers; apparatus for measuring calories burned during exercises; apparatus 
for measuring exercise intensity; operation hour meters; gas meters; ultrasonic gas meters; water meters; apparatus for 
measuring the numbers of bacteria in oral cavity; distant measuring apparatus; sensors (electronic parts); automatic 
sensing devices comprising lights; light emitting diodes; light emitting diode chips; light emitting diode packages; light 
emitting diode modules; LSI (large scale integration circuits); hybrid ics (integrated circuits); microcomputers; halftone 
image data processors; semi-conductors; semiconductor memory devices; integrated circuits; semiconductor lasers; 
connectors [electricity]; electric/electronic display instruments; CCD (charge couple device) image sensors; MOS (metal-
oxide semiconductor) image sensors; film capacitors; electric tuner units; high frequency apparatus; radio 
communication apparatus, namely, radio frequency front-end modules; RF (radio frequency) modulators; speaker 
components; power modules; DC/DC converters; inductors [coils]; condensers [capacitors]; power capacitors; diode; 
transistor; filter of electric signals being electrical/electronic components; noise filters (electronic parts); light 
modulators; optical transmission components; photo detectors; optical connectors; optical semiconductor elements; 
optical lenses; aspherical lenses; transformers; thermistors; varistors (surge absorbers); acousto-optic devices; electric 
resistors; potentiometers; trimmer potentiometers; thermal cutoffs; electric apparatus consisting of resistor array for 
interface circuits (resistance networks); electric apparatus consisting of capacitor array interface circuits (capacitance 
networks); electric apparatus consisting of resistor array and capacitor array for interface circuits (resistance/capacitance 
networks); encoders; magnetic resistive (magnetic resistant) elements; chip coils (electronic parts) for use in circuit 
boards; choke coils; touch panels; remote controls; duplexers; SAW (surface acoustic wave) devices; baluns (balanced to
unbalanced transformer); electric power dividers; wireless communication modules/units; RF (radio frequency) modules; 
PLL (phase locked loop) synthesizer modules; bi-directional low-power wireless modules; bead cores for EMI 
(electromagnetic interference) filtering (electronic components); bead arrays for EMI (electromagnetic interference) 
filtering (electronic components); micro chip fuses; relays, electric; solenoids; inverters for power supply; power supply 
units; inverters; inverters for power units; automatic time switches; high density wiring boards; printed wiring boards; 
circuit protectors; hinges for flip-type cellular phones; ion generators; ionization apparatus, not for the treatment of air; 
electric cooling fans for electronic machines and apparatus; electric cooling fans for telecommunication machines and 
apparatus; electric laser marking apparatus; electric laser markers; devices for alert of animal approaching using 
ultrasonic; portable power sources; direct current power supply units; uninterruptible electrical power supplies; PLC 
(power line communication) adapters; portable digital image magnification devices; temperature indicators for 
refrigerators; apparatus for measuring moisture content of the skin; microscopes; self-propelled electronic devices for 
guiding and directing people to different places, and software therefor, sold as a unit; self-propelled electronic devices for 
assisting users to make purchases in facilities, and software therefor, sold as a unit; self-propelled electronic devices for 
assisting delivering and retrieving of items; self-propelled electronic devices for assisting remote communication 
between users; switch units integrated with nurse call button, outlets, lights, to be installed at the hospital room 
bedheads; 3-D (three-dimensional) profilometers; CO2 laser oscillators for soldering, jointing and processing; timers for 
use in factories; temperature regulators for use with industrial equipment; interface terminals [electricity]; image 
processing apparatus; appearance testers [not for medical use]; measuring or testing machines and instruments; rotary 
converters; phase modifiers; electric wires and cables; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; thermometers, not 
for medical purposes; encoders; automatic switching appliances; switching devices for live image production.

Cl.12;Automobiles and their parts and accessories; bicycles and their parts and accessories; bicycle tires and tubes; 
electric power assisted bicycles; sporting bicycles; electric motors for land vehicles; two-wheeled motor vehicles, 
bicycles and their parts and fittings; electric motors for electric bicycles; motorcycle covers; carry bags for bicycles; 
windscreen for automobiles, motorcycles and bicycles; cycle stands; handlebar grips for motorcycles and bicycles; cycle 
saddles; baskets adapted for cycles; pedals for bicycles; cycle frames; cycle carriers for automobiles; drive-chain guards 
for motorcycles and bicycles; seat covers for automobiles, motorcycles and bicycles; shields attachable to handlebars of 
cycles, in particular, to protect hands from cold, rain, sun tan, etc. during cycle rides; child seats for bicycles; mudguards 
for motorcycles and bicycles; dress guard for cycles; electric motors for moped; electric motorcycles; bicycle covers; 
bicycle stands; bicycle frames.
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Priority claimed from 04/05/2015; Application No. : 675527 ;Switzerland 

3357772    23/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1299701]
INVENTIO AG
Postfach CH-6052 Hergiswil NW Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Lifts, escalators and moving walkways and parts thereof (included in this class); electric motors and parts thereof 
(included in this class); transmissions, other than for land vehicles; hydraulic engines and motors; cables and belts for lift
motors; cables, belts and other support media for lift cages; hydraulic and electric drives other than for land vehicles; 
drive belts and drive shafts, other than for land vehicles; bearings for machines; brakes and brake linings, other than for 
land vehicles; brake shoes and brake pads, other than for land vehicles; lift controls; control apparatus for lifts, 
escalators and moving walkways; electronic and mechanical parachutes as a safety device for lift installations (terms too 
vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Regulations); counterweights for lifts; transmission 
motors for door drives; transmission motors for gate drives; transmission motors for barrier installations.

Cl.9;Electronic and mechanical speed limiters; electronic and mechanical door drives; electronic and mechanical gate 
drives; electronic and mechanical barrier drives; electric, hydraulic and pneumatic door closers and associated parts and 
fittings thereof; electric, hydraulic and pneumatic door openers and associated parts and fittings thereof; electric, 
hydraulic and pneumatic closing apparatus.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of lifts, escalators and moving walkways, as well as associated parts and 
fittings; installation, maintenance, repair and construction work for modernization of lifts, escalators and moving 
walkways as well as associated parts and fittings; advice relating to installation, maintenance, repair and modernization 
of lifts, escalators and moving walkways as well as associated parts and fittings; provision of data with respect to the 
maintenance history of lifts, escalators and moving walkways; installation, maintenance, repair and modernization of 
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closing installations, doors, door openers and door closers, gates, turnstiles, rotary barriers, barriers and associated 
parts and fittings; installation, maintenance, repair and modernization of access control systems, time detection systems, 
guidance systems for persons and navigation systems as well as advice with respect thereto; installation, maintenance, 
repair and modernization of alarm systems and monitoring systems as well as advice with respect thereto; installation, 
maintenance and repair of computers and of apparatus for telecommunications.
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Priority claimed from 31/07/2015; Application No. : 3573528 ;Spain 

3358907    26/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1300819]
ALVISA ALCOHOL GROUP, S.L.
C/Numància, 187 2°2ª E-08034 BARCELONA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit-based beverages and fruit juices; 
syrups.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); wines and sparkling wines; liqueurs; spirits [beverages].

Cl.35;Advertising; retail sale, wholesale and sale via global computer networks of beers, mineral and aerated waters 
and other non-alcoholic beverages, beverages based on fruit and fruit juices, syrups and beverages with alcohol.
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Priority claimed from 21/10/2015; Application No. : 014705396 ;European Union 

3358951    18/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1300559]
Söring GmbH
Justus-von-Liebig-Ring 2 25451 Quickborn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus, in particular apparatus for electrosurgery, 
apparatus for ultrasound surgery and accessories for the aforesaid apparatus.

Cl.44;Services provided by doctors, surgeons, clinics, hospitals and nursing services.
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Priority claimed from 25/11/2015; Application No. : UK00003137834 ;United Kingdom 

3359368    19/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1300588]
Matoke Holdings Limited
2 Michaels Court, Hanney Road, Southmoor AbingdonOxfordshire OX13 5HR United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for wound care; antiseptic preparations 
for wound care; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; bandages included in this class; plasters, bandages and 
dressings for medical and surgical purposes; bandages for skin wounds; medical adhesives for binding wounds; 
adhesive plasters, bandages and dressings for medical and surgical purposes; medical dressings; sterile dressings; 
wound dressings; medical wound dressings; sponges for healing wounds; surgical spirits; surgical tissues; surgical 
cements; surgical plasters; surgical glues; surgical dressings; tissues for surgical use; solvents for removing adhesive 
plasters; cleaning solvents for removing adhesive plasters; antiseptic sprays in aerosol form for use on the skin; 
hydrogels for wound treatment and wound care; non-aqueous polymer solvents for wound treatment and wound care; 
medicated and pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; dietetic products for medical and health use; foods and 
beverages adapted for medical purposes; wound dressings made from nanofibre materials; all of the aforesaid goods 
including such goods including or containing honey-based or sugar-based preparations; all the aforesaid goods including
such goods relating to wound care, wound healing, infection prevention or infection control; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary instruments and apparatus; sutures; surgical and wound treating 
equipment and apparatus; suture and wound closing materials and products; surgical tubing for wound drainage; wound 
closures; wound drainage pouches; medical devices for closing wounds; zips for use as temporary wound closures; 
bandages included in this class; adhesive sutures; adhesive bandages (suspensory -); adhesive bandages (supportive -); 
adhesive drapes for surgical use; aerosol dispensers for medical purposes; aerosol dispensers for medical use; sprayers 
for medical purposes; spray bottles [vaporizers] for medical use; aerosol dispensers for medical purposes; hand-
operated sprayers for medical use; sprayers [hand-operated] for medical use; hand-operated sprayers for wound 
treatment and wound care; power operated sprayers for medical purposes; all of the aforesaid including such goods 
including or containing honey-based or sugar-based preparations; all the aforesaid goods including such goods relating 
to wound care, wound healing, infection prevention or infection control; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; magazines; periodical publications; books, booklets; information books; 
promotional, marketing and advertising materials in printed form; instructional materials in printed form; leaflets; posters 
and banners made of paper; stickers; stationery; note books; folders; printed reports; greetings cards and postcards; 
calendars and diaries; ID cards in printed form; business cards; certificates, printed awards; framed certificates and 
awards; printed invitations.

Cl.30;Honey; natural honey; natural ripe honey; honey [for food]; honey substitutes; invert sugar cream [artificial 
honey]; biological honey for human consumption; foodstuffs containing honey as the main constituent; foods and sweets 
[non-medicated] being honey based or containing honey or being coated with honey; breads, pastry and confectionery; 
ices; coffee and tea; sauces.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial and laboratory research 
services; medical research; medical research laboratory services; scientific investigations for medical purposes; medical 
and pharmacological research services; biochemistry and biotechnology research; biochemistry and biotechnology 
testing; research and development in the pharmaceutical, biochemistry and biotechnology fields; providing information 
relating to scientific research in the fields of biochemistry and biotechnology; scientific and technological services 
relating to the development of wound treatment and wound care materials, devices, apparatus and processes and 
research and design relating thereto; scientific and technological services relating to nanofibre materials and research 
and design relating thereto; all the aforesaid services including such services in relation to the use of honey-based or 
sugar-based preparations; all the aforesaid services including such services for medical and surgical purposes, including 
for the care and treatment of wounds or for infection prevention and control; information, consultancy and advisory 
services relating to all of the aforesaid services.
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3359470    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1300659]
Bongchull Shin
Steinerstr. 2 81369 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewellery.

Cl.19;Cladding, not of metal, for building.

Cl.21;Works of art made of glass.
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Priority claimed from 21/10/2015; Application No. : 014702666 ;European Union 

3360051    21/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1300758]
IBS FILTRAN Kunststoff-/Metallerzeugnisse GmbH
Industriestrasse 19 51567 Morsbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Filters being parts of land vehicle gearboxes; oil filters for motors and engines.

Cl.12;Sumps being parts of land vehicle gearboxes; gear cases for land vehicles; automatic gearboxes for land 
vehicles.
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3360071    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1300512]
EVANEOS
42 rue de Rochechouart F-75009 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; direct mail 
advertising (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); newspaper subscription services (for others); business 
management and organization consultancy; accounting; document reproduction; employment agencies; computerized 
file management; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer 
network; rental of advertising time on all communication media; publication of advertising texts; rental of advertising 
space; dissemination of advertisements; public relations.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information relating to telecommunications; communications by computer terminals or by 
fiber-optic networks; communications by radio or telephone; cellular telephone communication; provision of access to a 
global computer network; electronic bulletin board services (telecommunication services); connection by 
telecommunications to a global computer network; news agencies; rental of telecommunication apparatus; radio or 
television programs (broadcasts); teleconferencing services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to 
global computer networks.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel organization; transport information; delivery of newspapers; 
water or energy distribution; towing; rental of garages or parking places; rental of vehicles, boats or horses; taxi services; 
travel reservation; physical storage of electronically-stored data or documents.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 109 254 ;Germany 

3360218    11/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1300271]
PolyMedics Innovations GmbH
Heerweg 15 D 73770 Denkendorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Medical and surgical dressings in particular for wound covering; hygienic bandages; bandages for dressings; 
adhesive tapes for medical purposes; surgical cloth (tissues); surgical implants (living tissues); enzymes for medical 
purposes; enzyme preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; tissues impregnated 
with pharmaceutical lotions.

Cl.10;Elastic bandages; surgical threads; surgical implants (artificial materials); artificial limbs, in particular artificial 
skin; artificial skin for surgical purposes; orthopaedic articles.
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Priority claimed from 01/09/2015; Application No. : 40201515200T ;Singapore 

3360536    26/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1300801]
Equis Services (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
1 George Street 14-04 One George Street Singapore 049145 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; biofuels.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; delivery of fuel; fuel distribution services; 
storage, distribution and supply of energy and fuel; transport of fuels by pipeline.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; production of energy; consultancy services relating to the generation of electrical power; 
production of electrical energy from renewable sources; production of energy by power plants; production and 
processing of fuels, biofuels, and of other sources of energy; distilling of spirits for others.
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Priority claimed from 15/12/2015; Application No. : UK00003140705 ;United Kingdom 

3361612    19/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301395]
Align Technology, Inc.
2560 Orchard Parkway San Jose, CA 95131 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Orthodontic appliances for use in straightening teeth and treating malocclusions; parts and fittings for dental and 
orthodontic, periodontic, pedodontic, prosthodontic and endodontic apparatus.

Cl.44;Orthodontic and dentistry services; dental and orthodontic assessment services.
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Priority claimed from 21/09/2015; Application No. : 4211356 ;France 

3361629    21/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301942]
SOCIETE EUROPEENNE DES PRODUITS REFRACTAIRES, Société anonyme
"Les Miroirs" - 18, avenue d'Alsace F-92400 COURBEVOIE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Technical ceramic compositions for the manufacture of refractory materials.

Cl.11;Ovens and furnaces, industrial furnaces, furnaces for the chemical and glass-making industries, furnaces for the 
steel industry, shaped linings for ovens and furnaces.

Cl.19;Refractory linings for use in oven and furnace construction, namely: inner refractory furnace linings not of metal; 
refractory materials (non-metallic building materials), refractory concretes; refractory blocks for ovens and furnaces.

Cl.37;Construction and repair, installation of ovens and furnaces, maintenance thereof, assembly and installation of 
ovens and furnaces.
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3362362    17/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301929]
Roche Diagnostics GmbH
Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Reagents and kits comprised primarily of reagents for scientific and research use in connection with the detection 
and analysis of infectious diseases and infectious disease agents.

Cl.5;Reagents and kits comprised primarily of reagents for medical, clinical, medical laboratory or medical diagnostic 
use in connection with the detection and analysis of infectious diseases and infectious disease agents.

Cl.10;Medical equipment, namely, a device for bioanalysis incorporating a test kit for detection and analysis of 
infectious disease and infectious disease agents.
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3362894    18/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301930]
Roche Diagnostics GmbH
Sandhofer Strasse 116 68305 Mannheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Reagents and kits comprised primarily of reagents for scientific and research use in connection with the detection 
and analysis of infectious diseases and infectious disease agents.

Cl.5;Reagents and kits comprised primarily of reagents for medical, clinical, medical laboratory or medical diagnostic 
use in connection with the detection and analysis of infectious diseases and infectious disease agents.

Cl.10;Medical equipment, namely, a device for bioanalysis incorporating a test kit for detection and analysis of 
infectious disease and infectious disease agents.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2015; Application No. : 014711089 ;European Union 

3363042    18/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301931]
EGAMASTER, S.A.
Zorrolleta, 11, Polígono Industrial de Jundiz E-01015 Vitoria Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware.

Cl.7;Machine tools, namely, machines for pipe threading, dovetail joint machines, band saw machines, machines for 
bending pipes, machines for cutting tiles, machines for cutting pipes, machines for cutting electrical cables, drilling 
machines, gas welding machines, electron beam welding machines, ultrasonic welding machines, machines for detecting 
defects in pipes.

Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools and implements, namely, wrenches, adjustable wrenches, socket wrenches, pipe 
wrenches, pliers, screwdrivers, tube cutters, pincers, cutting saws, hammers, files, rasps, chisels, rod cutters, shears, 
shears for cutting metal, screwdriver bits, chisels, dies, wire cutters, steel wire cutters, crimping tools for electricians; 
vices; vices for tubes; tool belts [holders].
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3363086    16/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301476]
ATALA S.P.A.
Via della Guerrina, 108 I-20900 MONZA (MB) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather; imitation leather; animal skins; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; 
saddlery; clothing for pets; umbrella rings; saddle trees; saddlery; key cases; fastenings for saddles; shoulder belts 
[straps] of leather; harness for animals; mountaineering sticks; umbrella sticks; vanity cases, not fitted; trunks [luggage]; 
travelling trunks; bags; sling bags for carrying infants; beach bags; bags for sports; shopping bags; wheeled shopping 
bags; chain mesh purses; purses; handbags; travelling sets [leatherware]; tool bags, empty; bridles [harness]; bridoons; 
gut for making sausages; straps for soldiers' equipment; kid; game bags [hunting accessories]; briefcases; school 
satchels; leatherboard; cases of leather or leatherboard; halters; girths of leather; collars for animals; horse collars; horse
blankets; leather laces; leather straps; straps of leather [saddlery]; harness straps; straps for skates; leather, unworked or
semi-worked; horseshoes; leather thread; moleskin [imitation of leather]; umbrella covers; whips; knee-pads for horses; 
casings, of leather, for springs; covers for horse saddles; pads for horse saddles; trimmings of leather for furniture; 
harness fittings; leather leashes: walking stick handles; umbrella handles; suitcase handles; slings for carrying infants; 
pouch baby carriers; cat o' nine tails; chin straps, of leather; bits for animals [harness]; muzzles; parasols; blinkers 
[harness]; umbrellas; fur; goldbeaters' skin; cattle skins; curried skins; chamois leather, other than for cleaning 
purposes; parts of rubber for stirrups; business card cases; credit card cases [wallets]; card cases [notecases]; pocket 
wallets; music cases; reins; net bags for shopping; furniture coverings of leather; haversacks; nose bags [feed bags]; 
bags [envelopes, pouches] of leather, for packaging; bags for campers; travelling bags; bags for climbers; boxes of 
leather or leatherboard; boxes of vulcanised fibre; hat boxes of leather; butts [parts of hides]; walking stick seats; riding 
saddles; stirrups; stirrup leathers; umbrella or parasol ribs; frames for umbrellas or parasols; handbag frames; traces 
[harness]; valises; suitcases; attaché cases; garment bags for travel; valves of leather; rucksacks.

Cl.25;Athletic footwear; athletic pants; athletic shirts; baseball caps; berets; belts [clothing]; clothing for sports; 
cycling jackets; cycling pants; cycling shoes; cycling shorts; cycling tops; gloves [clothing]; hats; jumper dresses; 
printed T-shirts; shorts; sports socks, coats; jackets; trousers; skirts; tops; raincoats; overcoats; belts; braces for 
clothing; suits; stuff jackets; jumpers; jeans; dresses; cloaks; parkas; shirts; T-shirts; sweaters; underwear; babydolls 
being nightwear; bathrobes; bathing costumes; negligees; swim suits; dressing gowns; shawls; scarves; ties; neckties; 
sweat shirts; undershirts; polo shirts; body suits; shorts; shoes; slippers; overshoes; galoshes; wooden clogs; soles for 
footwear; footwear uppers; boots; ski boots; half boots; esparto shoes or sandals; sandals; bath sandals; gloves; 
mittens; hats and caps; visors (headwear).
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3363087    22/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301496]
Billy Tangaere
PO Box 246 Drury 2247 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for 
humans and animals; protein dietary supplements; protein foods for dietetic purposes (adapted for medical purposes); 
protein foods for human consumption (adapted for medical purposes); protein products for human consumption (adapted 
for medical purposes); nutritional supplements for medical use; dietary nutritional supplements for medical use; 
nutritional supplements; mineral dietary supplements for humans; mineral food-supplements; mineral supplements to 
foodstuffs; supplements (trace element) for foodstuffs for human consumption; vitamin supplements; vitamin 
supplements for foodstuffs for human consumption and biological food preparations.

Cl.29;Non-dairy whiteners for beverages; non-milk whiteners for beverages.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea and cocoa based beverages in this class; aerated beverages (with cereals, tea, coffee, cocoa or 
chocolate base); beverages made from, containing, or consisting principally of cereals, tea, coffee, cocoa, or chocolate; 
chocolate and chocolate-based preparations and beverages; cocoa and cocoa-based preparations and beverages; tea 
and tea-based preparations and beverages; coffee and coffee-based preparations and beverages; cereals and cereal-
based preparations and beverages; extracts of cereals, tea, coffee, cocoa or chocolate for use as flavours in beverages; 
flavourings, other than essential oils, for beverages; frozen beverages (edible ices); herb tea-based beverages not for 
medical purposes; herbal teas and infusions (other than for medicinal use); powdered preparations containing cereals, 
tea, coffee, cocoa, or chocolate for use in making beverages; powdered sugar for preparing isotonic beverages; 
preparations for making beverages (tea based); preparations for making beverages (coffee based); tisanes (non-
medicated beverages and other than tea based).

Cl.32;Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages; waters (beverages); whey beverages; coconut milk (beverages); electrolyte 
replacement beverages for general and sports purposes; grain based non-alcoholic beverages; isotonic beverages; multi-
vitamin fruit juice beverages (not for medical use); smoothies (fruit beverages, fruit predominating); soya based 
beverages (not being dairy substitutes); vegetable extracts (beverages); vegetable juice concentrates (beverages); 
vegetable juices (beverages).
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2015; Application No. : 4208935 ;France 

3363088    26/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301512]
Airbus SAS
1, Rond Point Maurice Bellonte F-31700 BLAGNAC France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; undercoating for vehicles; protective coatings for aircraft; protective coatings for air 
and space vehicles.

Cl.12;Aircraft; structural parts of aircraft namely wings, fins, fuselage, wing root, ailerons, steering vane, tail fin, 
canopy, empennage, landing gear wheels, landing gear; space and air vehicles; structural parts of air and space vehicles 
namely wings, fins, fuselage, wing root, ailerons, steering vane, tail fin, canopy, empennage, landing gear wheels, landing 
gear.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of aircraft and of air and space vehicles; painting of aircraft and of air and space vehicles; 
application of coatings for aircraft and for air and space vehicles; application of coatings for vehicles; provision of 
information relating to construction, repair and maintenance of aircraft and of air and space vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2015; Application No. : AM 52141/2015 ;Austria 

3363742    19/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301787]
Spirit Design - Innovation and Brand GmbH
Hasnerstraße 123, Stiege 1/4. Stock A-1160 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; software and application software (apps) for mobile terminals, in particular for smartphones 
and tablets (computers); navigation software; application software (apps) for navigation apparatus; software for 
displaying and/or controlling the driving behaviour and energy output of vehicle users, in particular of bicycles.

Cl.12;Vehicles, in particular land vehicles; electric vehicles, in particular electric-powered land vehicles; motorcycles; 
mopeds; bicycles; electric bicycles, in particular pedelecs; three-wheeled electric bicycles, delivery tricycles; three-
wheeled pedelecs (electric bicycles); bicycle frames; fairings being parts of bicycles to protect the driver and co-driver 
from wind and rain; baskets adapted for bicycles; bicycle transport boxes; dress guards for bicycles; panniers adapted 
for bicycles, two-wheeled vehicles and motorcycles; luggage nets, luggage boxes and luggage carriers for bicycles.

Cl.39;Transport; transport of goods and packets; forwarding of goods; courier services of merchandise or messages; 
taxi transport; vehicle rental and booking, in particular of motorcycles, mopeds, bicycles, pedelecs (electric bicycles), 
electric bicycles, three-wheeled electric bicycles, delivery tricycles and three-wheeled pedelecs (electric bicycles); 
transport reservation.
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Priority claimed from 15/09/2015; Application No. : AM 52360/2015 ;Austria 

3363923    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301189]
Alpine Metal Tech Holding GmbH
Buchbergstrasse 11 A-4844 Regau Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for use in autogenous technology, in particular torch cutting machines, scarfing machines.

Cl.11;Heating stations for the steel industry.
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Priority claimed from 09/06/2015; Application No. : 201507156 ;Norway 

3364275    21/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1289709]
Jakob Hatteland Holding AS
Stokkastrandvegen 85 N-5578 Nedre Vats Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Grids, frameworks and structures of metal or predominantly made of metal, including rail structures for conveying 
machines and/or roller conveyors for conveying goods for storage and retrieval; bins, boxes and containers of metal or 
predominantly made of metal for storage and transportation of goods; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.7;Conveying machines, apparatus and installations; conveying machines, apparatus and installations, including 
conveyors and roller conveyors for conveying goods for storage and retrieval; electronically controlled machines and 
conveying apparatus for use for storage and retrieval of goods; boxes and containers adapted for use with the 
aforementioned machines and apparatus; machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); 
parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.9;Electric, electronic and/or optical apparatus and instruments for measuring, monitoring and/or checking 
(supervision); apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, data and/or images; magnetic data 
carriers; data processing equipment, including computer hardware, computer firmware and computer peripherals; 
printers, photocopiers, scanners (data processing equipment), data mice, laser pointers; computer software, including 
downloadable computer software and computer programs recorded on tapes, disks or other data carriers; electronically 
controlled apparatus and instruments, being operational and/or controlling units and parts of or for storage and retrieval 
apparatus and instruments for use in the warehousing of goods; boxes and containers adapted for use with the 
aforementioned goods; electronically controlled apparatus and instruments, namely, computerized electronic apparatus 
and instruments for observation, management and/or operation of storage and retrieval machines and systems for use in 
the warehousing of goods; data processing apparatus and appliances for management of storage depots and 
warehouses; recorded computer programs and software for management of storage depots and warehouses; parts and 
fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.20;Bins, boxes and containers made of plastic or predominantly made of plastic; bins, boxes and containers made of
plastic or predominantly made of plastic for storage and retrieval by conveying machines in warehousing; parts and 
fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration services; office functions; retail and wholesale services in 
respect of grids, frameworks and structures of metal or predominantly made of metal, including rail structures for 
conveying machines and roller conveyors for conveying goods for storage and retrieval, and parts and fittings for the 
aforementioned goods; retail and wholesale services in respect of bins, boxes and containers of metal or predominantly 
made of metal for storage and transportation of goods; retail and wholesale services in respect of conveying machines, 
apparatus and installations, and parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods; retail and wholesale services in respect 
of conveyors and roller conveyors for conveying goods for storage and retrieval, and parts and fittings for the 
aforementioned goods; retail and wholesale services in respect of electronically controlled machines and apparatus for 
use for storage and retrieval of goods, and parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods; retail and wholesale services 
in respect of boxes and containers customized for use related to the aforementioned machines; retail and wholesale 
services in respect of apparatus and installations, coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); 
retail and wholesale services in respect of electric, electronic and/or optical apparatus and instruments for measuring, 
monitoring and/or checking (supervision); retail and wholesale services in respect of apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound, data and/or images; retail and wholesale services in respect of data carriers, data 
processing equipment, computer hardware, computer firmware, computer peripherals, printers, photocopiers, scanners 
(data processing equipment), data mice, laser pointers, computer software, and parts and fittings for the aforementioned 
goods; retail and wholesale services in respect of electronically controlled apparatus and instruments, including, 
computerized storage and retrieval apparatus and instruments for use in the warehousing of goods, and parts and fittings 
for the aforementioned goods, and boxes and containers customized for use with the aforementioned goods; retail and 
wholesale services in respect of electronically controlled apparatus and instruments, including, computerized electronic 
apparatus and instruments for observation, management and/or operation of storage and retrieval machines and systems 
for use in the warehousing of goods, and parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods; retail and wholesale services in 
respect of data processing apparatus and appliances for management of storage depots and warehouses, computer 
programs and software for management and operation of storage depots and warehouses, and parts and fittings for the 
aforementioned goods; retail and wholesale services in respect of bins, boxes and containers made of plastic or 
predominantly made of plastic; retail and wholesale services in respect of bins, boxes and containers made of plastic or 
predominantly made of plastic for storage and retrieval by conveying machines and apparatus in warehousing, and parts 
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and fittings for the aforementioned goods; information and consultancy related to all the aforementioned services.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware and computer installations; installation, maintenance 
and repair of computer networking hardware and network hardware installations; installation, maintenance and repair of 
computer hardware and installations for data processing systems and data communications networks; installation, 
maintenance and repair of storing depots and of machines, apparatus and systems for storage and retrieval of goods; 
installation and maintenance services related to electrical and electronic apparatus and systems; installation, 
maintenance and repair of conveying machines, apparatus and installations, including conveyors and roller conveyors for 
conveying goods; installation, maintenance and repair of grids, frameworks, rail structures for conveying machines and 
roller conveyors for conveying goods for warehousing; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic apparatus and 
instruments for observation, management and operation of storage and retrieval machines and systems for use in 
warehousing; information and consultancy related to all the aforementioned services.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; electronic communication services; providing of access to computer networks; 
providing of access to database servers; providing of access to databases; providing of access to audio and video 
content, data and information on the Internet; electronic transmission of audio or video content and other data and 
documents; providing of interactive communication services via the Internet; audio/video conference services; rental of 
communication apparatus and equipment; rental of access time to databases; information and consulting related to the 
aforementioned services.

Cl.39;Rental of storage facilities; information and consulting related to all the aforementioned services.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; education, instructions and providing of training related to the installation and 
use of conveying machines, apparatus and installations, including conveyors and roller conveyors for conveying goods 
for storage and retrieval, for use in warehousing; education, instructions and providing of training related to electronically 
controlled machines and apparatus for use for storage and retrieval of goods; education, instructions and providing of 
training related to data processing equipment, computer hardware, computer firmware, computer peripherals and 
computer software; information and consultancy related to all the aforementioned services.

Cl.42;Computer consultancy services; computer engineering; computer development; computer system development; 
computer system analysis; computer security consultancy; computer programming services; data storage services; data 
security services; data recovery services; IT project management services; preparation, design, updating, maintenance 
and rental of computer programs and computer software; software as a service (Saas); cloud computing services; 
application service provider (ASP); creating, design, updating, maintenance and rental of computer programs and 
computer software for inventory and storage management; creating, design, updating, maintenance and rental of 
computer programs and computer software for operating conveying machines, apparatus and installations for storage 
and retrieval of goods in warehouses; rental and leasing of data processing equipment and facilities, including computer 
hardware, computer firmware and computer peripherals; rental of computer software; information and consultancy 
related to all the aforementioned services.
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Priority claimed from 07/10/2015; Application No. : 014649784 ;European Union 

3364278    07/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303076]
MCOR TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
1 IDA Business Park, Ardee Road Dunleer, Co. Louth Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; dyestuffs; pigments; inks for 
use in printing; printing inks; printing toner; ink cartridges for printers; toner cartridges for printers.

Cl.7;Printing machines and printing presses; 3D printing machines and printing presses; industrial printing machines; 
printing machines for commercial or industrial use; printing machines other than for office use; paper feeders (printing); 
offset printers; 3D printers; parts and fittings relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.40;Printing; treatment of paper based materials as part of 3D printing process; printing services; 3D printing 
services; 3D printing services provided online; duplicating, reproducing and printing of photographs; print finishing 
services; provision of non-downloadable information in relation to printing and 3D printing; leasing, hire and rental of 3D 
printers; leasing, hire and rental of printers; information, advice and consultancy in relation to the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 21/10/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 107 120 ;Germany 

3364281    15/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303074]
W. Köpp GmbH & Co. KG
Hergelsbendenstraße 20 52080 Aachen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Filters (parts of household or industrial installations), filters and filtering equipment in particular for gases, liquids
or fluids, as well as installations made of the aforementioned devices and parts thereof, included in class 11.

Cl.17;Goods [semi-finished goods and goods for thermal or electrical insulation], included in class 17, made of 
homogeneous, cellular and porous materials, in particular made of rubber, foam rubber, gum, polyethylene, cellular 
polyethylene, sponge rubber, foam silicone, sponge gum, soft rubber, polyurethane foam, foamed material, in particular in
the form of blocks, plates, sheets, stripes, profiles, punched, stamped, formed and milled parts; plates for acoustic 
insulation; filter material [semi-finished products of plastic or foam material]; sealings, namely sealings applied in situ 
(FIPFG "formed in place foam gasket"-sealings).

Cl.40;Material processing, namely contract manufacturing for third parties of blocks, plates, sheets, strips, profiles, 
punched, stamped, formed and milled parts of homogeneous, cellular and porous materials, in particular of rubber, foam 
rubber, gum, polyethylene, cellular polyethylene, foam rubber, foam silicone, sponge rubber, soft rubber, PU foam and 
foamed material, of plates for acoustic insulation, of filtration products [semi-finished products of plastic or foam 
material] and of sealings, namely sealings applied in situ (FIPFG "formed in place foam gasket"-sealings).

Cl.42;Services of an engineer and technician, namely technical consultancy referring to the use and the development of 
homogeneous, cellular and porous materials; services of an engineer and technician in the field of filtration technology, 
included in class 42.
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2015; Application No. : 013981618 ;European Union 

3364311    16/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1302791]
Borgward Trademark Holdings GmbH
Industriestrasse 4, Colorado Turm, 9. Etage 70565 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining equipment; dispensing machines; 
generators of electricity; machines and machine tools for treatment of materials and for manufacturing; moving and 
handling equipment; pumps, compressors and fans: robots; sweeping, cleaning, washing and laundering machines.

Cl.9;Apparatus, instruments and cables for electricity; diving equipment, information technology and audiovisual 
equipment; magnets, magnetizers and demagnetizers, measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and 
controllers; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; 
recorded content; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, 
educational apparatus and simulators.

Cl.11;Burners, boilers and heaters; drying installations; filters for industrial and household use; fireplaces; flues and 
installations for conveying exhaust gases; food and beverage cooking, heating, cooling and treatment equipment, 
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning and purification equipment (ambient), igniters; industrial treatment installations; 
lighting and lighting reflectors; nuclear installations; personal heating and drying implements; refrigerating and freezing 
equipment; regulating and safety accessories for water and gas installations; sanitary installations, water supply and 
sanitation equipment; sun tanning appliances.

Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; land vehicles and conveyances; mobility conveyances; all-terrain vehicles; 
ambulances; armored vehicles; automotive vehicles; cleaning trolleys; cars; casting carriages; forklifts, and structural 
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parts therefor, electric trucks [vehicles]; electric tractors (vehicles); electric lift trucks; electric cars; electrically powered 
land vehicles; electrically powered motor vehicles; electrically powered trolleys; industrial land vehicles, industrial trucks;
industrial vehicles; horse trailers; motorized golf carts; motorized luggage carts; minibuses; refrigerator cars; refrigerated 
vehicles; sports utility vehicles; sports cars; sprinkling trucks; trucks; truck tractors; transport carriages; trailers 
[vehicles]; tractors; tractor trailers; tracked vehicles, vans [vehicles]; automobiles; trailers; engines for land vehicles; 
carrier tricycles; tilt trucks; dumper trucks; dump trucks; lift trucks; coaches; motorcycles, automobile chassis; fork lift 
trucks; mobile fork lifts; forks for fork lift trucks; lifting cars [lift cars]; military vehicles for transport; omnibuses; 
concrete mixing vehicles; air and space vehicles; land vehicles and conveyances; parts and fittings for vehicles; water 
vehicles; aerial conveyors; air cushion vehicles; amphibious vehicles; automatic guided vehicles, cable transport 
apparatus and installations, cable transport installations; cars for cable transport installations; chairlifts; conveying 
installations (aerial -) for the transportation of people, conveying installations [ski lifts]; drone; electric vehicles; external 
load carriers for vehicles; freight carrying vehicles; military vehicles for transport; passenger carrying vehicles; 
passenger motor vehicles; rocket-propelled vehicles; self-driving transport vehicles; self-loading vehicles; serf-propelled 
electric vehicle; self-propelled loading vehicles; ski lifts; unmanned conveying vehicles, unmanned vehicles; vehicles; 
vehicles adapted for military purposes; vehicles adapted for the disabled; vehicles for animal transport; vehicles for 
locomotion by land, air, water or rail; vehicles incorporating apparatus for loading; vehicles incorporating apparatus for 
tipping, vehicles incorporating bucket loaders; wheeled vehicles; wind powered vehicles.

Cl.14;Gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; jewellery; jewellery boxes and watch boxes; time 
instruments; ornaments, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; 
statues and figurines, made of or coated with precious or semi-precious metals or stones, or imitations thereof; boxes of 
precious metal; coins; collectible coins; commemorative coins; commemorative shields; copper tokens; decorative boxes 
made of precious metal; fancy keyrings of precious metals, gold bullion; gold bullion coins; identity plates of precious 
metal, key fobs [rings] coated with precious metal; key charms coated with precious metals, key fobs of precious metals; 
key rings (trinkets or fobs]; key rings [trinkets or fobs] of precious metal; monetary coin sets for collecting purposes; 
non-monetary coins; objet d'art made of precious stones; objet d'art of enamelled gold; objet d'art of enamelled silver; 
prize cups of precious metals; silver objets d'art; trinkets coated with precious metal; trinkets of bronze; trophies coated 
with precious metal alloys; trophies coated with precious metals; trophies made of precious metal alloys; trophies made 
of precious metals; works of art of precious metal.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; business analysis, research and information services, business 
assistance, management and administrative services; commercial trading and consumer information services.

Cl.36;Financial and monetary services, and banking; fundraising and sponsorship, insurance services; real estate 
services; valuation services; pawnbrokerage; business liquidation services, financial; mortgage banking; financial 
management; stocks and bonds brokerage; financial information; loans [financing]; savings bank services; stock 
exchange quotations; financial consultancy; financing services.

Cl.37;Building, construction and demolition; extermination, disinfection and pest control; mining, and oil and gas 
extraction; rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; alarm, lock and safe installation, 
maintenance and repair; building maintenance and repair; cleaning and care of fabric, textile, leather, fur and goods made 
thereof, computer hardware and telecommunication apparatus installation, maintenance and repair; furniture 
maintenance and repair; glazing, installation, maintenance and repair of glass, windows and blinds; HVAC (heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning) installation, maintenance and repair; lift and elevator installation, maintenance and repair,
plumbing installation, maintenance and repair; re-inking and refilling of toner cartridges; rental of cleaning and washing 
machines and equipment; tyre maintenance and repair; vehicle service, repair, maintenance and refuelling, abrasive 
cleaning of metallic surfaces; abrasive cleaning of non-metallic surfaces; advice relating to preventing blockages in 
grease traps; advice relating to preventing blockages in plumbing lines; advice relating to preventing blockages in septic 
tanks; advisory services relating to the installation of engines; advisory services relating to the installation of power 
plants; advisory services relating to the installation of solid fuel heating systems; advisory services relating to the 
maintenance of buildings; advisory services relating to the reinstatement of trenches; advisory services relating to the 
renovation of property; advisory services relating to the repair of plumbing; advisory services relating to pipe laying; 
advisory services relating to surfacing projects; advisory services relating to the installation of fixings; advisory services 
relating to the installation of gearboxes; advisory services relating to the installation of generators; advisory services 
relating to the installation of plumbing, advisory services relating to the installation of pumps; advisory services relating 
to the maintenance of environmental control systems; advisory services relating to the maintenance of fixings; advisory 
services relating to the maintenance of plumbing; advisory services relating to the maintenance of slip gauges; advisory 
services relating to the repair of civil engineering structures; advisory services relating to the repair of environmental 
control systems; airplane de-icing services; antenna installation and repair; anti-corrosion treatment; apartment 
refurbishment services; application of bridge expansion joints; application of coatings for the repair of walls; application 
of coatings to swimming pools; application of coatings to tunnels; application of protective coatings to cavity surfaces; 
application of protective coatings to tank surfaces; application of protective paint to wood; application of rendering to 
swimming pools; ceiling installation; carpet-laying; carpentry services; care and repair of skis, car wash; burner 
maintenance and repair; book repair and restoration; boiler cleaning and repair; boiler repair services; assembling 
[installation] of storage systems; assembling [installation] of shelving; assembling [installation] of machine plant; 
assembling [installation] of building framework; asbestos removal; asbestos extraction; artificial snow-making services; 
application of waterproof linings; application of waterproof coatings for roofs; application of underlayments; application 
of surface coatings; application of slip-resistant safety floor sealers; application of sheathing to optical fibres; application 
of sheathing to cables; application of screeds; application of rendering to tunnels cleaning of mobile sanitary facilities; 
cleaning of machines; cleaning of industrial premises; cleaning of industrial boilers; cleaning of floor coverings; cleaning 
of furnishings; cleaning of exterior ships' decks; cleaning of exterior airport runways; cleaning of electrical motors; 
cleaning of drains by high pressure water jetting; cleaning of drains; cleaning of cargo holds; cleaning of building sites; 
cleaning of boilers; cleaning of blinds; cleaning of ballast lines; cleaning by means of scouring (services for -); cleaning 
by water jetting (services for -); cleaning by means of sanding (services for -); civil engineering maintenance involving the 
use of water-jet cutting equipment; civil engineering maintainance involving the use of hydromechanical cutting 
equipment; civil engineering maintenance involving the use of pressurised jets of abrasive-containing water; chimney 
sweeping; ceiling texturing; ceiling lining installation; cleaning of monuments, cleaning of property; cleaning of site 
roads; cleaning of stone work; cleaning of storage containers; cleaning of storage tanks; cleaning of wall surfaces; 
cleaning of water supply plumbing; cleaning services; cleaning of water tanks; cleansing of baths; cleansing of mobile 
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structures; cleansing of public conveniences; clearing of pipework systems used in the manufacturing industries; 
clearing of pipework systems used in the refining industries, coating [painting] services; coating of brickwork; coating of 
concrete; coating of conduits; coating of drains, coating of sewers; coating services for the maintenance of industrial 
engineering plant; coating services for the maintenance of marine engineering plant; coating services for the repair of 
marine engineering plant; coating services for the repair of industrial engineering plant; erection of grandstands; erection 
of display boards; erection of curtain walling; erection of crowd control barriers, erection of climbing formworks; engine 
lubrication; emptying [cleaning] services; electrical wiring services; electrical installation services; electric appliance 
installation and repair; drilling; drill bit sharpening; drain cleaning services; diagnostic maintenance services for 
photocopiers; decorative painting services; damp proofing services; crime scene clean-up services; conversion of shop 
premises; concrete repairs; concrete renovation; concrete polishing; computer and telephone battery recharge services; 
cobbler's services [repair]; industrial cleaning services; hygienic cleansing [pools]; hygienic cleansing [baths]; hygienic 
cleaning [mobile structures); furnace installation and repair, freezing equipment installation and repair; freezers 
(installation of -); freezers (repair of-); fluid pumping services, floor sanding; floor maintenance services; floor layering; 
floor coating services, fitting of floor coverings; fire extinguisher recharging services; film projector repair and 
maintenance; excavating services for verifying the location of utility lines; fence erection services; erection of temporary 
seating; erection of temporary constructions for outdoor events, erection of signs; erection of sliding formworks, erection 
of signboards; erection of reinforced concrete structures utilising sliding and climbing formworks; erection of pre-
fabricated buildings; installation of environmental engineering systems; installation of draught proofing for sash 
windows; installation of doors and windows; installation of doors; installation of door fittings; installation of conveyors; 
installation of coloured panels in building facias; installation of catering equipment; installation of central vacuum 
cleaning systems; installation of cable television systems; installation of building scaffolds, working and building 
platforms; installation of bolts; installation of boilers; information on the maintenance of measuring and test equipment; 
information services relating to installation of security systems; information services relating to maintenance of security 
systems; information services relating to the refurbishment of buildings; installation and maintenance of irrigation 
systems, installation and maintenance of photovoltaic installations; installation and maintenance of solar thermal 
installations; installation closed circuit television systems; installation lighting systems; installation of aeronautical 
engines; installation of basement waterproofing products; installation of radio frequency communications systems; 
installation of racks, installation of pneumatic bulk material handling systems; installation of plant; installation of oil 
refineries; installation of oil exploration instruments; installation of oil production apparatus; installation of mezzanine 
floors; installation of kitchen cabinets; installation of internal partitioning, installation of interior partitions for buildings; 
installation of integrated radio networks; installation of insulating materials; installation of instrumentation systems; 
installation of industrial plant; installation of grills; installation of ground anchors; installation of fixtures and fittings for 
domestic premises; installation of fitted furniture; installation of fittings for buildings; installation of fire performance 
coatings; installation of felt roofs; installation of false floors; installation of fabricated construction units, installation of 
windscreens; installation of water softeners; installation of vehicle simulator units; installation of tubular linings 
passageways; installation of transmission lines; installation of traffic management systems; installation of tents; 
installation of temporary structures for trade fairs; installation of temporary structures for business exhibitions; 
installation of temporary fences; installation of temporary barriers; installation of street information placards; installation 
of sun roofs; installation of street furniture; installation of storage facilities; installation of stands for trade fairs; 
installation of stands for exhibitions; installation of stands for conferences; installation of solar powered systems; 
installation of smelting furnaces; installation of shelving; installation of sewer liners, installation of sanitary apparatus, 
installation of roof timbering; installation of radios; kitchen equipment installation; joinery [repair]; joinery; irrigation 
devices installation and repair; interior sealing and caulking services, interior renovation of commercial premises; interior 
refurbishment of buildings; interior fitting-out of offices; interior fitting-out of company premises; interference 
suppression services for electrical apparatus; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; insulation services; 
installing wood flooring; installing wallboard; installing siding; installing septic tanks; installing septic fields; installing 
pet containment systems; installing fencing; installing drywall panels; installation, repair and maintenance radiators for 
motors and engines; installation, repair and maintenance of steam condensers; installation, repair and maintenance of 
condensing apparatus; installation, repair and maintenance of boiler tubes; maintenance and repair services relating to 
door closers; maintenance and repair of systems incorporating hoses which convey fluid; maintenance and repair of 
storage tanks; maintenance and repair of sporting equipment; maintenance and repair of solid fuel boilers; maintenance 
and repair of instruments; maintenance and repair of gas turbines; maintenance and repair of flooring; maintenance and 
repair of engines; maintenance and repair of cargo holds; maintenance and repair of ballast lines; maintenance and repair 
of aircraft weapons, maintaining septic systems; maintaining and repair of roof guttering; maintaining and repair of rain 
channels; mains laying; machinery maintenance services; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; lubrication 
services; laying of sea cables; laying of land cables; laying floor tile; lawn mower blade sharpening; land irrigation; knife 
sharpening; office equipment maintenance; office equipment installation; musical instrument tuning services; mechanical 
cleaning of waterways; marking of roads; maintenance of typewriters; maintenance of roads; maintenance of property, 
maintenance of pneumatic hand tools; maintenance of non-electric cooking heaters; maintenance of medical equipment; 
maintenance of medical apparatus and instruments; maintenance of internal combustion engines; maintenance of 
electronic apparatus; maintenance of domestic refrigeration; maintenance of dictation equipment; maintenance of 
consumer electric appliances; maintenance of commercial electrical systems; maintenance of cleaning machines; 
maintenance of catering equipment; maintenance of beverage processing apparatus; maintenance of automata; 
maintenance and repair services relating to automatic door equipment; maintenance and repair services relating to 
automatic barriers; provision of maintenance services for sports establishments; provision of computerised information 
relating to the maintenance of carpets; pressure washing services; pressure grouting services; polishing of jewellery; 
polishing (cleaning); plumbing and glazing services; plumbing and gas and water installation; plant refurbishment; 
pipeline construction and maintenance; piano-tuning; photographic apparatus repair; pavement striping; pavement 
marking services; parquet floor laying; parasol repair; paper hanging; painting, interior and exterior; painting or repair of 
signs; overhaul of machines, overhaul of engines; painting and varnishing; office machines and equipment installation, 
maintenance and repair, office machine repair; renovation of electrical wiring; renovating services relating to discharge 
conduits; renovating services relating to conduits for water supply; removal of graffiti; remounting of jewellery; remedial 
services for wall coverings; remedial services for stair coverings; remedial services for floor coverings; regulation of oil 
burners; refrigerator repair, refinishing silver; reclamation of land, rebuilding of clutches; rebuilding machines that have 
been worn or partially destroyed; rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially destroyed; re-tinning; re-sharpening 
of skates; re-sharpening of scissors; re-blacking of rifles; re-blacking of guns; re-barrelling; radio repair; pump repair or 
maintenance; pump repair pumping septic tanks; repair of industrial furnaces; repair of hollowware; repair of gas supply 
systems; repair of gas cylinders; repair of game machines and apparatus; repair of fishing tackle; repair of fire damage; 
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repair of fences; repair of feeding troughs; repair of electronic apparatus; repair of canalization systems; repair of 
binoculars; repair of billiard equipment; repair of bathtubs; repair of bags or pouches; repair of bags; repair information; 
repair and maintenance of feed or booster pumps; repair and maintenance of building scaffolds, working and building 
platforms; rental and maintenance of work platforms; renovation of property; renovation of nuclear plant; renovation of 
machinery; renovation of kitchens; renovation of industrial boilers; repair of transport containers; repair of toys or dolls; 
repair of tools; repair of surgical apparatus; repair of sunglasses; repair of structures for use in high temperature 
conditions; repair of sports equipment; repair of spectacles; repair of signboards, repair of shopfitments; repair of sails; 
repair of radio or television sets; repair of pressurised containers; repair of power lines; repair of photocopiers; repair of 
parts of engines; repair of optical instruments; repair of office machines and apparatus; repair of non-electric cooking 
heaters; repair of musical instruments; repair of milk filters; repair of metalworking machines and apparatus; repair of 
medical machines and apparatus; repair of machines; repair of ironmongery; repair or maintenance of water pollution 
control equipment, repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of vending 
machines; repair or maintenance of printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of milking 
machines; repair or maintenance of medical machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus 
for processing beverages; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for paper-working; repair or maintenance of 
loading-unloading machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of integrated circuits manufacturing machines and 
systems; repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces; 
repair or maintenance of glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus, repair or maintenance of harvesting 
machines and implements; repair or maintenance of gasoline station equipment; repair or maintenance of gas water 
heaters, repair or maintenance of fodder mixers; repair or maintenance of fodder mills; repair or maintenance of electric 
motors; repair or maintenance of diving machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of construction machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical 
plants; repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and implements; repair of turbines; repair or maintenance of waste 
compacting machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of tobacco processing machines; repair or maintenance of 
testing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of sericultural machines and implements; repair or maintenance 
of semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; repair or maintenance of power generators; repair or 
maintenance of plant fiber processing machines and implements; repair or maintenance of office machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of nuclear power plants; repair or maintenance of mining machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of measuring machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for 
pulp-making; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing foods; repair or maintenance of machines 
and apparatus for papermaking; repair or maintenance of industrial washing machines; repair or maintenance of 
industrial dish washing machines; repair or maintenance of fodder presses; repair or maintenance of electric lighting 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of firearms, repair or maintenance of cultivating machines and implements; repair or 
maintenance of cooking pots and pans; repair or maintenance of cooking apparatus for industrial purposes; repair or 
maintenance of conveyors, repair or maintenance of cinematographic machines and apparatus; repair services for 
domestic electrical appliances; repair or maintenance of water purifying apparatus, repair or maintenance of vessels; 
repair or maintenance of vehicle washing installation; repair or maintenance of textile machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of shoe making machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of sewing machines; repair or 
maintenance of rubber-goods manufacturing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of power-driven floor 
cleaning machines; repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of plastic processing machines and apparatus, repair or maintenance of photographic machines and 
apparatus; repair or maintenance of painting machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of packing or wrapping 
machines and apparatus, repair or maintenance of overhead projectors; repair or maintenance of optical machines and 
instruments; repair or maintenance of musical instruments; repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; 
repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for woodworking; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for 
lumbering; repair or maintenance of freezing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of fodder cutters; repair or 
maintenance of fishing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of egg incubators; repair or maintenance of 
amusement machines and apparatus; scaffolding dismantling; scaffolding, rustproofing; rust rem oving; roofing 
installation; road stripping; road sealing and stripping; riveting; restoration of retail premises; restoration of works of art; 
resurfacing of roofs; restoration of musical instruments; restoration of baths; restoration of bathroom fittings; restoration 
of architectural works; repointing of brickwork; replacement of lights; replacement of brakes; replacement of batteries; 
repairing construction works; repair services relating to engines; repair services for toys; repair services for medical 
apparatus; repair services for electronic business equipment; repair services for electric generators and wind turbines; 
ski tuning services; sign repair; sign posting services; sign painting services; sign maintenance; sharpening services; 
sharpening of lawnmowers; sharpening of kitchen knives; setting of saw blades; setting of gems [repair]; servicing of 
nuclear plant; servicing of mains services; servicing of machine tools; servicing of industrial boilers, servicing of cranes; 
servicing of conduits; services for the repair of heat exchangers; services for the repair of conduits; services for the 
repair of canals; services for the installation of cavity wall ties; services for the fitting of kitchens; septic tank pumping 
and cleaning, septic tank cleaning; security fencing (erection of -), scaffolding repair; underwater repair; underwater 
abrasive cleaning of non-metallic surfaces; underwater abrasive cleaning of metallic surfaces; umbrella repair; tube 
maintenance services; tube cleaning services; trash collection [refuse clean-up]; texturing (ceiling or wall -); tile laying, 
bricklaying or block laying; television repair; swimming-pool maintenance; swimming pool cleaning services; suitcase 
repair; street cleaning; sterilisation of surgeon's instruments; stereo system repair; stain removal; spray painting of 
metals; spray painting; spindle reconditioning; spindle rebuilding; spillage clearance; snow removal services; welding for 
repair purposes; waterproofing of basements; waste removal [cleaning]; washing of knitwear washing of fish boxes; wall 
texturing; varnishing of card materials, varnishing of board materials; valeting services relating to office cleaning; 
varnishing; valeting services relating to industrial cleaning; valeting services relating to household cleaning; vacuum 
cleaner repair; rental of excavators; building construction services, repair information; rental of construction equipment, 
rental of bulldozers; rental of cranes [construction equipment] rental of road sweeping machines; road paving; 
upholstery, repair; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially 
destroyed; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; electric appliance installation and repair; 
motor vehicle maintenance and repair; vehicle washing services; lubricating services for vehicles; vehicle polishing; anti-
rust treatment for vehicles, spray painting; retreading of tires.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services.

Cl.42;Design services, testing, authentication and quality control.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1794 ,   24/04/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 07/09/2015; Application No. : 684337 ;Switzerland 

3364328    22/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302835]
SOPROD SA
Rue de la Blancherie 63, CH-1950 Sion Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Timepieces and chronometric instruments and their parts; movements for timepieces; watch chains; smart 
watches; watches with a telephone function; jewelry; precious stones; cuff links; tie pins; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes 
of precious metal; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; presentation cases for timepieces; precious metals and their alloys and 
goods made of these materials or coated therewith included in this class.

Cl.42;Technical research and development for others; services provided by engineers; technical design services; 
styling (industrial design); research, development and industrial production in the fields of timepieces, microelectronics, 
micro-engineering, micro-mechanics, and precision engineering; services in scientific design and the development of 
prototypes; technical project studies; engineering services; quality control services; surveying [engineering work].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1794 ,   24/04/2017           Class 99 
 

3364338    08/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302839]
FUKAI, Toshiharu
331-5, Sumiyoshi, Ueda-shi Nagano 386-0002 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals; water for industrial purposes.

Cl.4;Non-mineral oils and greases for industrial purposes; emulsion fuels and other liquid fuels made by mixing water 
and oil.

Cl.7;Apparatus for generating emulsion fuel made by mixing water and oil; apparatus for making water used for 
generating emulsion fuel made by mixing water and oil.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1794 ,   24/04/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 03/02/2016; Application No. : 51399/2016 ;Switzerland 

3365518    04/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302368]
Vestergaard Frandsen SA
Place Saint-François 1 CH-1003 Lausanne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Nets; tents; tarpaulins; sails; outdoor blinds of textile materials impregnated with insecticide; awnings of textile 
materials impregnated with insecticide; bags of textile materials impregnated with insecticide for storage of grains and 
seeds.

Cl.24;Fabrics and textile goods, particularly mosquito nets, coverlets, bed spreads and bed covers.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2015; Application No. : VA 2015 02485 ;Denmark 

3365670    17/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302548]
Arla Foods Ingredients Group P/S
Sønderhøj 10-12 DK-8260 Viby J Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Proteins for industrial use; casein and caseinates for industrial purposes; milk minerals for industrial purposes; 
caseins for food for human consumption (raw material); proteins for food for human consumption (raw material); lactose 
for the food industry and for industrial purposes; whey powder, including permeate powder for industrial purposes.

Cl.5;Food for babies, including food for babies enriched with proteins, vitamins and/or minerals; lactose for 
pharmaceutical purposes; protein dietary supplements; casein dietary supplements; whey powder dietary supplements; 
whey protein dietary supplement concentrate in powder form.

Cl.29;Milk and milk products, including milk and milk products enriched with proteins, vitamins and/or minerals; milk 
powder, including milk powder enriched with proteins, vitamins and/or minerals; whey; whey powder, including permeate 
powder.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1794 ,   24/04/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 17/11/2015; Application No. : 154226643 ;France 

3365946    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302822]
Bolloré
ODET F-29500 ERGUE GABERIC France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuels; petroleum; carburants; motor fuels; diesel oil; industrial oils and greases; lubricants; non-chemical 
additives for combustibles, fuels and lubricants; electrical energy.

Cl.9;Scientific (other than for medical use), nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), rescue (life-saving) apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments 
for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, and in particular batteries, 
battery chargers, capacitors and super-capacitors; cables, apparatus for charging electric batteries; equipment for data 
processing and computers; software and software packages; software for tracking delivery; logistics management 
software in the field of transport, of freight; inventory management software; apparatus for the recording, transmission, 
reproduction, storage and processing of sound or images and of data; telephones, mobile telephones; personal 
assistants (computers), computers, laptop computers, MP3 players; electronic chips; chip readers, remote chip readers; 
computer terminals and computer peripherals; identification microprocessors; electronic and digital media for recording 
data; electronic geolocation apparatus.

Cl.35;Administrative management of the transport of merchandise (administrative and customs authorizations); import-
export agencies; completion of administrative formalities for the international or domestic transport of merchandise; 
commercial promotion services in the field of transport; advice on commercial strategy in the field of logistics and 
management in the field of logistics; advertising sponsorship; wholesale and retail sale of combustibles, fuels, motor 
fuels, diesel oil, greases, lubricants, non-chemical additives for combustibles, fuel and lubricants, and of electricity.

Cl.36;Customs agency services; customs duty collection services; financial sponsorship.

Cl.39;Transport services; transport of goods and merchandise; packaging and storage of goods and merchandise; 
organization of transport of goods and cargo by sea, river, air, land; transport of goods and merchandise by boat, rail, 
road and airplane; management and consulting services for the transport of merchandise; transit (storage) of goods and 
merchandise by sea, air and land; chartering services; packaging and repackaging of products and merchandise; rental of
containers; storage container services; unloading and loading of containers; terminal services for managing the transport 
of containers in a port area; rental of warehouses; storage, forwarding and delivery services for cargo and mail; delivery 
tracking services; information services relating to the transport, storage and delivery of merchandise; freight forwarder 
services; ship brokerage services, freight brokerage, transport brokerage; vehicle rental; express distribution and 
delivery of mail and parcels; removal services; cargo unloading services; maritime transport agency services; port 
operators, namely, management of maritime traffic and of the loading and unloading of merchandise, as part of 
concessions; port handling; transport services for machinery and accessories required for petroleum extraction and 
mining; distribution, transport, storage of combustibles, fuel, motor fuel, gasoline, greases, lubricants, non-chemical 
additives for combustibles, fuel and lubricants, and of electricity; assistance to industrial and commercial companies in 
connection with their transport logistics; consultancy, information relating to transport logistics for all merchandise and 
goods.

Cl.40;Production of energy; production of electricity; professional consulting in the production of energy and 
electricity; information on the production of solar electricity and renewable energy.
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Cl.42;Industrial analysis and research services in the field of logistics and transport; quality control and audit in the 
field of transport and transport logistics; design, development, management and updating (maintenance) of software and 
software packages in the field of logistics and transport; installation of software and software packages; consulting 
relating to software and software packages; surveying (engineering work); programming for computers; design, 
development, management and updating (maintenance) of software and software packages; design, development of 
electronic apparatus for tracking transported goods; industrial analyses (studies) and research relating to energy; 
technical advice and expert reports (engineering services) relating to facilities enabling the production, storage and 
distribution of energy; testing of materials; technical tests; technical information and advice relating to energy as well as 
its management and operation; information on research and development in the field of energy; monitoring (checking) of 
energy consumption; technical valuations and estimates of energy consumption; research and development of new 
products for others; engineering services in the field of transport, freight logistics and tracking; technical control and 
expert reports (engineering services); monitoring services for energy installations; research and development services in 
the field of electrical engineering, the production of electrical, solar, hydraulic, geothermal and thermal energy; consulting 
in the field of the environment.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1794 ,   24/04/2017           Class 99 
 

3366005    17/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302552]
Xylem Water Solutions Herford GmbH
Boschstr. 4-14 32051 Herford Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for physico-chemical treatments, particularly for neutralizing and/or separating hazardous substances 
which are difficult to destroy or dispose of, apparatus for combined treatment with UV light and ozone, combinations of 
apparatus placed in containers for physico-chemical treatment, all the aforesaid apparatus for treatment of liquids, 
particularly of wastewater and water for consumption, of gases, particularly of air, and of soil, ozone generators, 
apparatus for irradiating liquids in motion with ultraviolet light, apparatus for neutralizing germs, particularly by means of 
ultraviolet rays, particularly used for water for consumption.

Cl.42;Technical consulting in the field of physico-chemical treatment of liquids, particularly of wastewater, of water for 
consumption, of gases, particularly of air, or of soil.
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Priority claimed from 17/11/2015; Application No. : 154226656 ;France 

3366040    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302823]
Bolloré
ODET F-29500 ERGUE GABERIC France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuels; petroleum; carburants; motor fuels; diesel oil; industrial oils and greases; lubricants; non-chemical 
additives for combustibles, fuels and lubricants; electrical energy.

Cl.9;Scientific (other than for medical use), nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), rescue (life-saving) apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments 
for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, and in particular batteries, 
battery chargers, capacitors and super-capacitors; cables, apparatus for charging electric batteries; equipment for data 
processing and computers; software and software packages; software for tracking delivery; logistics management 
software in the field of transport, of freight; inventory management software; apparatus for the recording, transmission, 
reproduction, storage and processing of sound or images and of data; telephones, mobile telephones; personal 
assistants (computers), computers, laptop computers, MP3 players; electronic chips; chip readers, remote chip readers; 
computer terminals and computer peripherals; identification microprocessors; electronic and digital media for recording 
data; electronic geolocation apparatus.

Cl.35;Administrative management of the transport of merchandise (administrative and customs authorizations); import-
export agencies; completion of administrative formalities for the international or domestic transport of merchandise; 
commercial promotion services in the field of transport; advice on commercial strategy in the field of logistics and 
management in the field of logistics; advertising sponsorship; wholesale and retail sale of combustibles, fuels, motor 
fuels, diesel oil, greases, lubricants, non-chemical additives for combustibles, fuel and lubricants, and of electricity.

Cl.36;Customs agency services; customs duty collection services; financial sponsorship.

Cl.39;Transport services; transport of goods and merchandise; packaging and storage of goods and merchandise; 
organization of transport of goods and cargo by sea, river, air, land; transport of goods and merchandise by boat, rail, 
road and airplane; management and consulting services for the transport of merchandise; transit (storage) of goods and 
merchandise by sea, air and land; chartering services; packaging and repackaging of products and merchandise; rental of
containers; storage container services; unloading and loading of containers; terminal services for managing the transport 
of containers in a port area; rental of warehouses; storage, forwarding and delivery services for cargo and mail; delivery 
tracking services; information services relating to the transport, storage and delivery of merchandise; freight forwarder 
services; ship brokerage services, freight brokerage, transport brokerage; vehicle rental; express distribution and 
delivery of mail and parcels; removal services; cargo unloading services; maritime transport agency services; port 
operators, namely, management of maritime traffic and of the loading and unloading of merchandise, as part of 
concessions; port handling; transport services for machinery and accessories required for petroleum extraction and 
mining; distribution, transport, storage of combustibles, fuel, motor fuel, gasoline, greases, lubricants, non-chemical 
additives for combustibles, fuel and lubricants, and of electricity; assistance to industrial and commercial companies in 
connection with their transport logistics; consultancy, information relating to transport logistics for all merchandise and 
goods.

Cl.40;Production of energy; production of electricity; professional consulting in the production of energy and 
electricity; information on the production of solar electricity and renewable energy.
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Cl.42;Industrial analysis and research services in the field of logistics and transport; quality control and audit in the 
field of transport and transport logistics; design, development, management and updating (maintenance) of software and 
software packages in the field of logistics and transport; installation of software and software packages; consulting 
relating to software and software packages; surveying (engineering work); programming for computers; design, 
development, management and updating (maintenance) of software and software packages; design, development of 
electronic apparatus for tracking transported goods; industrial analyses (studies) and research relating to energy; 
technical advice and expert reports (engineering services) relating to facilities enabling the production, storage and 
distribution of energy; testing of materials; technical tests; technical information and advice relating to energy as well as 
its management and operation; information on research and development in the field of energy; monitoring (checking) of 
energy consumption; technical valuations and estimates of energy consumption; research and development of new 
products for others; engineering services in the field of transport, freight logistics and tracking; technical control and 
expert reports (engineering services); monitoring services for energy installations; research and development services in 
the field of electrical engineering, the production of electrical, solar, hydraulic, geothermal and thermal energy; consulting 
in the field of the environment.
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3366064    26/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1302495]
Zhejiang Runtu Co.,Ltd
Chen shan xia, Dupu, Daoxu Town, Shangyu District, Shaoxing City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Acids; alkalies; diethylene glycol terephthalate; paradioxybenzene; dyestuff assister chemicals; rongalite; dye 
finish chemicals; photographic paper; saccharin; tan; sulfur trioxide; sulfourea; benzyl chloride; parachloridizebenzene; 
formic aldehyde for chemical purposes; fire extinguishing compositions; uranium; glue for industrial purposes; salts 
[chemical preparations]; chemical reagents, other than for medical or veterinary purposes.

Cl.2;Dyes; pigments; printing ink; ceramic paints; anti-corrosive preparations; color pigment preparations; thinner.
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Priority claimed from 11/12/2015; Application No. : 40201521717S ;Singapore 

3367169    04/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302325]
ITALCO (Far East) Pte Ltd
101 Thomson Road, 14-04 United Square Singapore 307591 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical additives for lubricants, oils, fuels and greases; chemical additives for use in the production of 
lubricants, oils, fuels and greases; chemical additive concentrates for use in lubricants, oils, fuels and greases; 
transmission oil; transmission fluids; antifreeze; coolants; radiator flushing chemicals; chemical products for use in 
radiators; leak sealing additives for radiators and cooling systems; sealant preparations for motor vehicle radiators; brake
fluids; hydraulic fluids; hydraulic oils; power steering fluids; suspension fluids; adhesives for industrial purposes; 
adhesives for automotive use.

Cl.4;Industrial oils; motor oils; engine oils; automotive engine oils; motorcycle engine oils; outboard motor engine oils; 
mineral oils; marine oils; lubricants; lubricating greases; lubricating oils; chain oil for automobiles and motorcycles; 
industrial greases; automotive greases; motorcycle greases; marine greases; paraffin; rape oil for industrial purposes; 
sunflower oil for industrial purposes; linseed oil for industrial purposes; soybean oil for industrial purposes; peanut oil 
for industrial purposes; industrial wax; candles; firelighters; grease for belts; non-slipping preparations for belts; lighting 
fuel; gas for lighting; fuel; fuels including petrol, petroleum, biodiesel, benzene, ethanol, diesel oil, gasoline, kerosene, 
mineral fuel, bunker fuel, fuel gas, petroleum gas, natural gas, firewood, fuel oil, methylated spirit and vaporized fuel 
mixtures; non-chemical additives for oils, engine oils, coolants, lubricants, greases, petrol and fuels; electrical energy.
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3367281    20/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302770]
SOLYEM
25 rue Aristide Briand F-69800 SAINT-PRIEST France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal couplings and joints for pipes; metal expansion joints for piping and ducting.

Cl.7;Universal joints; mechanical joints [parts of machines]; metal engine gaskets for vehicles; joints [parts of engines]; 
non-metal engine gaskets for vehicles.

Cl.12;Universal joints for land vehicles.

Cl.17;Gaskets; cylinder jointing; metal seals; pipe seals; sealant compounds for joints; joint tapes for drywall; tapes for 
drywall joints; drywall joint compounds; drywall joint coatings; graphite packing for joints; expansion joint fillers; pipe 
joints not of metal; joints not of metal; seals for pipe connections; pipe joint sealants; electromagnetic interference 
shielding joints; electromagnetic interference protection joints; couplings and joints not of metal for pipes; rings of 
rubber for use as pipe connection seals; rings of metal for use as pipe connection seals; rings of metal for use as pipe 
connection joints; sealing rings, beads and washers.

Cl.42;Advice and technical project studies in connection with joints; research and development of new products for 
others in the field of joints.
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Priority claimed from 17/06/2015; Application No. : 4190023 ;France 

3367831    17/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1302811]
Société de la Tournelle de Béthune
106 rue Montpellier, F-94150 Rungis France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, equipment for data processing and 
computers; recording media; computer software for comparing products; computer programs for editing and managing 
editorial portal, discussion forum, platform for crediting of goods and/or meta engines.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard (unprocessed, semi-processed or for stationery); printing products (printed matter); 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives (glues) for stationery or household purposes; printing type; 
printing blocks; stickers; calendars; posters; diaries (planners); magazines, newspapers, books, in particular on 
restaurants; leaflets; tickets, menus, vouchers and documents for restaurants; publications on restaurants, manuals; 
restaurant cheques; advertising and promotional material, namely, leaflets, prospectuses and printed matter; catalogs; 
pens, pencils.

Cl.35;Advertising, particularly via the global Internet network; advertising dissemination, including via computer 
terminals, communication via telematics and the global Internet network; advertising agencies; rental of advertising 
space, including via computer terminals, communication via telematics and the global Internet network; promotion of 
goods and services for others, in particular through the broadcast of advertising posters and messages on electronic 
sites accessible via computer networks; computerized file management; business management, business administration; 
compilation of information; newspaper subscriptions; business advice, information and inquiries; advertising 
management, including via the global Internet network; organization of exhibitions, competitions and events for 
commercial or advertising purposes; sales promotion online and offline; posting and management of catalogs of goods 
for the consumer, in particular catalogs on the Internet featuring services relating to restaurants; computerized file 
management; comparison services for market offers in the fields in connection with restaurants; promotional and 
advertising operations with a view to developing customer loyalty; dissemination of advertising material, namely leaflets, 
prospectuses, samples and printed matter; administrative management of restaurants; management of a database and 
computer files; subscription services and online connection, providing online access to information directory on the 
Internet; automatic reference services for websites via a search engine; management of a catalog, online or offline, on the 
global Internet network, for the kitchen.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunication information; communications by computer terminals or by fiber-optic 
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networks; communications by radio or telephone; cellular telephone communication; provision of access to a global 
computer network; electronic bulletin board services (telecommunication services); connection by telecommunications to 
a global computer network; news agencies; rental of telecommunication apparatus; radio or television programs 
(broadcasts); teleconferencing services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer 
networks; chat room services and credit gates; broadcasting of information programs, of audiovisual and multimedia 
programs, for interactive or other use; providing access to Internet via portal; provision of access to information sheets.

Cl.41;Education; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; editing and publishing of texts, illustrations, books, 
magazines, newspapers, periodicals, and publications of all types and in all forms, including electronic and digital 
publications; organization of conferences, forums, congresses and colloquiums; organization of games, conventions and 
colloquiums relating to restaurants; organization of competitions and exhibitions relating to restaurants for educational 
or cultural purposes.

Cl.42;Design and development of computers and software; design and development of Internet sites; maintenance, 
hosting and updating of Internet sites; certification services, namely, analyzing, assessing, quality evaluation and 
comparison of restaurant offers; computer programming; consultancy in the field of computers; conversion of computer 
programs and data, other than physical conversion; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; 
hosting of portals on the Internet, allowing Internet users to research, store and retrieve information on the Internet by 
providing, in particular a search engine, research meta engines; hosting portals on the Internet, enabling navigation by 
Internet users in particular by providing a search engine.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; bar services; hotel services; temporary 
accommodation reservation; services of hotel reservation, temporary accommodation reservation, boarding house 
reservation, reservation linked to restaurants.
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Priority claimed from 06/08/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 105 074 ;Germany 

3368157    27/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302819]
EKATO Holding GmbH
Postfach 10 70 79010 Freiburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, dust wetting and dust binding agents.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and force transmission devices 
(except for land vehicles); sealings (parts of machines); sealing connections [parts of machines].

Cl.17;Caoutchouc, gutta-percha, rubber, asbestos, mica and goods made of these materials not included in other 
classes; goods made of plastics (semi-finished); sealing and insulating materials; flexible tubes (not made of metal); 
sealings; sealings putty; sealing rings; sealing tapes; sealing compounds; sealing agents.
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3370578    29/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302521]
FARID NOVRUZI
Göztepe Mahallesi Batisehir Sitesi F Blok K:7 D:123 Bagcilar Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewellery; imitation jewellery; gold; precious stones and jewellery made thereof; cufflinks; tie pins; statuettes and 
figurines of precious metal; clocks, watches and chronometrical instruments; chronometers and their parts; watch straps.

Cl.25;Clothing, including underwear and outerclothing, other than special purpose protective clothing; socks, mufflers 
[clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, belts [clothing]; footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals; headgear, hats, caps with 
visors, berets, caps (headwear), skull caps.

Cl.35;The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of jewellery, imitation jewellery, gold, precious stones and 
jewellery made thereof, cufflinks, tie pins, statuettes and figurines of precious metal, clocks, watches and chronometrical 
instruments, chronometers and their parts, watch straps, unworked or semi-worked leather and animal skins, imitations 
of leather, stout leather, leather used for linings, goods made of leather, imitations of leather or other materials, designed 
for carrying items, included in this class, bags, wallets, boxes and trunks made of leather or stout leather, keycases, 
trunks [luggage], suitcases, umbrellas, parasols, sun umbrellas, walking sticks, whips, harness, saddlery, stirrups, straps 
of leather (saddlery), clothing, including underwear and outerclothing, other than special purpose protective clothing; 
socks, mufflers [clothing], shawls, bandanas, scarves, belts [clothing]; footwear, shoes, slippers, sandals; headgear, hats,
caps with visors, berets, caps (headwear), skull caps, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 
goods from wholesale outlets, retail outlets and from a general merchandise catalogue by mail order or by means of 
telecommunications.
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Priority claimed from 16/12/2015; Application No. : 86851129 ;United States of America 

3370590    06/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303160]
Clearside Biomedical, Inc.
1220 Old Alpharetta Rd., Suite 300 Alpharetta GA 30005 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Ocular pharmaceuticals; ophthalmic preparations.

Cl.10;Medical devices, namely, a needle-based injection system for delivery of pharmaceuticals and injection needles; 
ophthalmic medical devices, namely, a needle-based injection system for delivery of pharmaceuticals to eye tissue and 
injection needles; drug delivery systems.
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Priority claimed from 02/10/2015; Application No. : VA 2015 02484 ;Denmark 

3370593    17/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302547]
Arla Foods Ingredients Group P/S
Sønderhøj 10-12 DK-8260 Viby J Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Proteins for industrial use; casein and caseinates for industrial purposes; milk minerals for industrial purposes; 
caseins for food for human consumption (raw material); proteins for food for human consumption (raw material); lactose 
for the food industry and for industrial purposes; whey powder, including permeate powder for industrial purposes.

Cl.5;Food for babies, including food for babies enriched with proteins, vitamins and/or minerals; lactose for 
pharmaceutical purposes; protein dietary supplements; casein dietary supplements; whey powder dietary supplements; 
whey protein dietary supplement concentrate in powder form.

Cl.29;Milk and milk products, including milk and milk products enriched with proteins, vitamins and/or minerals; milk 
powder, including milk powder enriched with proteins, vitamins and/or minerals; whey; whey powder, including permeate 
powder.
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3370628    29/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302310]
Powermight Technology Limited
PoO Box 957 Offshore Incorporations Centre, Road Town Tortola

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Magnetic data carriers; CDs (CD-ROMs), video compact discs (video discs), interactive CDs (CD-Is), information 
storage devices, included in this class; prepaid cards (encoded), magnetic charge cards (encoded), discount cards 
(encoded) and encoded cards; loyalty scheme cards (encodable); parts and fittings for all the aforesaid; computer 
software platforms for social networking; downloadable electronic programs and computer software platforms for social 
networking that may be accessed via the internet, computers and wireless devices; computer software to enable 
uploading, posting, showing, displaying, tagging, blogging, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or 
information in the fields of virtual communities, and general interest via the Internet or other communications networks 
with third parties.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes.

Cl.41;Publication of texts (other than publicity texts), namely publication of sport, competition and game instructions, 
educational materials; user instructions, education, providing of training; sporting and cultural activities, arranging and 
conducting of events in the fields of gaming, gaming competitions, recreation and entertainment; provision of the 
aforesaid services in electronic or computerised form; production and rental of television programmes, interactive 
entertainment, video recordings, television entertainment, radio entertainment; provision of interactive entertainment; 
videotaping; video-tape film production; provision of information relating to sports, accessible via a global computer 
network; lotteries or bookmaking services, namely conducting credit card-based prize games; information, consultancy 
and assistance with regard to the aforesaid services, included in this class; publication of articles relating to sports and
other statistics, including odds. 
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3370629    01/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302157]
Swan & Maclaren Pte Ltd
158 Cecil Street, 06-01 Singapore 069545 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Building construction supervision and inspection of construction plans; construction consultation; and 
construction information.

Cl.42;Architectural consultation; architectural services; architectural and technological services and research and 
design relating thereto; construction drafting; design of interior decor; technical project studies; and urban planning.
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Priority claimed from 24/09/2015; Application No. : 1317616 ;Benelux 

3374528    29/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302826]
BAOBAB COLLECTION S.A.
Avenue Edison, 8 B-1300 Wavre

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery products; cosmetics; essential oils; body oils for cosmetic use; hair lotions; body lotions for 
cosmetic use; shower gels and balms; shaving cream; balms and gels for the body for cosmetic use; extracts of 
perfumes; air fragrances; incense; incense sticks; incense cones; scented sachets; scented water; shampoos; laundry 
detergents; liquid laundry preparations; textile fabric softeners; linen waters for perfuming linen; household cleaning 
products; potpourri; fragranced sachets for drawers; room fragrances; aromatic plant extracts for cosmetic use.

Cl.4;Perfumed candles; lighting wicks; lighting fuel; oils for lamps; paraffin and wicks for use in the manufacture of 
candles, these goods being sold as a ready-to-assemble unit (kit); wicks for candles.

Cl.5;Air-freshening or air purifying products; deodorants and air purifying preparations.

Cl.18;Leather goods not included in other classes; luggage, namely travel bags, handbags, rucksacks, trunks and 
suitcases; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors and frames, not included in other classes.

Cl.21;Glassware, porcelain and earthenware; decorative glass or terra cotta bowls used for holding candles or 
nightlights; vases, including globes, of glass; flasks; perfume containers in which wood or bamboo sticks are inserted for 
the dissemination of this perfume; candle holders and other similar media for holding candles; incense holders; perfume 
diffusers.

Cl.34;Lighters and matches.
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3377532    24/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302847]
Sky Co., Ltd.
Nissay-Shin-Osaka Building, 3-4-30, Miyahara, Yodogawa-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 532-0003 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs.

Cl.42;Computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer software; providing computer 
programs on data networks.
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Priority claimed from 30/07/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 047 984 ;Germany 

3379175    22/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1303719]
Lemonbeat GmbH
Flamingoweg 1 44139 Dortmund Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Starters for motors and engines; aerated beverage-making machines; lifts; aerating pumps for aquaria; beer 
pumps; drilling machines; bread cutting machines; ironing machines; steam presses for fabrics; steam cleaning 
machines; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; pressure regulators [parts of machines]; dynamos; 
electric can openers; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; drills (electric hand-); electric hand-held tools, other 
than hand-operated; electrically operated glue guns; kitchen machines, electric; electric knives; electric mixers for 
household purposes; electric power generators; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; food preparation 
machines, electromechanical; motors, electric, other than for land vehicles; grating machines for vegetables; 
dishwashers; flour mills; gear transmissions, other than for land vehicles; presses (for smoothing); pressure washing 
machines; woodworking machines; controls (hydraulic-) for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic devices for 
opening and closing doors; coffee grinders, other than hand-operated; power saws; kneading machines; machine 
coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); elevators for materials; lifts, other than ski-lifts; 
calenders; machines and installations formed thereof for the power generation industry, the electrical industry, the 
construction industry, the telecommunication industry and the environmental engineering industry; mechanical machines 
for producing and converting energy; machine tools; machines for making pasta; stropping machines; mixing machines; 
mixers [machines]; engines and motors, not for land vehicles; mills for household purposes, other than hand-operated; 
refuse crushing machines; sewing machinery; pepper mills other than hand-operated; guns [tools using explosives]; 
power driven polishers; pumps for heating and heating installations; pumps [machines]; lawn mowers; electric machines 
and apparatus for cleaning; robots [machines]; escalators; beaters, electric; agitators; saw machines; air suction 
machines; sifting machines; sharpening machines; power-operated shears; clippers [machines]; trueing machines; spin 
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driers; whisks, electric, for household purposes; cutting machines; shoe polishers, electric; soldering apparatus, electric; 
rinsing machines; dishwashers; dust removing installations for cleaning purposes; vacuum cleaners; control 
mechanisms for machines, engines or motors; knitting machines; hair clipping machines for animals; potter's wheels; 
kitchen machines, electric; vacuum pumps; vehicle washing installations; washing apparatus; machines for washing 
clothing; water separators; water heaters; ac generators [alternators]; centrifugal machines; crushers for kitchen use, 
electric; cutting machines.

Cl.9;Branch boxes [electricity]; alarms; junction boxes [electricity]; electricity meters; apparatus and instruments for 
recording, transmission or reproduction of sound and images; apparatus and instruments for conducting, distributing, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating and/or controlling electricity; base stations for wireless telephones and radio 
networks; electricity limiters; batteries; computer hardware; peripherals adapted for use with computers; printers for 
computers; data memories (both recorded and unrecorded), namely, floppy disks, compact discs, magnetic hard disks 
and magnetic tapes, solid state memories, tape drives, optically and/or mechanically encoded storage disks and storage 
tape systems, DVDs (as far as included in this class); data storage media; data processing equipment and computers; 
data processing programs; light dimmers; electric apparatus for remote ignition; electrical apparatus and installations for 
remote control and in particular radio remote control; electrotechnical apparatus; electric cables; electromagnetic coils; 
electronic publications, downloadable; transformers [of electricity]; anti-interference devices [electricity]; television 
apparatus; remote control devices; apparatus and instruments for long-distance data transmission, satellite 
communication and communications engineering; apparatus and instruments for supervision of electrical, electronic and 
communications engineering networks and long distance data transmission networks; pre-recorded software; smart 
cards [integrated circuit cards]; encoded service cards and identity cards; encoded magnetic cards; measuring devices, 
electric; modems for the connection of computers, telephones, fax machines and tele monitored machines with 
communication devices; precision measuring apparatus; transmitter receivers; narrow band transmission and receiving 
apparatus and broadband transmission and receiving apparatus; interfaces for computers; software; electricity 
measuring instruments; thermal controls [thermostats]; thermometers; sound recording carriers and image carriers 
(recorded and unrecorded, included in this class), in particular compact discs, cassettes, DVDs and/or sound tapes, 
records, video tapes; video recorders; surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, 
signalling, controlling, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; smoke alarms; remote control apparatus; 
wall-mounted transmitters; door and window sensors; radiator thermostats; adapters for electrical sockets; motion 
sensors; light switches; transmitters; receivers; heating controls; wireless routers; shutter controls; electrical devices for 
controlling electrical devices in the household; photovoltaic apparatus for converting solar radiation to electrical energy.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying and ventilating; apparatus for 
water supply and sanitary installations; air conditioning apparatus; air conditioning installations; air cooling apparatus; 
coffee percolators, electric; refrigerating cabinets; refrigerators; electric kettles; heating apparatus, electric; gas burners; 
steam generators; gas boilers; gas condensers, other than parts of machines; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or 
gaseous fuels; air heating apparatus; regulating and security accessories for water apparatus and gas apparatus and for 
water pipes and gas pipes; water supply installations; water conduits installations.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; data transmission services; telecommunication services by radio; monitoring of radio 
frequencies; cellular telephone communications; communications by computer terminals and telephone; electronic mail 
services; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; rental of message sending apparatus.

Cl.42;Consultancy relating to the design and development of remote data transmission, data transmission, 
telecommunications and communications technology apparatus, instruments and equipment; technical planning of 
electrical lines in the field of telecommunications; technical consultancy in the field of energy saving, environmentally 
friendly and/or efficient energy generation for consumers and businesses; technical monitoring of production processes, 
in particular supply, output and technical control of gases and liquids for transport; engineering, in particular technical 
data analysis; research in the field of environmental protection; computer programming, in particular in the fields of 
energy procurement, energy supply, energy delivery and energy transport; consultancy in the field of computer security; 
technical planning of infrastructure projects, sewerage systems, wastewater treatment plants and power plants; technical 
consultancy, technical expertise and technical calculations in the field of generation, procurement, transport and use of 
energy, gas, water and waste water; technical planning of heat generating installations; technical consultancy with regard 
to the optimization of heat generating installations; technical monitoring of industrial installations in the fields of energy, 
gas, water and waste water, and in the field of heat generating installations; scientific and technological services and 
research and development relating thereto; analysis services for oil field exploration; engineering services in the field of 
energy technology, electrical engineering, building technology, communications technology and environmental 
technology, mechanical engineering, plant construction and apparatus engineering; technical planning for the 
construction of apparatus, installations and devices in the field of energy technology, electrical engineering, building 
technology, communications technology and environmental technology, mechanical engineering as well as plant 
construction and apparatus engineering; prospecting for natural resources and other raw materials, and for energy and 
by-products as well as for chemical and petrochemical products of all kinds; engineering, in particular in the fields of gas 
transport, the supplying of gas, heat and energy and the use of natural gas.
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Priority claimed from 26/01/2016; Application No. : 015039126 ;European Union 

3379535    25/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304015]
SZ DJI Technology Co., Ltd.
6/F, HKUST SZ IER Building, No. 9, Yuexing 1st Road, South District, Hi-Tech Park Shenzhen 518057 Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Altimeters; antennas and aerials as components; audio- and video-receivers; automatic pilots; azimuth 
instruments; balancing apparatus; batteries, electric; camera mounts; cameras [photography]; communications 
equipment; computer memory devices; computer peripheral devices; computer programs [downloadable software]; 
computer software; computer software development tools; software and applications for mobile devices; computers; data 
processing apparatus; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; downloadable video files; electronic 
navigational and positioning apparatus and instruments; navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making 
devices; flight controlling apparatus; flight simulators for aircraft; gps navigation device; inertial navigational 
instruments; integrated circuits; laser detectors; lasers; measuring apparatus; navigational instruments; printed circuits; 
radar apparatus; remote control apparatus; satellite navigational apparatus; sensors and detectors; software 
development kit [sdk]; sonars; sound recording apparatus; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; speed measuring 
instruments; speed controllers [electronic]; speed indicators; stereoscopes; tilting heads [for cameras]; vehicle radios; 
video cameras; x-ray apparatus not for medical purposes; gyroscopes; wearable computer peripheral devices; wearable 
activity trackers; heat sensors; barometers; control modules (electric or electronic -).

Cl.12;Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; air vehicles; aircraft; aircraft fuselages; aircraft landing gear; 
aircraft landing gear wheels; airplanes; drone; civilian drones; military drones; electric vehicles; electrically powered 
aircraft; gyrocopters; helicopters; parachutes; propeller blade protectors for aircraft; propellers for air vehicles; remote 
control vehicles, other than toys; rotor blades for helicopters; screw-propellers; structural parts for airplanes; structural 
parts for gliders; structural parts for helicopters; tilt rotor aircraft; tires, solid, for vehicle wheels; unmanned aerial 
vehicles [UAVs]; vehicle chassis; vehicle wheels.

Cl.42;Computer diagnostic services; data recovery services; computer programming; computer software consultancy; 
computer software design; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; conversion of data or 
documents from physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; programming of software for 
e-commerce platforms; constructing an internet platform for electronic commerce; development and testing of computing 
methods, algorithms and software; electronic data storage; hosting of digital content on the internet; hosting platforms on
the internet; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; updating of computer software; off-site data 
backup; providing search engines for the internet; surveying; computer hardware and software consulting services; 
technical research; troubleshooting of computer hardware and software problems.
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Priority claimed from 18/04/2016; Application No. : 302016000039231 ;Italy 

3379939    27/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304017]
ACS DOBFAR S.P.A.
Viale Addetta, 4/12 I-20067 TRIBIANO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations for human use; antibiotic drugs used in the pharmaceutical industry for
curing bacterial infections.
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Priority claimed from 03/11/2015; Application No. : 4222825 ;France 

3379986    03/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303867]
LESAFFRE ET COMPAGNIE
41 rue Etienne Marcel F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Peptones used as raw material for the fermentation industry; peptones used for fermentation media, for culture 
media for micro-organisms or culture media for the production of biotechnology products.

Cl.30;Yeast and yeast extracts used as raw materials for the fermentation industry; yeast and yeast extracts used for 
fermentation media, for culture media for micro-organisms or culture media for the production of biotechnology products.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2016; Application No. : 687350 ;Switzerland 

3380048    19/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304010]
GIVAUDAN SA
Chemin de la Parfumerie 5 CH-1214 Vernier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products used for the manufacture of perfumes, cosmetics and fragrances; chemical products used for 
the manufacture of compositions for perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, detergents, deodorants for personal use and 
deodorizers other than for personal use.

Cl.3;Perfumery products, base for perfumes, perfumes, essential oils, cosmetics, soaps, detergents, deodorants for 
personal use.
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3380056    11/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304013]
COSWELL S.p.A.
Via P. Gobetti, 4 I-40050 Funo di Argelato Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Creams and gels for skin care; moisture creams; creams to protect against chapping; deodorants for the skin; 
perfumery; pre-moistened cosmetic wipes.

Cl.5;Insect repellents; insecticides; impregnated antiseptic wipes.
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Priority claimed from 16/03/2016; Application No. : 4257379 ;France 

3381195    06/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304420]
CYTOSIAL BIOMEDIC (SAS)
317 Avenue Jean Jaurès F-69007 Lyon France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic products for skin care; dermocosmetic products; cosmetic serums.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products for the treatment of frown lines, facial wrinkles, asymmetries, flaws and diseases of the 
human skin; biological dermal implants, namely viscosupplementation solutions for filling wrinkles.

Cl.10;Dermal implants, biocompatible materials for medical use including viscosupplementation substances, designed 
for filling wrinkles and increasing volume.
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3381206    02/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304451]
GOODBABY CHILD PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
No.28 Lufeng East Road, Lujia Town, Kunshan City Jiangsu Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Delivery tricycles; trolleys; electric vehicles; scooters [vehicles]; baby carriages; folding luggage cart; safety 
seats for children, for vehicles; covers for baby carriages; hoods for baby carriages; bicycles.

Cl.20;Cots; infant walkers; seats; beds; high chairs for babies; playpens for babies; cradles; armchairs; baby changing 
mats; cushions.

Cl.28;Apparatus for games; electromotion playing car; swings; scooters [toys]; toys; toy vehicles; dolls; board games; 
balls for games; skating boots with skates attached.
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Priority claimed from 07/04/2015; Application No. : 154171487 ;France 

3381211    28/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1304515]
COMPAGNIE PLASTIC OMNIUM
19 boulevard Jules Carteret F-69007 LYON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Transportable buildings of metal; bins, containers, above-ground vessels, barrels, terminals, vats and receptacles 
of metal for urban residues, waste and refuse; traffic, information and road safety signs of metal; signaling totems and 
columns of metal; pipes and poles of metal for supporting equipment for information and signaling; crash barriers of 
metal; installations of metal for parking mechanical bicycles; all the aforesaid goods being non-luminous and non-
mechanical.

Cl.7;Machines, namely, machines for gluing, welding, punching, cutting and processing, machine tools; guns for 
dispensing glue; mechanical apparatus and tools for the automotive industry and the manufacture of parts for motor 
vehicles; anti-pollution devices for engines; automatic distribution machines; painting machines; spray guns for paint; 
robots for the automotive industry and the manufacture of parts for motor vehicles; industrial presses for the 
manufacture of parts for motor vehicles; molds (parts of machines) for the automotive industry and for the manufacture of
parts for motor vehicles; electric machines and apparatus for cleaning; machines and machine tools for cleaning, 
removing, crushing, moving, dusting and treating urban residues, waste and refuse (disposers/sweepers); electric, 
pneumatic and hydraulic devices for opening vehicle roofs, windows and doors.

Cl.9;Registered on-board computer and calculator programs; software (recorded programs); gasoline gages; electric 
regulating apparatus; electric monitoring apparatus; voltage regulators for vehicles; sensors; electric batteries; control 
units, sensors and actuators used to control, monitor, regulate and diagnose, on board vehicles, systems, modules and 
components relating to the production, storage, supply and transformation of energy, and the decontamination of 
vehicles; on-board computer and calculator programs and software for the control, monitoring, regulation and diagnosis, 
on board vehicles, of systems, modules, control units and vehicle components relating to the production, storage, supply 
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and conversion of energy, and the decontamination of vehicles; electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for 
weighing, measuring and control; apparatus for reading, recording, transmitting and reproducing data; software, 
particularly for managing the pre-collection, mechanized collection, recovery and processing of industrial and household 
waste; luminous and/or mechanical traffic, information and road safety (signaling) signs; luminous and/or mechanical 
signaling columns and totems; traffic-light apparatus [signaling devices]; warning triangles; reflective strips (signaling); 
fuel cells for vehicles, energy conversion apparatus for vehicles; control units, namely, all parts relating to the 
production, storage, supply and conversion of all forms of energy on board vehicles, and decontamination.

Cl.11;Incinerators; disinfectant apparatus; sanitary installations.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; vehicles for the maintenance and cleaning of roads, 
street furniture and play areas; vehicles for transportation of waste; garbage trucks; dumpsters for the transport of 
household or industrial waste and refuse; sprinkling trucks; motor vehicles, motorcycles, vans, trucks; spare parts for 
vehicles; parts and constituents for vehicles, namely, body parts, constituent parts of bodies, bumpers, shields, hoods, 
tailgates, doors, fenders, fender extensions, protective panels, spoilers, roofs, trunk floors, floors, shock absorbers; 
vehicle modules; structural parts for vehicles; aerodynamic elements for vehicles, deflectors, spoilers, air guides for 
vehicles; cladding parts for vehicles; calenders; vehicle chassis; fuel tanks for vehicles; caps for vehicle gasoline tanks; 
vehicle components, spare parts, systems and modules included in this class, namely, all parts relating to the production, 
storage, supply and conversion of all forms of energy on board vehicles, and decontamination; tanks, tubing, valves, 
canisters, filters and modules for pumping, gauging, filtering, pressure regulation, and mechanical, chemical or thermal 
protection.

Cl.16;Paper and goods of paper; cardboard and cardboard articles; bags of paper for holding waste, refuse and urban 
residues.

Cl.19;Transportable buildings, not of metal; non-metallic, non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic, information and 
road safety (signaling) signs; non-luminous and non-metallic signaling columns and totems; retarders (speed bumps), 
non-metallic transportable roundabouts for traffic lanes; non-metallic safety barriers; foundry molds not of metal; 
shelters.

Cl.20;Bins, barrels, terminals, vats, above-ground vessels, containers and receptacles not of metal; receptacles for the 
collection and disposal of chemical, hospital or similar residues; street furniture; stop beacons, display or information 
signs and boards not of metal, chairs, tables; non-metallic totems for signaling and road safety.

Cl.21;Utensils and receptacles for household use not of precious metals or coated therewith, wastepaper baskets; 
trash cans.

Cl.27;Floor coverings.

Cl.28;Games, toys and play areas.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail sale services in relation to vehicle modules, components, spare parts, systems and control 
units; wholesale and retail sale services in relation to vehicle modules, components, spare parts, systems and control 
units in connection with the production, storage, supply and conversion of all forms of energy on board vehicles, and the 
decontamination of vehicles; provision of personnel for the maintenance, installation and replacement of terminals, bins, 
containers, above-ground vessels, barrels and vats for urban residues, waste and refuse; organizational advice relating to 
maintenance, installation and replacement of waste vats, bins, containers, above-ground vessels, barrels and terminals; 
business planning relating to maintenance, installation and replacement of bins, containers, above-ground vessels, 
barrels, terminals and vats for urban residues, waste and refuse; consulting relating to business management, 
particularly in the field of storage, transport, supply and replacement of bins, containers, above-ground vessels, barrels, 
terminals and vats for urban residues, waste and refuse; assistance and business advice for companies in the field of 
urban planning and selective sorting; services in the provision and drawing up of statistical data and market studies in 
connection with urban planning and selective sorting; computer data management; collection and systematization of data 
in a central file.

Cl.37;Cleaning services for public roads, urban spaces and play areas; services in the installation, maintenance, repair, 
replacement and cleaning of terminals, above-ground vessels, bins, vats and containers for urban residues, waste and 
refuse; installation and maintenance services for street furniture; installation, maintenance, repair of equipment for urban 
planning and selective sorting; installation, maintenance and repair of play areas; building (construction) supervision.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communications by computer terminals; provision of access to databases; electronic 
transmission of data relating to land vehicles and/or waste bins and/or containers and/or users of waste bins/containers 
via computer terminals; rental of telecommunication equipment; telecommunications services, namely radio localization 
and/or identification of land vehicles and/or waste bins and/or containers; radio, telephone communications; message 
transmission; providing private access to computer databases.

Cl.39;Services in the collection, transport and unloading of urban residues and refuse; transport and storage of 
hazardous and/or special refuse and waste.

Cl.40;Services in the destruction and recycling of refuse and waste, and the incineration thereof; treatment of materials;
plastic recycling services; recycling services for plastic waste vats, bins, containers, above-ground vessels and 
terminals; advice for companies relating to selective sorting.

Cl.41;Services in relation to training on the sorting of urban residues, waste and refuse; publishing of sorting guides, 
information relating to awareness raising of the need to sort urban residues, waste and refuse.

Cl.42;Provision of technical know-how for the maintenance, installation and replacement of terminals, bins, containers, 
above-ground vessels, barrels, terminals and vats for urban residues, waste and refuse; construction planning, technical 
planning and technical advice for the maintenance, installation and replacement of bins, above-ground vessels, 
containers, barrels, terminals and vats for urban residues, waste and refuse; work planning and planning of technical 
projects related to the maintenance, installation and replacement of bins, containers, barrels, terminals and vats for urban 
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residues, waste and refuse; technical advice relating to the environment in the field of urban residues, waste and refuse; 
analysis and consulting services in the field of environmental safety and conservation; advice and information services 
related to environmental awareness; design, development, updating and rental of software and databases, particularly for 
the management of the pre-collection, mechanized collection, recovery and treatment of industrial and household waste; 
design, development, updating and rental of software and databases, particularly for the management of the mechanized 
collection of urban residues, waste and refuse; research and development of new products for others; technical research 
and development; research and development in mechanics; research and development in physics; research and 
development in chemistry, biochemistry and electrochemistry; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; research and 
development relating to environmental protection; testing of materials; research and development of systems, modules, 
components, computer programs and software for vehicles; research and development in the field of reducing vehicle 
weight and emissions; research and development of sensors, actuators, control units; research and development of 
tooling and production lines for the automotive industry; services for others' use in connection with the development and 
advice on the development of products, manufacturing devices, control devices, control of fuel systems, and advice on 
control; services for others' use in connection with controlling the procedure for filling fuel tanks, emissions 
measurement of fuel and vehicle systems, and spare parts of the fuel system.
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3381216    01/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1304528]
Metabowerke GmbH
Metabo-Allee 1 72622 Nürtingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Power tools, in particular electric or pneumatic power tools and parts therefor; tools, included in this class, and 
accessories; drilling machines; drilling hammers; impact wrenches; bench drilling machines; drill screwdrivers; drill 
chucks; drilling hammers and chipping hammers; nut runners; groove-milling cutters; grinding, cutting and rough 
machining apparatus, including orbital sanding apparatus; angle-grinding apparatus; triangular sanding apparatus; 
eccentric sanding apparatus; belt sanding apparatus and sanders; band files; tube belt grinders; fillet weld grinders; 
angle polishers; straight grinders; curve shears; metal cutting snips (electric); nibbling devices; glue guns; hot air guns; 
tackers, table-mounted and hand-operated circular saws; jigsaws; descending circular saws; compound miter saws; 
curved saws; band saws; dressing machines; planing machines; milling machines, in particular routers and spindle 
moulders; glazing machines; bench belt sanding machines; suction apparatus and dust removal apparatus for the 
aforesaid goods; universal suction equipment, including the aforesaid goods being battery-operated hand tools; barn, 
garden and agricultural implements; hedge shears; power saws; yard vacuums; grass trimmers; electric scythes 
(machines), in particular the aforesaid goods being battery-operated; pumps, in particular water pumps, domestic water 
systems (pumps); mechanical devices for generating, distributing and supplying compressed air; welding installations, 
mainly consisting of welding machines; compressors and fittings therefor, included in this class; welders, and fittings 
therefor, included in this class; transport containers and cases for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); abrading tools; saws; sanding discs; emery grinding wheels; grinding 
wheels; cutting discs and saw blades; cutting tools [hand tools].

Cl.9;Battery packs; battery chargers; accumulators and batteries.
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Priority claimed from 06/10/2015; Application No. : 014644827 ;European Union 

3381221    01/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304548]
MIP METRO Group Intellectual Property GmbH & Co. KG
Metro-Straße 1 40235 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper cardboard; Printed matter; Bookbinding material; Photographs [printed]; Stationery; Adhesives for 
stationery or household purposes; Artists' materials; Paint brushes; Typewriters and office requisites (except furniture); 
Instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); Plastic materials for packaging, included in Class 16; Printers' 
type; Printing blocks; rubbish bags of paper or of plastics; Tear-off calendars; Tissues of paper for removing make-up; 
Rub down transfers; Address plates for addressing machines, address stamps, addressing machines; Folders for papers, 
document files (stationery); Moisteners for gummed surfaces (office requisites); Stickers (stationery); Babies' diaper-
pants of paper or cellulose, babies' napkins (diapers) of paper or cellulose, babies napkins (diapers) of paper or cellulose 
(disposable cloths); Stationery (Cabinets for -) [office requisites]; Mats for beer glasses; Paintings [pictures], framed or 
unframed; Pencils, Pencil holders, Pencil leads, Pencil sharpeners (electric or non electric); Pads (stationery); 
Paperweights, Desk trays, Stamps, Writing paper; Booklets; Fabrics for bookbinding; Paper-clips; Stencil cases; Flags, 
pennants (made of paper); Ink ribbons, Paint boxes (articles for use in school); Filter paper; Finger-stalls (office 
requisites), Bottle envelopes of cardboard or paper; Plastic film for wrapping, Sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; 
Forms; Gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; Elastic bands for offices; Stitching machines and 
stapling presses for office use, Corkboard pins, envelopes(stationery); Filters (Paper coffee -); Calendars; Bags for 
microwave cooking; Lithographic works of art, Maps (geographical); Paintbrushes, Canvas for painting, Palettes for 
painters, House painters' rollers, Painting templates, Paint boxes (articles for use in school), Painters' easels; Marking 
chalk, Modelling paste; Notebooks; Paper handtowels, Paper handkerchiefs, Parchment paper, Placards of paper or 
cardboard, Postcards, Prospectuses; Erasing products; Pencil boxes, Writing instruments, Writing tablets; seals (seals), 
Seals [stamps], Sealing wax, Silver paper, Cases for stamps [seals], Stamp pads; Tablemats, table linen and tablecloths of 
paper; Hygienic paper; Bags (envelopes, pouches) of paper or plastics, for packaging, cardboard articles, wrapping 
paper, waxed paper; Drawing materials, Sketch pads, Drawing boards [painters' articles], Paper shredders (for office use); 
Table linen of paper.

Cl.35;Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in connection with chemicals, cleaning 
preparations, polishing and abrasive preparations, bleaching preparations, paints, pharmacy articles, cosmetics, razors 
and accessories, perfumery, household goods, everyday household objects; Retailing, including via the internet and/or 
via teleshopping channels, in connection with fuels, lighting fuel and motor fuels, industrial oils and greases, lubricants, 
candles; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in connection with health sector goods, 
pharmaceutical preparations, personal sanitary products and toiletries; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via 
teleshopping channels, in connection with machines, tools and goods of common metal, construction articles, DIY 
articles and gardening articles, hobby requisites and craft supplies; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via 
teleshopping channels, in connection with electric goods and electronic goods, sound recording carriers and data 
carriers; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in connection with apparatus for lighting, 
heating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, steam cleaning and steam ironing, sanitary installations and 
accessories, electric and non-electric household or kitchen appliances; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via 
teleshopping channels, in connection with glassware, ceramics, porcelain, household or kitchen goods of metal and 
plastic, household or kitchen containers, cutlery, cooking pot sets and cookware; Retailing, including via the internet 
and/or via teleshopping channels, in connection; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in 
connection with decorations and decorative materials, namely ornaments, seasonal, festive, party and themed 
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decorations for objects; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in connection with window 
glass, windows, rooms, buildings and surfaces; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in 
connection with garlands, flags and sheets; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in 
connection with vehicles and vehicle accessories, bicycles and bicycle accessories, motorised two-wheeled vehicles and 
accessories, fireworks; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in connection with clocks 
and watches/wristwatches and jewellery, optical instruments and apparatus, musical instruments; Retailing, including via 
the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in connection with printed matter, stationery, office requisites, bags and 
saddlery; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in connection with furniture, furnishings, 
tents, awnings, tarpaulins, clothing, shoes and textile goods, headgear, goods of leather and imitations of leather, 
suitcases, bags, backpacks, umbrellas and parasols; Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping 
channels, in connection with toys, sports apparatus, sports equipment and accessories; Retailing, including via the 
internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in connection with foodstuffs, fruits, vegetables and beverages, agricultural 
products, horticultural products and forestry products, foodstuffs for animals and accessories for animals, plants; 
Retailing, including via the internet and/or via teleshopping channels, in connection with smokers' articles, tobacco 
products and other natural stimulants, namely alcohol, coffee, tea, chocolate, sugar and spices, and in connection with 
household goods; Receiving, processing and handling of orders (office functions); Procurement for others (purchasing of 
goods and services for other businesses); Order placement, order delivery and invoice management, invoicing; 
Conducting bonus and loyalty programmes, being customer loyalty schemes for marketing purposes (included in class 
35); Advertising; Searches for customers and promotion of customer loyalty via mail advertising; Arranging and 
conducting of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; Rental of advertising material and 
advertising time on communication media; Office machines and equipment rental; Rental of vending machines; Rental of 
sales stands; Business consultancy and advisory services; Planning and monitoring of business developments with 
regard to organisational matters; Business management planning (assistance); Professional business consultancy, in 
particular for franchising concepts.

Cl.36;Financial services, in particular credit bureaux and the issuing of credit for wholesale and retail, hire-purchase 
financing and arrangement of hire-purchase financing; Real estate rental, broking and leasing.

Cl.39;Transport; Packaging and storage of parcels and/or goods; Collection and delivery of parcels and/or goods; 
Transport of parcels and/or goods by vehicle; Logistics services (included in class 39), in particular order entry, storage 
and contract logistics, procurement logistics, distribution logistics and returns logistics (stock management).

Cl.41;Education and Training for retail business and business optimization; Publication of printed matter and electronic 
media.
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Priority claimed from 25/09/2015; Application No. : 4212682 ;France 

3382123    22/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304573]
KEOLIS
20-22 rue Le Peletier F-75009 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; downloadable computer software applications, in particular for the urban transport of passengers, the 
management of multimodal transport tickets, public transport route calculation, traffic information, the purchase and 
validation of public transport tickets online, the management of car parks, the purchase and validation of car park tickets 
online and information for users of car parks; memory, microprocessor, magnetic or chip cards, access control 
apparatus; payment methods with a magnetic code or an electronic chip of paper and/or plastic; access cards, travel 
cards, travel cards on transport networks, magnetic cards and badges enabling a transport user to pass through an 
automatic door, remote recognition terminals, remote recognition terminals for magnetic badges, magnetic cards and 
mobile phones; computer system for monitoring the activity of a fleet of transport vehicles and drivers thereof; computer 
system for the provision, in real-time, of information to users of vehicles for transporting persons.

Cl.35;Organization of exhibitions or events for commercial or advertising purposes; online advertising on a computer 
network; publication of advertising texts; dissemination of advertisements.

Cl.36;Issuance of transport documents (financial affairs); financing of transport documents (financial affairs).

Cl.38;Telecommunications; remote transmission of information for a centralized ticket management system for the 
multimodal public transport of persons; services for displaying information, namely the transmission of information and 
electronic display (telecommunication) of information, particularly images and videos, held in data banks stored on 
computers and enabling a journey to be planned before it is carried out on public transport; on-line data transmission 
services via server centers or computer terminals in the field of transport, travel and car parks; electronic messaging; 
communication via computer terminals on the Internet.

Cl.39;Transport; transport of people; transport of persons on-demand, transport of persons with reduced mobility; 
information relating to transport of persons; information relating to compliance with public transport regulations; 
reservations for the transport of persons; organization of transport of persons and transportation networks for persons; 
provision of public transport routes (information on public transport); information on public transport, namely route 
planning for public transport (navigation); assistance in route planning (information on public transport); booking of 
tickets for public transport; parking services, parking space rental, operation and management of parking spaces and 
lots; organization consulting in the fields of transport, travel, car parking; booking of parking spaces by telephone and via 
the Internet; information services relating to car parks and traffic; on-demand provision of vehicles (car-sharing); rental of 
vehicles, especially bicycles; organization services for a vehicle, and especially bicycle, rental network; rental of parking 
spaces for bicycles.
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Cl.42;Design, development and updating of computer software, especially software for the management of public 
transport networks, the management of multimodal transport tickets, urban transport of passengers, public transport 
route calculation, traffic information, the purchase and validation of public transport tickets online, the management of 
car parks, the purchase and validation of car park tickets online and information for users of car parks.
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3382222    20/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304651]
FONDAZIONE SALVATORE MAUGERI CLINICA DEL LAVORO E DELLA RIABILITAZIONE
Via Salvatore Maugeri, 4 I-27100 PAVIA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific and measuring equipment, airborne substances sampler.

Cl.42;Scientific research services and chemical analysis and physical-chemical compounds sampled by the specimen 
sampler in this class for the evaluation of air pollution levels.
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3382225    08/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304388]
ZHU, Juan
Room 104, No. 12, Lane 125, Caoxi Street, Xuhui District Shanghai City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Air pumps [vehicle accessories]; windshield wipers; seat covers for vehicles; upholstery for vehicles; sun-blinds 
adapted for automobiles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; pumps for bicycles, cycles; bicycles; pushchairs; pushchair 
hoods.

Cl.27;Carpets; reed mats; mats; gymnasium mats; carpets for automobiles; non-slip mats; floor mats; floor mats of 
rubber; bath mats; wallpaper.
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3382227    02/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304442]
Ningbo Evergreat Imp. & Exp. Co., Ltd
5-6, 7 Room, No. 10, 11, 8 Alley, Dongjiao Road, Jiangdong District, Ningbo Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Dyes; colorants; bactericidal paints; earth (sienna -); pigments; powder form (metals in -) for painters, decorators, 
printers and artists; food dyes; printing ink; paints; anticorrosive agent.

Cl.16;Printed matter; stationery; stamps [seals]; writing instruments; marker pen (stationery); glue for stationery or 
household purposes; drawing materials; writing chalk; pastels [crayons]; modelling paste.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2015; Application No. : 4520150010098 ;Republic of Korea 

3382260    17/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304544]
YISS KOREA CO., LTD.
2F, 54-18, Toegye-ro 73-gil, Jung-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Hair styling preparations; cosmetic preparations for body care; non-medicated toiletries; sanitary preparations 
being toiletries; perfumes in solid form; pre-moistened cosmetic tissues; cosmetic preparations for the care of mouth and 
teeth; tooth gel (dentifrices); tooth whitening pastes; aromatic essential oils.

Cl.14;Gold rings [jewelry]; platinum rings [jewelry]; silver rings [jewelry]; bangle bracelets; bracelets of precious metal; 
ankle bracelets; clip earrings; tie-pins of precious metal; charms in precious metals or coated therewith; neck chains; 
chains of precious metal for bracelets.

Cl.18;Book bags; grips [bags]; leather bags; pouches for holding make-up, keys and other personal items; handbags 
for ladies; travel baggage; portmanteaux; leather bags and wallets; wallets with card compartments; card wallets; small 
coin purses; bags for sports; telescopic umbrellas.

Cl.25;Footwear for men; snow boots; leather slippers; tops (clothing); fashion hats; women's socks; men's socks; 
children's socks; ladies' underwear; fitted swimming costumes with bra cups; bathing suits for children; silk neckties; 
cotton neckties; snowboarding gloves; knitted gloves.

Cl.35;Providing business and marketing information; advertising via the internet; advertising and promotional services; 
advertising and marketing consultancy; business assistance, management and information services; goods import-export
agency services.
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3382507    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304507]
Renesas Electronics Corporation
3-2-24 Toyosu, Koto-ku Tokyo 135-0061 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Batteries; dry cells; computer programs for use in computer operating systems; computer programs for providing 
access to either wired and wireless communication devices; computer programs for wired and wireless communication 
apparatus, namely, mobile phones, cordless phones, personal computers and personal computer tablets; computer 
programs for industrial measurement equipment, building automation apparatus and home appliances; computer 
programs for developing computer programming tools; computer programs; condensers [capacitors]; electric cables; 
semi-conductors; semi-conductor memories; electronic circuits; microcomputers; microprocessors; personal computers; 
tablet computers; large scale integrated circuits loaded with electric resistors; electronic machines, apparatus and their 
parts; mobile phones; cordless phones; wired communication apparatus and instruments; wireless communication 
apparatus and instruments; telecommunication apparatus and instruments; electronic publications, namely, computer 
programming manuals recorded on computer media; downloadable electronic publications.

Cl.42;Design of electronic circuits; design of large scale integrated circuits; design of semi-conductor elements; design 
of semi-conductor chips; design of integrated circuits; design of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] 
or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments; designing and design consultation with regard to 
machines, apparatus, instruments, including their parts or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and 
instruments; consultancy in the design of electronic circuits; consultancy in the design of large scale integrated circuits; 
consultancy in the design of semi-conductor elements; consultancy in the design of semi-conductor chips; consultancy 
in the design of integrated circuits; design services; consultancy relating to the design, programming and maintenance of 
computer programs; computer system design; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial 
machines; testing or research on electronic circuits, semi-conductor elements, integrated circuits and large scale 
integrated circuits; testing or research on electronic machines and apparatus, and consultancy and information services 
relating thereto; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer programs for use in operating systems 
for providing access to wired and wireless communication devices; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable 
computer operating programs; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer programs for industrial 
measurement equipment, building automation and home appliances; providing temporary use of online non-
downloadable computer programs for developing computer programming tools; providing computer programs on data 
networks; rental of computers.
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3383676    24/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1305293]
The Royal Mint Limited
Llantrisant Pontyclun, Mid Glamorgan CF72 8YT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals; common metal alloys; copper ingots; copper-base alloy ingots.

Cl.14;Precious metals; refined precious metals; gold; gold bullion; gold ingots; gold bullion coins; gold and its alloys; 
silver; silver ingots; silver and its alloys; platinum; platinum ingots; platinum and its alloys; coins; medals; medallions.

Cl.40;Refining services; refining of precious metals; refining of common metals; metal treatment services.
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Priority claimed from 23/12/2015; Application No. : 4236043 ;France 

3385230    27/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1305068]
SAINT-GOBAIN GLASS FRANCE, Société Anonyme
"Les Miroirs", 18, avenue d'Alsace F-92400 COURBEVOIE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials, namely building glass; printed glass for building; net curtains; doors and 
windows not of metal; sheets, plates, panels, walls and glass for buildings, for fitting out and for exterior and interior 
decoration; building partitions and glass walls.

Cl.21;Glassware not included in other classes, namely unworked and semi-worked glass (except building glass); 
printed glass (not for building); opaque and translucent enameled glass (not for building); lacquered glass (not for 
building); serigraphed glass (not for building); painted glass (not for building); raw and semi-processed glass also in the 
form of sheets and plates used in the manufacture of sanitary installations, shower cubicles, shower doors, shower 
partitions and walls, refrigerator shelves, glazings, walls, partitions, doors, cupboard and furniture doors.
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3385247    12/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1305128]
NANOBIOTIX
60 rue de Wattignies F-75012 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products for use only in relation to radiotherapy; medicines for human medicine for use only in 
relation to radiotherapy; health products for use only in relation to radiotherapy, namely pharmaceutical products for use 
only in relation to radiotherapy for cancer treatment; preparations for medical use for use only in relation to radiotherapy, 
particularly for tumor treatment; radiological contrast substances for medical use; medical reagents for medical use for 
use only in relation to radiotherapy; chemical preparations for medical or pharmaceutical use for use only in relation to 
radiotherapy; drugs for medical use for use only in relation to radiotherapy; chemical-pharmaceutical products for use 
only in relation to radiotherapy; diagnostic biomarking reagents for medical use for use only in relation to radiotherapy.

Cl.10;Testing apparatus for medical use; diagnostic apparatus for medical use; apparatus for medical use; screens for 
medical use.
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